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Prativadibhayankara ANANTHACHARYA





PREFACE

The Ananthacharya' Indological Research Institute was founded

in 1974, the centenary year of Prativadibhayankara Jagadguru Ananthacharya.

The Institute, which enters the Silver Jubilee year of its useful

.existence, can look back with rightful pride and satisfaction at its

achievements. The University of Mumbai has extended to the Institute

permanent recognition as a centre for research leading to the degree of

Ph.D in Sanskrit, Philosophy and Ancient Indian Culture. Twenty-six

scholars registered through the Institute have so far been awarded the

degree of Ph.D. by the University of Mumbai.

The Institute has also organised several seminars of the national as

well as the international level. It has to its credit twenty-four publications.

In course of pursuing research in Srivaisnavism, in the rituals as

related in the Agama texts and as reflected in present day practice, need

was felt to express our studied views on the topics concerned. Further, as

the Institute expanded its area of research to cover not only allied subjects

such as temple architecture and sculpture, but also cultural studies based

on the Inscriptions scattered through different regions of India as well as

South-East Asia, the lack of a periodical was acutely felt to have an organ

through which the scholarly views could be expressed and disseminated

from time to time.

This strong desire of the dedicated band of scholars engaged in the

various projects of the Institute got a definite boost with its approval by

the Academic Council. Further, the encouragement and support extended

by the Governing Council has now led to its fructification, and we are glad

to bring forth the first volume of the journal to mark the beginning of the

125th year of the advent of Prativadibhayankara Jagadguru Ananthacharya.

G.K.PM

Mumbai,
Director >

14 2 1998 Ananthacharya I. R. Institute
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PRATIVADIBHAYANKARA JAGADGURU ANANTHACHARYA

G. K. PAI

Parentage

The great Vaisnava Acarya Ramanuja,
desirous ofestablishing Vaisnavism

on a firm footing, founded seventy-four Plthas and commissioned seventy-

four pontiffs on these seats hereditarily to continue his work of propagating

the tenets of the Religion of the Vaisnava Saints. Sri Mudumbai Nambi

was installed on the 36th seat. His descendant was Mudumbai Anna, who

in a Sastric disquisition defeated Sarvajna Misra, a great scholar and follower

of Mayavada. This proficiency of Mudumbai Anna was well appreciated

by Varadacarya, son of the great scholar VedantadeSika. He conferred upon

Mudumbai Anna the title of 'Prativadibhayankara' meaning 'Terror to the

Adversary' .Since then the descendants of this family are glorified by this

title Mudumbai Anna is also credited with the authorship of the Suprabhatam

(which is chanted in the Tirumalai temple before dawn every-day), Prapatti

and MangalaSasanam of Lord Venkatea.

The spread of Vaisnavism in the North is mainly due to the efforts

put in by the Pontiffs of this family.

Ananthacarya, a direct descendant ofPrativadibhayankara Mudumbai

Anna was born in Tirupati under the constellation Svati in Caitra V.S.1930

i e March 1874, at the place of his maternal uncle Srirangacharya, who

was a learned man and also the sthalacarya at Tirupati. His parents took

him to Kanci where he spent his early childhood.
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Early life & Education

When he was five years old, his mother taught him the Sabdampavali,

Dhaturupavali and several slokas which he grasped very quickly. In a

few days he learnt the -RaghuvamSa also.' For some time he studied in a

school run by a Saiva saint.

In his eighth year his upanayana was performed and he was initiated

into Vedic studies. .But as his father had to visit a few places in the North,

he accompanied his father. At first they visited the Snranga temple at Puskara

wherein his father formally gave him dlksa and initiated him into Vaisnavism.

Thereafter they proceeded to Jaipur, Lakshmangarh and other holy places
and returned to Kancf.

Here he was admitted into the Sathakopanilaya school where he

studied poems like Naisadha, the SiddhantakaumudIm& all kavyas in the

Dravida language. In a short while he mastered all the instruction that was

imparted in the school.

At the age of eleven he entered the Ubhayavedantavardhini school
wherein he studied the campus, natakas (plays), works on rhetorics, metrics
and grammar. Along with these subjects, he. also studied a little of Nyaya,
Veda Samhitas and Divyaprabandha. In a few days he gained mastery over
Grammar and Literature so much so that he could compose verses. Though
he was not very good at sports, he was proficient in debates (disquisition).

At the age of'fourteen 'he was married to Lakshmi, daughter of

Gopalacharya of Tirupati. But he continued his studies at Ubhayavedanta-
vardhini school. Later he approached his maternal uncle Rangacharya and
his brother Venkatacharya for higher studies. It was under their tutelage
that, he- mastered Sanskrit Grammar and systems of Philosophy and also
attained proficiency in the Visistadvaita Philosophy. Along with these Sastric
sto4i.es he also took to learning different languages such as Hindi, Gujarati,
Marathi,..Telugu, Bengali and English.

When he was sixteen, he lost his father; two years later his mother
too expired. But he had the strength of mind to carry on discharging his
duties as a householder, meet the pious obligations as a son and simultaneously
to pursue his Sastric studies.
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Beginning from V.S. 1951 he undertook a number of extensive tours

throughout the length and breadth of the country to continue the mission

of Ramanuja, to spread the message of Sanatana dharma in general and

the Visistadvaita Philosophy in particular.

In spite of severe handicaps prevailing for want of modern means

of conveyance, he undertook the journey which was arduous by riding on

bullock-carts, on camel-back, in palanquins and finally by motor car when

it appeared on the roads; at times he was in poor health and yet he visited

a number of places, for, he had devoted his life to the upliftment of people.

Propagation of Sanatana Dharma

In keeping with his mission of religious propagation, he delivered

a number of public talks on a variety of topics. He spoke on Bhakti, Vidya,

Vaisnava sampradaya, Visistadvaita siddhanta, Gayatrl, Ahimsa, Pancasariiskara,

Saranagati, purpose of temples, tenets ofVedic religion, purpose of avatSra,

what is dharma and so on. He also spoke on philosophical subjects such

as Jfva, nature of Atman, Maya, Brahman, Jagat, Bhakti-yoga, Jnanayoga

and Karmayoga, Advaitavada, Vedanta, Detachment, true happiness, means

of liberation, etc. Similarly he gave moral discourses on topics such as

duties of women, man's ingratitude towards Almighty, performance of one's

duty, duties of a human being, etc.

In one such discourse delivered in Tamil at the Vaisnava Sammelan,

held at Tirunelvelly (21 .9.1919), he referred to the antiquity ofthe Vaisnava

faith which in early times was known as Bhagavata Dharma. He also criticised

the prevalent, view that Ramanuja was the founder of Vaisnavism and added

that all that Ramanuja did was only to reform and reconstruct the ancient

creed of Bhagavata, Dharma.

The vast number and variety of subjects that he could handle with

mastery and fluency were indeed amazing particularly in the case of a

person without any formal schooling.

Besides his mother tongue Tamil, he knew several other languages

such as Telugu, English, Marathi and Gujarati. In addition to his mastery

over Sanskrit, he had also mastered Hindi. He gave public discourses in
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all these languages. He attended successive sessions ofthe Vaisnava Sammelans,

founded the Vaisnava Mahasabha and also attended its different sessions

held in places such as Prayag, Hyderabad, Mumbai,'etc. He was an orator

and as such presided over the.Sanatana Sabha founded by Madart Mohan

Malavlya. Wherever he went he was honoured by people. Distinguished

Sanskrit scholars and chiefs of Indian states were highly impressed by
his learning and simplicity. On listening . to his discourse, the assembly
of the learned at Calcutta conferred upon him the title of Vedantavarinidhi. .

Sir Rabindranath Tagore invited him and accorded a rousing reception in

his honour at Shantiniketan. Although he possessed strong conviction towards

his own faith, he was all along liberal in his views in relation to other

sects and earnestly desired for their thriving and for enduring prosperity
of the entire humanity.

The British Government treated him as a V.I.P. as the collectors

of different districts were instructed in advance to see that he and his

followers were not .subjected 'to interruption in the course of their tour.

Divyadesas
-

Whereas the public lectures and discourses he delivered during the
tours formed an important aspect of his mission, he also established a number
of divyadesas in furtherance of the same objective.

,

The erection of Sri Ram Mandir at Amjhera (M.P.), Sri Ranganath
Dtvyadesa (Rola), Sri Satyanarayan Mandir at Maulasar (Rajasthan), Sri
Venkatesh Mandir at Mundwa are the .result of the constructive energy
of His Holiness. Sri Venkatesh Mandir of Jaora (M.P.) and Bhiivaikuntha
at Nanded are his great achievements.

The Venkatesha temple at Fanaswadi, Mumbai is one such divyadeSa
and a great -monument of. his. munificence. The icon of Lord Venkatesa
was installed in this temple following the traditional rites on Friday Jyestha
Sukla Dagaml of V.S.1984, i.e.l927 A.D.

Low for Sanskrit .

'

.

"

-

;

'..

'

. ...
.

'

.
''-.

He was a great lover of Sanskrit. His love for Sanskrit languageknew no bounds. He calls it a divine, ancient, undying language like Brahman.
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He observes that it has been reduced to a pitiable position because of Kali.

He also notes that certain translations of Sanskrit works are found in Tibet,

but the original Sanskrit texts are not traced in India. His contribution to

the revival of Sanskrit language was in no measure small. One of the suggestions

he made to the Maharaja of Travaecore (in whose Padmavilas Palace, he

stayed as guest) was that arrangement for teaching Sanskrit be made in

every Agraharam. He collected all Sanskrit works available which formed

his Library called Hayavadanalilasadanam housed in Kane! which collection

later formed, the nucleus of the library of the Ananthacharya Indological
Research Institute in Mumbai - an institution founded in 1974 in order

to perpetuate his sacred memory.

A Scholar and Writer

He was 'a deep scholar and a prolific writer. He wrote Ms works

and articles in Sanskrit, Hindi and Tamil. Among his original works are

(1) Purnsas&kta-bhasya, a commentary on the Purusasukta (Rgveda X.90)
wherein he proves that Purasa stands for Visnu. ,(2) Valmikibhavadlpa a

work in 20 verses, with Ms owe gloss in Sanskrit, wherein he tells us how
Rama, Visnu and Brahman are identical in Valmikf's view. (3)

Vaisnavamatadnsanoddharah - a rejoinder to Pandit Sivasankar's article

attacking Ramanujasampradaya which was published in the Aryavarta of

Ranch!. (4) Sanm8rgasammarjanl--in reply to Ramamja-mata-khandanam
of Svami Gangadharasrama published by Rama Pandita. (5) Badavanala

(SiddhantasiddhapagSkhandanarupa). (6) Aikyaslstrya- mlrnamsa to show
that there is actually no difference.between the Purva and Uttara'mlniamsa

(7) Dvandvayuddhasamlksa-m reply to Dvandvayuddha-of Madhavatirtha,

the Sankaracharya of Dvaraka who tried to prove that the practice of

Taptamudradharanara is not supported by Sruti or by any other

authority. (8) Taptamudradharana - in support of the practice of

branding the body with red-hot Sankha, cakra, etc, which they have in

common with Madhvas (For list of works see infra).

In all the above works, he quotes profusely from the Vedas, Brahmanas,

Upanisads, Epics, Puranas t Smrtis, Dharmasastra and smrti literature and

classical works like Raghnvanisa and Kumarasambhava. In his Purusasukta-

bhasya he had quoted at least eighty authorities or authoritative texts. AH
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his works not only point out to his deep scholarship but also evince the

convincing manner in which he has put forth his arguments.

In order to keep the torch in the form of Sanskrit language always

burning, he edited and published a number of Sanskrit works pertaining

to the Veda, Vedanta, Mlmamsa, Nyaya, Pancaratra, Puraea, etc., through

the Sudarsana Press which he established for this purpose. at Kanchi in

1898 A.D. He edited the SatvataSamhitawith the help of four manuscripts

and published it for the first time in Devanagarf script. Similarly he brought

out in Devanagarl, the Isvara Samhita and Nyaya works of Gadadhara.

He started the Sanskrit News magazine ManjubhasinI in 1900 and

two series viz., Sastramuktavali and Nyayaratnamala. Whereas through

the former he brought out hitherto unpublished Sanskrit texts, through the

latter he brought out Nyaya works. He has also brought out several miscellaneous

works.

He translated into Sanskrit the original Tamil Manipravala works

by Lokacarya viz., Tattvatrayam, Mumuksuppadirahasya, Snvacanabhusanam,

etc.

He brought out in the South, the first magazine in Hindi '"Vaidika-

sarvasva" and a journal "Brahmavidya" in Tamil.

Editor and Publisher of ManjubhasinI

As the editor of the Sanskrit Patrika ManjubhasinI, his contribution

to the Hindu society, and Religion in general, to Vaisnavism and Sanskrit

language in particular, was by no means small. From 1900 onwards, he
edited the ManjubhasinI which though began as a monthly, came out later

as a fort-nightly, and was subsequently converted into a weekly issue of
four pages. ManjubhasinI was published until the year 1932.

What prompted him to bring out a Sanskrit magazine "Manjubhasinf*
has been made clear by him in the very first issue in the following words
:

4

Sanskrit language is passing through a very lean period; effort must
be made to make it thrive again'. On another occasion, he states that the

paper is mainly published for developing in our readers proficiency in Sanskrit.
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He also hoped that the pieces of news that are published in the Mafijubhasint

would interest the readers not due so much to their being pieces of news

as to their being couched in Sanskrit language. As the editor and publisher,

he realised that people are of different tastes and endeavoured to satisfy

all readers. He was also careful to see that his prejudice did not interfere

with views of any particular school of Vedanta published in Manjubhasinl.

He also encouraged other magazines by reviewing them in the ManjubhasinL

Humility

As- a pontiff he was extremely humble and modest. Though "the British

Government treated him as a V.I.P. he never used the facilities provided

to him.

'End

Having lived such a full and fruitful life, he departed to his heavenly

abode in 1936 A.D,

Such was the multifaceted genius of H.H.Ananthacharya --. a scholar,

orator, writer, editor, publisher and Pontiff. Much has been told about him,

but it has not been possible to bring out all the facets of his genius. On

this solemn occasion of the,125th year of his birth, we humbly re-dedicate

ourselves *o the cause ofSanatanadharma which he cherished and the propagation

of its sublime tenets which he strove for throughout his life.
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LIST OF WORKS OF EL H. ANANTHACHARYA

Original Works : .
.

1. Srtpurusasuktabhasyam

2. SanmargasammarjanI

3. Srivaimavamatadusanoddhara

4. Valmikibhavadfpa

5. Badavanala (Siddhantasiddha-

pagakhandanarupah) Part - 1

6. Aikyaastramlmamsa

7. Cakradharana-Pramana-Sangraha

(Compilation with

Hindi Commentary)

8. Taptamudradharan par Nirnaya-

sindhukar ka Phaisala. (Hindi)

9. Tattvabodhana (Hindi)

10. Satyartha Prakasa Aur

Snvaisnava Sampradaya

(Hindi)

1 1 . Bvandvayuddha Samlksa

(Hindi)

gastramuktavali (SM), No. 9

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1901.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1932.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1930.

SM,No.21
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1904.

Nirnayasagar -Press,

Bombay, 1915.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1926.

Srivaisnava Sampradaya Pramana

Sangraha. Granthavali, No.l

Triveni Printing Press,

Allahabad.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1922.

Kanci, 1921,

Vaidikasarvasva, (VS)

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1928.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1929.
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12. Vcdanta Rahasya ,

'

Sri Sudarsana Press,

.(Three articles IE Hindi) .

, Kanci, 1930.

Translated into Sanskrit :

1. Srfvacana - Bhusana - Sri Sudarsana. Press,

Rahasyam (From Tamil) .

'

Kancipuram, 1926.

of Lokacarya.

2. Mumuksuppadi - Rahasyam Vaidikasarvasva (VS)

of Lokacarya. . Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1926.

3. Tattvatraya
- Rahasyam (VS),

of Lokacarya. Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1928.

4. Saiiisara Cakram, Akhyayika Sri Sudarsana Press,

(From Hindi) of Jagannath Prasad Kanci, 1930, 1934.

Chaturvedi, Parts I & II

Works Edited :

'

'

1. Bhagavadglta With .

SM, No.6

Gltarthasangraha, a Com. Sri Sudarsana Press,

by Yamunacarya. Conjeeverem, 1901.

'2. Gitarthasangraha
-
Diplka, 5M, No.25

Sri Varavaramuni's Com. Sri Sudarsana Press,

On Sri Bhagavadglta Conjeeverem, 1906.

3. Satvata Saihhita According SM, No,15

To Pancaratra Sastra Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1902.

4. Pancaratra Isvara - Samhita 5M, No.45

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1923.
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5. Ramanujasiddhantasara

of Varadacarya

6. Taittiriyopanisadbhasyam

7. Srfsuktabhasyam

8. Kriyakairavacandrika

of Varahaguru (Tamil Script)

9. Tattvanirnaya

of Varadacarya

10. Lakshralsahasranamastotram

(Sanatkumarasariihitoktam)

SM, No.61

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1934.

SM, No.24

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1905.

No.l

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1899.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1927.

SM, No. 12

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1902.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci,

1 1 . Moksakaranatavada &
Drsyatvanumananirasa

12. Kanci-Mahatmyam
of BramhandapOrana

13. Mallapuri Mahatmyam
of Brahmandapurana

(Telugu Script)

14. Prasanna Parijata

of Yatsyasrl Varadagum

SM, No. 31,32

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1909.

SM, No.26

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1906.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1934.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1912.
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15. Sandhyavandana
- Mantrabhasyam

of Srisudarsanasiiri

16. Sarvadarsanasiromani

of Kanci Ramanujacarya

17. Siddhanta - Cintamani .

of Sreenivasacharya
-

(A Work On Vedanta Philosophy)

18. Linganirnayabhusanam

of Thopuri Raraasuri

19. Ekadasisraddhamimamsa

20. Parasaryavijaya of Ramanuja

or Mahacharya

(Brahmasutravyakhyaiia).

21. Sudarsana-Mlmamsa

of Laksraanacarya

22. SeSvara - Mfmartisa

(Com. on Jaiminislitra) ,

of Sri Vedantacharya

23. Karyadhikarana
- Vada

of Srirangacharya T.A.P.,

PartsIJI&ni

24. Karyadhikarana
- Tattvam

of KastOri Rangacariar

25. Mimaiiisa - Paduka

of Vedantadesika

5M, No.27

Sri'Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1906.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci,

SM, No-. 13

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1902.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1907,

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kancipuram, 1925.

SM,No.43
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 19.12.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1926.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem,, 1902.

5M,No.7,18

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1901, 1903.

5M,No.l7
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1903.

5M,No,3
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1900.
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26. Bhattarahasyam of

Khaadadeva

27. Avacchedakata-Nirakti of

Gadadhara Bhattacharya

with Didhiti

28. Badhagranthah of

Gadadhara Bhattacharya

With Mani & Didhiti

29. MimiitisSkaustubha of

Khandadeva (Cora, on

Jaiminisutra) Vol I - IV

30. Avayavagranthah of

Gadadhara Bhattacharya with

Didhiti & Tattvacintamani

31. CaturdaSalaksan! of

Gadadhara Bhattacharya

with Mani & Didhiti

32. Paksataof
'

Gadadhara Bhattacharya

with Mani & Didhiti

33. Pancalaksanl of

Gadadhara Bhattacharya

with Mani & Didhiti

34. Pramanya - Vada of SM9 No.4
Gadadhara Bhattacharya Sri Sudarsana Press,
with Mani & Didhiti Conjeeverem, 1901.

(Prathama Samputah Jnaptivadanta)

5M,No.2
Sri Sodarsana Press, .

Conjeeverem, 1900.

Sri Sudarsaea Press,

Conjeeverem, 1901.

Nyayaratnavali, No.4

Sri Sudarsana, Press,

Conjeeverem, 1904.
'

SM,No.l4
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1 902, 1 904, 1 9 1 1 , 1 930

SM, No.59

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1930.

SM, No.41-

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1911.

5M, No.45

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1920.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1911.
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35. Sadharanasadharananiipasamliari ;

Virodhagranthah of .

Gadadhara Bhattacharya

with Mani & Dldhiti

36. Satpratipaksa
- Grantha of

Gadadhara Bhattacharya

with Mani & Dldhiti

37. Savyabhicara Samanyaninakti .

of Gadadhara Bhattacharya

with Mani & Dldhiti

(Telugu)

38. Samanyanirukti of

Gadadhara Bhattacharya

with Mani & Dldhiti

(Sanskrit)

39. Sabdakhanda of Gadadhara

Bhattacharya with Com.

Mani of Gangesopadhyaya

40. Satakoti (Gadadhariya

Satpratipaksa Krodapatram

of Ramasastri )

41. Satakoti - Mandanam

of Vijayaraghavacarya

42. Satakoti - Khandanam

of Anantacarya

ofYadavadri

43. Upadhivada of Gadadhara Bhatta

with Mani & Dldhiti

Nyayarataavali, NR
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1934.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1901.

JVR,No.l
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1900.

NR , No.44

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1916. ,

5M,No.23
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1904.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1911.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverera, 1930.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1930.

5M, No.33

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1909.
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44. Vyotpattivada (Sabdakhanda-

Grantha) of Gadadhara .

Bhattacharya

45. Nyayabhaskara

(of Anantarya of Yadavadri)

46. Nyayabhaskara, Mfmamsakaustubha,

Gadadhariya CaturdasalaksanL

Satadusani Candamarutasahita,

Gadadharyamupadhivada,

Mahabharata Santiparva, Bhedavada
& Tatkratunayavlcara,

Moksakaranatavada.

47. Bhedavada &
Tatkratunayavicara, of

Anantarya of Yadavadri

48. Satadusani Candamarotasahita,

Mlmaiiisakaustiibha,

Gadadhariya Pancalaksani,

Gadadhariya Caturdasalaksani,

Parasaryavijaya.

49. Satadusani Vol. I to IV.

( A work on Vedanta

Philosophy with commentary)

50; Yatilingasamarthanam of

Sri
Varadacarya &

Yaiilingabhedabhangavada
(64th Chapter of

Satadusani)
of

Vedantaclirya.

SM, No.44

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1904.

SM.

SM.

5M,No.29,30
,Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1907.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem,

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1904,1911,1926.

SM, No.37, 38

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1911.
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51. Satadusarti CandamSrutasahita,

Mlmaiissakaostabha, Gadadharlye

Pancalaksani, Gadadharfye

Simhavyaghralaksane, Gadadharlye

Sarvabhaumapariskara,

& Parasaryavljaya.

52. Saptabhaiigi Taraftgin!

of Vimaladasa.

SM, No.77,78 (?)

Sri Sudarsaea Press,

Conjeeverem,

53. Subhasita - Kaustubha,

of Venkatadhvari

54. Padavakyarataakara

(A Work on Logic) of

Gokulananda

Bhattacharya

.55. Parasata .- Visistha - Parama-

Dharmasastra (with Hindi Tr.)

56. Sandilya - Vasistha - Parama-

Dharmasastra (with Hindi Tr.)

57. Advaita - Vivecana of

Srivaisnava.

Ananta Prasad Trivikramlal'

(with Tr.of Sri Harivamsamani)

58. Srlbhasyavimarsaea - Parlksa

of Sri Vaisnavadasa.

59. Yatirajavaibhavam of

Andhrapumacharya.

(Skt & Hindi tr.)

? No.8

Sri Sudarsaea Press,

Coejeeverem, 1901.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci 1909.

SM,

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Conjeeverem, 1904.

VS
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1929.

VS
Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1930.

VS

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1930.

Sri Sudarsana Press,

Kanci, 1928.

'

:

Pub. P.B.Math,V

Kanci, 1930.
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Telogu Works.

60. Mukta Bhogavali of Sri Sudarsana Press,

Nayanaraccan Pillai. Kancipuram, 1901.

61. Prativadibhayaiikaram Sri Sudarsana Press,

Anna Vaibhavam- Kancipuram, 1904.

(Sangrahappadi)

62. Saccaritraparitranam Sri Sudarsana Press,

of Viraraghavasuri. Kanciporam, 1912.

(Telugu)

63. Bambai Ka Divyadesh Vaidikasarvasva Visesank

(Hindi)



ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF VEDIC RITUALS

B. B. CHAUBEY

Vedic religion is essentially, a religion of sacrifice
1

accompanied with

varied rituals. But these rituals are not the inventions of one day or one period.

They are rather result of constant process of evolution.We have reasons to believe

that in the beginning the rituals were very few and simple, but with the passage

of time they became large in number and complicated in their performance.

The ritual in the sutras shows alterations as compared with the texts on which

it is based. In the ancient Brahmana literature several individuals are mentioned

as objecting or rejecting or modifying a prevalent ritual. The reasons of

modifications or alterations or new inventions of the rituals seem to be that

firstly, the climate and the life under new conditions; all these elements

might' have opposed the stereotyped rituals with more or less

success;
2
secondly, the clash of clans, the welding of different traditions

might account for such changes;
3
thirdly, the advancing ethical sense or a

more intelligent mind also might have been the factor bringing modifications

in old rituals;
4
fourthly, the priests were restless personages, far from content

with merely following out a traditional ritual; they were given to reflection on

the ritual and to discussions of its meaning;
5

fifthly, the social expansion

amalgamates rituals or brings in new ritual. Any ritual, sometimes, instead of

becoming vague, may be diverted into the expansion of a new idea; a later ethos

may interpret the old rite in modern terms.
6

In the beginning when man became conscious of his contact with nature

he personified the phenomena ofnature. He attributed the qualities of living beings

to them. He endowed them with desire and feeling including the propensities

to take offence and to be pleased, the characteristics ofhuman species. Creation,

sustenance and destruction were also assigned to them. They were elevated to

the rank of gods. They became supernatural.
7 As long as man thinks himself

powerful he does his work himself. But as soon as he comes to realize that how

meagre his power is in contrast with the supernatural powers, he bows down

before the larger to get it done for himself. He establishes various relations to

the supernatural powers. He calls them father, mother, brother and friend. He

begins to worship them with a view to getting their blessings in forms of good

progeny, wealth, sound health and so on. They were called devas. In order to

get their blessings it was an imperative to pacify their wrath first and express
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his thankfulness to them In form of prayers, laudations and propitiations.
8
For

this, he might have started giving some portion of Ms possessions In the same

way as a man gives something to the man whom he wants to please. This was

the beginning of a ritual . A prayer or worship now became associated with offerings

of things to the powers . Now the question was where that thing was to be placed

that the deity might devour It in the beginning people would be placing the thing

at a considerable distance. With this might have arisen the notion of not getting

that thing back. This can be conjectured from the spoken formula, viz. 5? ^ Wl

'this is not mine' at the ritual of offering oblations to the gods. Had it not been

the case the prose formula ^ ^r TO, whose mention Is made nowhere, might

not have been in vogue at all offerings. This ritual was called hautra ritual, for

the gods were Invoked by this rite.
9 But whether the deity had accepted that

oblation or not, it was open to doubt. If perchance he happened to see the oblation

sometimes being eaten up by an animal or a bird or a man other than him, it

must have created doubt in his mind about the acceptance of the oblation by the

deity. Now he must have indulged himself in finding out some solutions about

how the oblations could be accepted by the deity. At this stage Agni the fire-
'

god appeared to him" to solve this problem. He saw that It Is Agni which devours

everything thrown into It This was the beginning of giving

offereings to Agni which was preserved at a common place with due care, for,

it was difficult to find Agni if It was once extinguished. When the Bhrgus- first

invented Agni
I0

by churning of two fire sticks, the problem was solved and

now it became a ritual to produce Agni by churning of two fire-sticks on all

religious occasions. At this time the idea might have developed in the minds

of the worshippers that Agni could bring the oblations to the other deities too.

With this Idea, he might have named Agni as *vahni
'

1 1

'the bearer'. Now there

remained no doubt as to whether the deities had accepted the oblations or not.

Now a new formula '3^ - ^FT Wff ^ ^r W$
}

began to be. employed at

the time of. offering to all gods. With the' introduction of svSha, the ritual which

was : once called hautra karma, was now begun to be called svihSkSra.
12

In the beginning the process was not very complicated. The offerer himself

used to give offerings in the fire calling the name of different deities. Seldom
did ..he get. it-done by the assistance of others. But gradually due to complication
ofritualistic perfbrmances, itbecame difficult for a performer ofthe rite to perform
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it himself Now he began to patronise a seer who might help him in performance

of the rites and in return the YajamSna suitably rewarded the seer with wealth

and cattle The Rgveda is full of such references where the patrons have been

commended by the seers. As time passed on, the descendants of the seers became

priests ofthe descendants
of the patrons of their

fathers. They helped the YajanOnas

in performance of all their religious activities. But when the Vedic sacrifices

took a large shape the family priest alone was not able to perform the entire

rituals So on the occasion ofperforming the sacrifices, other priests
were invited

and chosen. These occasional priests
were called Rtviks. They were given fees

or largesse. Thus there became two groups of the performers,
the first group

being represented by theya/'^a and his family members, and'*e other group

by the officiant priests.
The former met the expenses mcurre Pf

the rites When the work was done by oneself, there was no need of giving fees

Xesseto anybody. But when it began to be got done by the officiant pries*

the v^amfiia had to pay them Daksina. Thus, the ritual of givmg argesse called

dak a came into vogue. In the beginning Daksina was a kind of reward which

Soused to give to his priest who prayed for his well-being and prosperity.

heestab^
of livelihood The BObnanasv** supposed to earn their livelihood through

iLS Itwasthedutyofthe sacrificer to give Daksin* in

full^obody

could

~
no- fruit.-

.

WirnthepasSageoftime,theri^
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today in performance of certain rituals in Hindu society. The main reason of

celebrating the rituals with great pomp and show was that people might witness

them well, and the fame of the sacrificer and the officiants be spread around.

The officiant priests, too, wanted to display their deep knowledge and efficacy

in the rituals so that their glory as the best officiants be spread in the society
and also outside it. Moreover, the yajamana by giving good things in plenty
to the officiant priests wanted them to eulogise him and spread his glory by
praising him eveywhere. In thzRgveda there is a considerable number of verses

in which the bountiful patrons have been eulogised.

With a view to getting their different desires fulfilled people began to

please the gods by offering many things in a most regulated manner. At this stage,

they had developed this notion that in order to get a particular desired thing, an

offering of that very thing should be made to the deity. Ifa man wanted to become
rich in cattle he should offer an animal. This was the beginning of animal offerings
in the sacrifices. However, the offering of. animals in the fire was thought of
as an act of killing. This is evident from the fact that the word adhvara-

efymologically meaning"not killing'
14

(a + Vdhvr" to kill* ) was used exclusively
for the animal sacrifice. When the word adhvara became a conventional term
for the sacrifice, the performerofthe latter began to be called adhvaryu. Preparing
the altars, bringing the fuel (samidh), placing of sacrificial utensils at Vedi,
producing Agni by churning of two fire-sticks (*rams),. bringing of animals]
killing and making offerings of them into Agni all these rituals were to be
performed by the adhvaryu priest. In this way, gradually the offerings of many
other things, such as .milk, butter, grain and purod&a came into vogue aiming
at

fulfilling the various desires.

-In the beginning there was no strict rale regarding the order and sequence
of the performance of the rituals. But gradually the rules regarding the order
and sequence of the rites became strict. In order to observe the sequence it was
necessary to repeat the rites again and again. And to remember the sequencesome sentences expressing the feeling of the sacrificer and glorifying the godswho were to enjoy the offerings were to be recited. These sentences known
as Mvub were the first mantras to be employed in the early Vedic sacrifices.
But

gradually, a large number of verses were composed and employed in the
sacrifices to accompany the varied rituals. At a later stage, many hymns or the
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mantras, which were not originally composed for the purpose of ritual, began

to be employed in the rituals. Consequently mantra became one of the essential

requirements of the sacrifice. With a very few exceptions each and every act

was to be accompanied with certain mantras. The yajus mantras collected in the

of the Yajurveda in its both -Krsna and Sukla - recensions bear this

fact out. A mantra became so closely associated with a ritual that its mantratva

verily depended on its being used in the ritual. A large number of stanzas of

the Rgveda are not employed in any of the ritual but to retain their

mantratva Sayana had to accept that they were mantra because they were employed

in the Brahmayajfia i.e., Svadhyaya, daily study of one's own Sakha.

Beginning of the use ofDarbha :

In the performance of Vedic rituals a sacred grass known as darbha

is invariably used. Apparently there is no connection of the with the

rituals. They were used neither in enkindling of the fire nor in making offerings

into Agra. But their.importance was so great that no religious act could be performed

without the help, of the darbhas. How the darbha took the place of honour in

vedic rituals is very interesting to note. Previously the Gangetic Pradesh was

covered with, darbhas. No agriculture was possible without digging them out.

But how could they be dug out ? The who were well-known for

their intelligence spread the news that when Indra killed Vrtra the latter was

drowned in waters, making them polluted. The sacred and divine element of

the waters came out from the waters in the form of darbha.
15 Since they, had

sprang out from the sacred and divine element of the waters, they began to be

regarded as the most sacred' and divine, and hence their use in all religious

rituals. While performing the religious deeds it was necessary to .sit upon

a mat -of -darbha (darbh-asana); yajamSna had; to bear a ring of darbha

(pavitra) on Ms finger; darbhas were spread around the altar; gods, invited to

the sacrifices, were given seats of darbhas; the- sacrificial utensils were placed

on the darbhas; the kurci
'

the cleanser' used for cleansing the altar was made

ofthe darbhas. When the use of darbha increased in the performance of all religious

acts, the land covered with the darbhas was cleansed and became fit for

cultivation.
16

Ultimately, it so happened that darbhas became rare and then it

began to be brought and preserved by the priests for a year. Now it became a

ritual to dig out darbhas on an amavasya day which is called kusotpatM amavasya.
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The origin of the of Soma-kraya :

The use of Soma as a drink was known to the Aryan people. It was a

very invigorating drink. With the idea coining into their minds, that if a man

wanted to attain vigour he should offer the oblation of Soma, soma-sacrifices

began. The soma-valti from which the soma-rasa was eschewed was found at

mountain. But when they became far away from the Mujavat, it became

very difficult to get spma-valli; and when it became very rare its importance

increased. Now it was bought from the lower class people who used to bring

and sell it for their livelihood. The dialogue between the purchaser and the seller

of the Soma has been recorded in Srautasutras as a ritual in the soma-rites.

After buying, the soma was brought with great honour to the house of the sacrificer.

It was pressed and its juice was kept in a wooden pot called drom-kahsa, and

therefrom it was offered to the deities. With the introduction of the soma-rites

a new class of Rtviks, known as Udgatr, came into being who used to chant

mantras addressed to the deities to whom soma-offering was to be made. Songs

known as samans were also chanted at the time of preparation of soma-juice.

Beginning of the rituals of Bath and sprinkling and touching of waters.

In Vedic rituals, nay, throughout the entire range- of Hindu rituals, waters

play very important role. From beginning to the end of the sacrifices and in all

sorts of religious activities waters are employed.. Before entering into any sort

of religious activity a Hindu has to take bath first. How the ritual of bath started

can be surmised by seeing the stanzas addressed to waters
l7

in the Rgveda itself.

Waters are pure and they wash and purify everything. In a hot country like India

taking bath was pleasant to cool one's body. Due to excessive sweating in a hot

country the body smells which may give birth to many diseases also. By taking

bath one becomes fresh. When people wish to worship their deities or enter into

any religious act they thought that they should do this with washed and fresh

body. For purity sake they often used to wash their hands during the performance
of such acts. At the end of the soma-sacrifice a ceremony called Avabhrtha

was, performed. In this ceremony the various things, which were to be disposed
of after the offering was over, were carried down to the waters and cast into

them. The sacrificer with his wife took bath which was thought to cause removal
of sin/Butthese forms', says AJ8 JCETTH, are obviously mere cloaks for the fact

that the washing is the chief thing, and that it concerns- itself-with the removal
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of the mysterious potency, which has clung since the Dlksa to the sacrificer and

his wife, rendering them unfit for normal human life. That this was realized

by the priests is, clearly proved by the language used for the rite :

fe

the waters

are distinctly said to remove the consecration and the Tapas, and it is stated that

the sacrificer takes the consecration with him into the bath'.
18

In support of this

justification, A.B.KEITH, refers to the rite of the under-taking of vow of study

by a Brahmacarin who assumes a girdle, an antelope skin, and a staff. At the

end of the vow all these things are solemnly laid aside and the Brahmacarin

takes a bath.
!l> Thus there is no least shadow ofdoubt that the ritual of bath certainly

have started with the idea of purifying the body.

Gradually it also began to be thought that waters purify not only the body

but the mind also. In the beginning taking bath was sufficient for both purposes,

that is, outer and inner purifications. But gradually the sprinkling of waters on

the body and also at the place where worship was to be performed began in

addition to bath. Subsequently, sprinkling, touching' and sipping of water became

a sort of ritual, symbolising the outer and inner purifications. The SB bears this

fact out when it says:
6

Standing in between Ahavanfya and Garhapatya fires

he sips the waters; he sips the waters because man is not fit for sacrifice, for

he speaks lie. By this sipping of waters he puts purity in him because waters

are fit for sacrifice. He does this, so that he may undergo the Vrata after having

become fit for sacrifice'.
20

From the above observations we come to the conclusion that all Vedic

rituals were in the beginning very simple bereft of any complicated injunction

or commandment and sophisticated rigidity in their performance. With the

passage of time they became more and more complicated and rigid in the hands

of priestly class which had become ignorant of the original meaning and urge

of the ritual If one explains the correct meaning and significance of the Vedic

rituals they may prove fruitful even today.
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THE ROVEDA - IS IT MERE MYTHOLOGY ?

V. V. GANGAL

Yes, the Rgveda is largely a collection of songs
-
mystic and poetic.

It is amazing and distressing that great scholars like MAX MOLLER and scores

of others should have discerned neither. MGLLER'S remark/what can be more

tedious than the Veda ?'
, therefore, is the most uncharitable. To WILSON, the verses

of the Veda except in a few rare passages, appear singularly prosaic. For COWELL,

the poetry of the Rgveda is singularly deficient in that simplicity and natural

pathos. GRIFFITH begs his European readers not to expect to find in these hymns
Isaiah or Job or the Psalms ofDavid. The authors of BrShmanas were blinded

by theology according to MAX MOLLER. Was he not triply blinded 'by mythology
and an unholy intention of. imposing Christianity on the Indian populace ? And

yet he had the cheek to declare himself an 'unprejudiced' scholar. COWELL, in

his sheer magnanimity, admits that SSyana's mistakes are often interesting ! It

never occurs to him that western scholars
1

mistakes, mischievous misunder-

standings and deliberate distortions are not interesting but exasperating.

(AH these 'precious' opinions ofwestern scholars are taken from GRIFFITH'S Preface

to the First Edition of the Hymns of the Rgveda). Western scholars and their

Eastern (Indian) disciples, armed with scalpels and scissors of their half-cooked

sciences comparative linguistics, mythology, religion etc. vivisected the Rgvedic

songs and found nothing ofvalue, of vitality. Rightly has SRI AUROBINDO castigated

such scholars
!

,*to take 'the myriad-stringed harp of Saraswati to pieces for the

purpose of scientific analysis must always be a narrow and rather barren

amusement*. They indulged in the minutest grammatical details, accentual

nuances, mythological 'inconsistencies', what they termed -as theological

twaddle and roundly missed the
*

soul*of the Rgveda.

Unfortunately, the "orthodox" Indian scholars (meaning 'products of

University Education
1

and direct or indirect disciples of the Western gurus) fare

no 'better. R.N. DANDEKAR 2 avers that the concept' of Agni must have originally

developed in COMPLETE ISOLATION from the natural elemental fire (emphasis

added). "The -basic concept underlying that mythology is the notion of a priest,

of an efficient and ever active intermediary between gods and men, of a duta,

of a purohita, rtvij and hotr
"
adds DANDEKAR. 3 For unravelling the mystery of

Agni mythology, DANDEKAR leans heavily on the close relationship between

'Agni and Angirases styling it as one of the MOST SIGNIFICANT mythological
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26

However,temossignto^

rf* cows of gods and singers, forgetting for the time bong us obvious psycho

fhe ancient Angiras (10. 92.15)'. Now, 10.92.15 does not mention Agn, at all.

ancient ---
BEREGARDED

Anoiras sang here' . For BEKGA.GNK
5
ancient

as a recognizable designation of Agni. DANDEKAR has no. such hesitation. Even

if it were so Agni does not take on his characteristic 'messengership because

of his relationship with Atginscs whom DANDEKAR
'

proves to be postman par

excellence through his vast knowledge of Greek, Latin, Gothic, Celtish, German,

Swedish Dutch, French not to speak of English and corresponding (so-called)

Indo-European mythology. According to him the Greek wordAGGEROS meaning

messenger, is related from very early times, to the Aryan words, Vedic Angiras

and Persian-Greek aggaros. From there to angel (and other cognate words of

European tongues) is an easy linguistic leap. So, the upshot is,'The angels are

the messengers of gods-they are the intermediaries between gods and men .

D.ANDKKAR has facilely borrowed the concept of 'angels' from the Semitic

religions. Indian religions do not have this concept at all. Even in Buddhism,

the term Catumaharajika, translated as angels in the Sacred Books of the East

are not angels; they are the attendants. The word devaduta occurs exactly

ONCE (or twice if we count Paippalada Atharva-veda occurrence at 19.38.16)

in the entire range of Vedic literature, Tai.Sam 1.7.3.2 - 'devadutah vai ete ye

nvijuh, vat anvaharyam aharati devadutaneva prinati.' i.e. Now, the priests

arc the messengers of gods, in that he brings the anvaharya mess, he delights

the messengers of gods.' This hardly answers to DANDEKAR'S borrowed

concept of an'angel'. Even in the medieval Christianity angels were the

lowest in the nine orders of spiritual beings. The Rgveda does not regard Agni

as so low nor does it speak of Angiras as anything that can be translated as

'angels'. Nor are Angimses ever described as 'intermediaries' between God

and man. Indra breaks open the cowpen (gah, gotra,vraja) for Angirascs

(1.51.3: 1.132.4; 8.14.8; 8.63.3;), and so does Soma (9.86.23)
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Agni gave a dhenu to Angirases (1.139.7); sweetest Indti (Soma) flows

for Angirases (9.62.9).

Indra is praised by /i%/rases (1.62.5, 2.15.8, 4.16.8, 6.18.5, 10.111.4).

Angirases are rsis of different forms, deeply quivering -with inspiration,

gambhfra vepasah (10.62.5 cf. 3.53.7). They had the visionary insight, they created

the inspired sage, they thought out tiie first form of-yajna. ( 1 0.67.2 cf. also 1 .3L 1 7;

1 .7 1 .3; 1 .72.6; 3.53.7; 10.62.6); they reconstructed the world (10.68. 1 1 ). NODHAS

says, Angirases were the ancient forefathers, who know The Abode (padajnah)

and found the cows (J.62.2). They burst the rock and found the light (1.71.2).

(Incidentally, cows are the rays of Usas9 herds of lisas and then the beams of

inspiration; not bovine quadrupeds.) Even GRIFFITH, whom DANDEKAR invokes

in support
7 elsewhere has to note, while commenting on 4.2.15 that the wealth-

containing mountain which Angirases burst was the cave in which cows ofRAYS
of light were imprisoned (cf. also 4.3.1 1). What they discovered lying hidden

in the cav.e is- expressly 'stated -to be Agni (5.11.6)iAngira$es sang and Samma

found the cows (5.45.8 cf. 6.65.5; 7.42.1;). They obtained the 'gem' of Savitr

(7.52.3). Sarama, at the behest of Indra and Afigirases, proceeded to 'find the

'cows' (1.62.3). Gods are praised by the songs of Aftgirases* and they
- Indra,

Maruts,- Adityas
- come (1.107.2, cf. 1.121.1). Do we find here even a faint

hint of Angirases being 'angels' of any God or postmen par excellence ? They

are the founders of Vedic religion; they are the seven lustres of AgnL

This brings us to the relationship between Agni arid' Angirases. They

occur together in 32 hymns (mentioned.36 times). But Indra' and AAgirases also

occur together in 21 hymns (mentioned 28 times) and Indra is not known to be

any 'angel* or messenger. If Agni 'is most Angiras (Angirastama) seven times,

Indra is four times, even Usas twice (-tama), and Soma. once. This statistical

approach, however, which the Western and Westernized scholars are so fond,

is not very significant. All Agni, Indra, Varuna, Vayu, . . Usas are aspects

ofone Divinity; there is no one God sitting on his throne and ordering other gods

about as in the other pantheons. So, -ho wonder that so exalted a group of seers

as Angirases is also .connected with Brahmanaspati* Asvins, Fa/na^gods (in

general), Sa v/rr, Tvastr and even with Dadhikras.
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Now, whatever the origin of e-Agni
- concept, he is duta over 70

times ; of men over 30 times, of gods over 25 times. The' Rgveda stresses this

fact
' Oh Agni ! Gods (d&vasah) and men (martasah) have made you .a duta,

theVarrier*of oblations' (6.15.8). Even if we shackle ourselves with

mythology and ritual, Agni here is duta because he is amrta (immortal),

a protector (payu), praiseworthy (ftfya), ever-vigilant (jSgrvi), all-pervasive

(vibhu) and lord of people (viSpati). Moreover, both gods and men sit down

near him with obeisance (namasS ni sedire). Will it not be a. sacrilege in

Semitic religions to say that their gods bow down before'angels
9

?

The Rgveda has also made it clear that Agni is duta as havyavaf
- carrier

of oblations from men to gods, and so duta of both, angels are not emissaries

of men to gods or- God. The Rgvedic rsis state emphatically/ vlrah amrtam

krnvlta martyah\ "may the mortal hero make the immortal (Agni) his

dQta\ So duta can neither be translated as angel nor as messenger meaning

that the latter is inferior, subordinate; subservient to the one who makes him

duta, Duta, therefore, is harbinger, herald, forerunner, scout, guide, representative

rather than just an errand-boy; and the sender-sent relationship between man

and Agni is not that between master and servant. The Rgvedic religion rises

far. above these mythological concepts, and clamours for an explanation other

than mythological. If Agni is the first stir of the Divine Will in us, an aspect

of divinity that must be kept in front (purah hita)9 then alone can he be said

to be a duta showing the way to, god-head; and being divine in the first place

'is-the-i/Ste of gods (other aspects of the Divine that become gradually

manifest). The Rgveda has not kept this in doubt.

1.44.12 ; purah hitah devanam dutyam yasi

i.e. Placed in front, you go on duta-ship of gods.

The main,, if not the only, task for which gods appointed Agni "for the

office of duta was 'carrying the oblations*, as Sayana comments on 1.60.1. So,

even a ritualist's conception of duta is a far cry from that of an angel.

As an introduction to his brilliant excursion into Indo-European philology
from Aggeros-io. angel, DANDE'KAR* asserts/ they '(i.e.-AAgirases) are also

regarded as the MOST EFFICACIOUS DUTAS or envoys'(emphasis added).
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This statement Is really astonishing. We cannot accuse DANDEKAR of gross

oversight. Let alone being the MOST EFFICACIOUS; Angirases are never even

called dutas. The word Angiras and its derivatives and duta and its derivatives

occur over 100 times, each and there" is not a single place where Angirases
are regarded as 'dutas. By whom are they regarded as dutas ? And yet, for

DANDEKAR 9
/. . . this latter aspect of their character which Is stressed through

their name' . It is not only not stressed it is not even remotely hinted at.

To substantiate this preposterous claim, DANDEKAR calls Navagvas as

witnesses, "who are In close proximity* with Angirases. For the enlightenment
of the ignorant, DANDEKAR alludes to their most important characteristics - that

they are called our old fathers nah purve pitarah (6. 22.2) and that they play
a very prominent role in the winning of the cows held In confinement 'by
Panis (1 .62., 3-4; 5. 45.7; 10.108.8). Being 'ancient fathers" and 'winning cows"

(even ifwe stick to mythology, forgetting the not-so-veiled spiritual significance)

are hardly partof a messenger's- job. So, DANDEKAR takes us on a philological,

semas.iological excursion and comes out with a meaning of navagva - 'a new-

comer' /one who arrives newly and as such brings in FRESH TIDINGS and

REPORTSVa' messenger' or 'an envoy*. In this novel way, Navugvasai not

just members of the family of Angirases, but that the words Navagva, like

Angirases, means messenger. This is really preposterous. The Rgveda
knows nothing of what fresh TIDINGS and REPORTS that DANDEKAR
wishes them to bring. The Rgvedic Navagvas are the companions of 'Indra,

comrades In arms (sakhibhih satvabhih) 3.39.5 ( cf. 1.62.4,'5.29.12, 5.45.7,

perhaps. 10.61. 10). They praise Indra (5.29.12; 6.22.2). They are flames of fire

(6.6.3). They spring from fire '(10.62.6). They are, the fathers along with

Angirases, Atharvans, Bhrgus.(lQ.l4.6)..$arama threatens Pant's, that

Navagvas, Angirases would come and would divide among themselves the

multitudes of cows held captive by them, (10.108:8), This is all that the

Rgveda knows about Navagvas. They bring no tidings from anywhere, it is

rather Sarama who brings the terrible tidings -of their arrival to -Panis* even if

we stick. to mere mythology. How could DANDEKAR not see the absurdity in the

same persons being 'ancient fathers
'

and "new-comers
*

? But these wester-

nized scholars are so pleased with their constructions of ingenious mythological

theories that they show scant respect to the intentions of the Rgvedic seers. For

DANDEKAR,
!O

*It is, indeed, significant that the Navagvas are closely associated
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with Agni (cf. In this context 6.3.6).' Is this a deliberate distortion or opportune

oblivion? If Navagvas
9
close association with Agni is, indeed, significant

(mentioned twice, 6.6.3 and possibly 5.45.7) how much more so will it 'be

with Indra (mentioned; six times 1.33.6, 1.62.4, 3.39.5, 5.29.12, 6.22.22,

.1.108.8) ? And in his very important exploit ! But DANDEKAR chooses to ignore

this, for Indra does not yield to any interpretation leading up to 'messenger-

ship', and is inconvenient. If the Western scholars and their Indian disciples

had, at least, been tree to what they do find in the Veda, whatever ritual or

mythological fabric emerged would at least be true (though only as a garb

for a hidden truth). But they, with their 'gigantic
1

learning, have prefabricated

theories and if the Rsis do not seem to conform to them, these scholars, like

DANDEKAR, are prepared to invent, if non-existent, ignore and distort and

substitute, facts' if existent. How, otherwise, could he have made such a

statement when the bare, statistical
. jRfvad/c-textual facts are absolutely to

the contrary ?

This is the jugglery with regard to Agni's connection with Angirases and

Navagvas because the latter are essentially 'messengers'! What about the

Rgvedic Agni 1

As we have seen above, DANDEKAR avers that 'the concept of Agni must

have originally developed in complete isolation from the natural element of fire*.

And so must it have. But he restricts the original Agni to the double duty of

a purohitu and dBta. The Rgvedic purohita (the padapatha does not know of one

word purohita, it is ALWAYS purah hita) is not a 'priest' at all.
11

After putting forth the theories of earlier scholars identifying Agni with

Apam Napat, (as lightning), DANDEKAR l2

begins refuting them by saying that

Agni and Apam Napat are hardly anywhere properly identified. Two pages
before (p.30!) he has stated that Agni is sometimes directly referred to as

Apam Napat (1.143.1, VS, 8.24) and Apam Napat is invoked as Agni. This,

however, is not
'

proper* identification, according to him! But the only hymn
to Apam Napm mentions Agni (2.35.15). So what does DANDEKAR do with

this ? He pronounces his judgement/ it has apparently NOTHING to do with

the rest of the hymn and is OBVIOUSLY a later addition made for the sake

of refrain/ 13 He just passes this sweeping judgement without offering a
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single reason. Why should the verse, -even apparently, not have anything to

do with the rest of the hymn ? As is shown by Prof. H.D.VELANKAR,
BA 4

ln

this hymn, Apam Napat is praised in his double role, namely, as the fire of the

mid-region feeding on waters and the sacrificial fire feeding on ghee, here, on

the .earth, vv.1-8 ab describe the former, v.8 cd, vv 9 & 10 form the transition,

vv 11-15 describe the latter, v 13 particularly stressing their identity. So, even

on the mytho-ritual level the hymn is so well-knit". VELANKAR so lucidly

brings out the identity as envisaged in 235.13. Apam Napat himself becomes

his own son, when he puts his seed (through the rain-water) in the plants . . .

The golden complexion of Apam Napat is fully inherited by the sacrificial

fire ... The two look different; but are not really so. DANDEKAR'S insinuation

that
'

the last verse of this hymn is OBVIOUSLY a later addition is also base-

less. Is the addition made just for the sake of the refrain, which in Mandala II

is fourth part of the last verse (occurring in 22 hymns), viz. "brhat vadema

vidathe suvirah
9

1 The first three lines of the last verse are in continuation of

the theme"or the deity of every such hymn, e.g.-

2. 1-2. Hymns to Agni, Agni is in the vocative.

2. 11; 13-20 Hymns to Indra, Indra is invariably addressed.

2. 23; 24; Hymns to 'Brahmanaspati, who is directly addressed.

2. 27. Hymn to Adityas ; Vamna, an Aditya, is addressed.

2. 28. Hymn.t

to Varuna, Varuna is .addressed.

2. 29. Hymn, though addressed to Visvedevah, Adityas (and

Varuna, Mitra, Indra) predominate and Varuna is

addressed.

2. 33 Hymn to Rudra, Rudra is addressed.

2. 39. Hymn to Asvins, Asvins in the vocative. :

2. 40. Hymn to Soma and Pusan, both are mentioned.

2. 42. Hymn to Kapifijala, addressed as Bird of good ornen

(Sakunti), even as in the opening verse SakunL
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2. 43. Hymn to Kapinjala, addressed as Sakunim the concluding

verse as also in the previous one.

So, the seer Grtsamada INVARIABLY mentions or addresses the deity

of the hymn in EVERY concluding verse. Why should one hymn (2.35) be singled

out, as DANDEKAR does, as an OBVIOUS later addition ? As, therefore, is

Grtsamada's wont, after having mentioned Apam Napat nine times in the hymn,

ifhe addresses him as 'Agni
'

in the concluding verse, at least he has no doubt

in his mind as to whom he is addressing, viz. Apam Napat who is AgnL

Apart from this, there is overwhelming evidence for the identification

of Agni and Apam Napat (whatever their original conception and
*

natural'

basis be).

Apam Napat Is asuheman, quick-mettled (2.31.6; 2.35.1), so is Agni

(2.1.5) and no other god. Dldivams (one who has shone) is a participle applied

to Agni (2.2.11; 3.13.5; 3.27.12; 4.4.9; 4.39.2; 5.43.13, (Brhaspati or Agni

6.1.3; 6.1.6; 10.88.14). It is so exclusive to Agni that Asvins are described as

shining like Agni (10.106.3). But Apam Napat alone shares this epithet with

AgnL simply because he IS AgnL Ghrtanirnik (singular), robed in ghee or

bright-robed is Agni (3.17.1; 3.27.5) and Apam Napat (2.35.4) and none else.

Agni is apramrsya, inviolable (4.2.5) and so is Apam Napat (2.35.6) and none

else. Agni is Hiranyampa, golden-formed (4.3.1; 10.20.9) and so is Apam
Napat (235. 10) and no other god. Agni is Hiranyasamdrk glittering like gold

(6.16.38) and so is Apam Napat (2.35.10) and none else. Agni is uplifted in

the lap (upasthe) of waving (jihmanam) waters (1.95.5), and Apam Napat
rises upto lap of waving waters. No other deity shares this characteristic and

this phraseology. Agni increases in (1.1.8); is kindled in (1.71.6, 1.94.14;) is

sent to (1 .143.4); is held in (2.2.4); shines in (2.2.1 1 ; 3.10.2;) his own home (sve

dame). Brhaspati as Agni does so (4.50.8, 5.43.12) and once Indra's hundred

(rays) are said to wander in his own home (5.48.3) and once Soma decks himself

in his own home/Thus Agni is more frequently connected with 'sve dame', and

Apam Napat dwells in and develops his free will in his own home (2.35.7).

Agni is -.SiSu (Babe, Infant) 17 times and so is Apam Napat (2.35. 13). Nobody
can accuse DANDEKAR of not knowing these elementary facts about the

Grtsamada hymns. And yet, he chooses to assert that Agni and Apam Napat
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We may pose, here, a very Inconvenient question to DANDEKAR. In the

very midst of a very much Agni hymn, Sobhari Kanva addresses Agni as "Oh
Indra P (8.19.6) 'Oh Indra I helped by you, we may worship that splendour

(dyumna).* The padapatha indratva-utah, obviously shows bafflement. This

strange padapatha occurs also at 1.132.1. At (8.19.16 indratva-utah is indrena

tvaya Utah), simply because (even) Sayana did not know what to do when Agni
is addressed as Indra. At 1.8,3 the wording is

'

indra tva QtSsah' and neither

the Samhitapatha nor the padapatha thinks of treating it as one compound
word. Wherever tva-utasah etc. occur, there is invariably a vocative Cagne 6

times, 'indra
9

9 times). There is a counter example where, in an I/idra-hymn,
Indra is suddenly addressed 'agne* (534.9). Sayana explains 'afiganSdiguna-
visista indra

9

and WILSON remarks, 'Agni - Indra is intended as identical with

AgnL* Of course Sayana has stated very clearly in his introduction to the

commentary that, though names differ, the same Paramesvara appears as

Indra etc. But, unfortunately, SSyana does not stick to this position. Western

and Indian mythologists cannot, because, what then will happen to their 'neat,

elegant
9

-mythological theories ?

But, what is all this in aid of ? ApamNapat does not fit in with DANDEKAR'S

conception of Agm-mythology. So, against all the Rgvedic evidence, 'Agni and

ApSm Napat are not identical and that the latter is a divinity related to water'.
14

But, he throws one suggestion,
4

ApamNapStv/as basically a divinity of an ancient

water-cult, and, at some stage in the evolution of the Vedic mythology, this water-

cult was brought into relationship, on the one hand with the cult of Agni (as

the result of a confusion of symbolisms) and, on the other, with the cult of Soma

(by way of a religio-mythologica! extension)/ That Apam Napat is a divinity

related to water is no great discovery, the very name tells us that. DANDEKAR'S

amazing invention, however, is that there was an ancient WATER-CULT. What
that water-cult was nobody knows, not, apparently, even DANDEKAR. In his two
volumes referred to in this study, there is no hint, except here, of a water-cult.

That non-existent water-cult was somehow brought into relationship with the

Agni-cult. How ? As THE result, not even A result, of a confusion of symbo-
lisms. Again DANDEKAR keeps us confounded as to what the confusion was.

Whether cult or not, the Rgveda has brought waters and Agni together

very vitally connected, without standing in need of any confusion of symbolisms.
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Agni is bom from waters, he is the embryo of waters, he' waxes great

from waters, waters increase him (1.65.2, 3.1.11), they surround him (839.10),

they establish his place (10.2.7), they give birth to'him (10.46.9). Soma declares

that Agni is in waters (1.23.20 = 10.9.6). The wise ones or the envisioned

ones followed the track of Agnimd found him in waters. Whatever the natural

basis or mythology, Agni is connected with waters, so explicitly and so vitally.

Inspiteof this, DANDEKAR pronounces ajudgment,
15
"Indeed, if Apam Napat was

at all to be regarded as being close to any other single mythological concept in

Veda, it would CERTAINLY not be Agnr, it would be Soma ! And why would

it be so ? Only because DANDEKAR says it. The Rgveda does not know of any

connection whatsoever between Apam Napat and Soma, not even once have

they even been, so much as, juxtaposed. As we have seen, Apam Napat and

Agni are identified; but they should, have nothing to do with each other I Soma

and Apam Napat never come together, and yet they must be (pronounced to be)

linked, for the only reason that DANDEKAR says so. Apam Napat is invoked

together with Tvastr, Dyaus, Prthivl, All-gods, Aja-Ekapad, Ahirbudhnya,

Prsni, Indra, Vasus, Vararta, Pusan, Vayu, Asvins, Savitr, Sindhu, Trta; but

never with Soma !

DANDEKAR avers that the concept of Agnimust have originally developed
in COMPLETE isolation from the natural element of fire. It was only seconda-

rily and as an after-thought that it was brought in relationship with fire

symbolism.
16 DANDEKAR has not given any chronology forAgnh original conception

and the secondary after-thought, We shall ignore, for the time being, his

preposterous theory of ancient Varana-cult and the upstart Indra-cult and

Yasistha's mediatory role averting a great schism in DANDEKAR'S conception of

Aryandom. He 17
describes how Vasistha had a vision of his pet god

- Varuna
and' how, whenever he "later

5

worshipped Agni, he looked upon the face of Agni
as. the face of Varuna. DANDEKAR assumes the prior-posterior relationship
between his 'seeing* of Varuna and 'later' worship of 'Agni.-Is such a time-

scheme possible ? Moreover, he avers, ''Agni,. who was always easily visible,

served as the medium through which Vasistha could visualise Varuna and
meditate upon him.

18 '

Easily visible 'fire must be the element of fire which,

according to DANDEKAR was absolutely absent in the original conception of

Agni, and a secondary after-thought. DANDEKAR will have to fix internal

chronology of Vasistha -
hymns, an impossible task. Moreover/can we isolate
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Vasistha-hymns from the Samhita of the" Rgveda ? What do we understand

when Vamadeva identifies Agni and Varana, addressing Agni as 'Oh
Varana

9

(4. 1.1 8), or when Grtsamada calls him Vaja varunah' (2.1.4), or when
Visvamitra avers that, when kindled, >lji/becomes (or is) Mitra, Varana (3.5.4).

Vasusrata Atreya repeats, 'when bom (i.e. manifest) you are Varana.' Sobhari

Kanva credits Agni with that splendour (dyuman) whereby Varana,

among others, sees (8.19.15). Again Trisiras Tvastra says that Agni is

Varana, inter alia (10.8.5). Vamadeva requests Agni to bring brother Varana

(4.1.2). All this would upset DANDBKAR'S tidy mythology. Will it not be more

straightforward to consider all gods (i.e. names of the same god) as aspects of

the same divinity, in the Rgvedic Samhita (whatever their origins) for which there

is ample evidence. Mythological stories, parables, may be used to garb some

aspect of that Divinity, Tat, Ekant, Rtam, Aditi, etc.

DANDEKAR has chosen to concentrate on 'Agnfs Purohita-ship and rtvij-

ship and hotr-ship. Agni is called Hotr many times, but Hotr is just an invoker,

hardly a
'

priest
1

with specific duties of later times. As for purohita, it is not

one single word but always a compound purah hita,.not meaning 'priest' at all.

Rtvij is a 'punctual worshipper* more than a 'priest* of later times. Agni is

rtvij, anyway, just 13 times inclining 2 occurrences along with Indra (8.38.1)

and perhaps Aditya (10.70.7). So Agni, derivable from a root or a word

meaning 'conveying message' or 'a messenger
9

, to justify his name, according
to DANDEKAR, is purohita and rtvij. Granting for the time being 'that these two

signify 'priests' and nothing more, is it not wonderful that DANDEKAR has

nothing to say about Agni being .'kavf fifty-plus times in the Rgveda ? Agni
is kavi as the god of light and enlightenment and inspiration, possessed of

special knowledge (1.71.10), 'he is kavi and so visvavit (omniscient)

(10.91.3, 1.128.8; 3.19.1; 5.4.3; 4.2.12;). He is the knower (vidvSihs) and kavi.

He is kavi and data (2.6.7; 5.21.3; 10.110.1, 8.39.1; 1.188.1; 8.102.8). He is

Brahmanas-kavi (6.16.30) i.e. a saviour of his devotees owing to Ms supra-
human knowledge, of a fundamental power or principle. 'He is entreated to

protect his. singer, kavi -that he is by his kavya (i.e. by his. -seer-wisdom). 'He is

kavi and sura (6.15.1 1 cf. 10.H4.9). As a kavi, he is wise and observant,

(pracetas,) a most desirable intermediary (varenya duta), as the bearer of a

sadhaka's earnest invocations (havyavat) (8.102.18 cf. 7.4.4). He is a kavi,
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quivering with inspiration (viprah 8.44.21); a kavi full of wisdom and intelli-

gence (medhira 10.100.6). He is a kavi of perfect wil!'(sukratu 6.7.7). It is for

this reason thai Agni is requested to grant abundant thought (4.1 1 .2). Kavya-

qualities of an inspired poet or an inspired person of extraordinary wisdom

and insight
- and Manisah -

inspired and directed thoughts emanate from Agni

(4.1 1 .3). Agni is an accomplisher of wonderful deeds, in that he gives
6

dhih
5

,

visions of which he is the first inventor (prathamah manota) (6.1.1). When

noble folk choose Agni as their invoker (Hotr) and conjurer of divine powers,

(then) is "vision', dhlh born (10.11.4). Agni stimulates eager visionary

thoughts (7.10.1). Addressing Agni as Vipra, a Rsi praises his very own

dhiyah, visions. Even if we do not take the meaning of dh! as 'vision
5

following

GONDA (as we have done so far) and take the' more humdrum intellect, , Agni

being the possessor and dispenser of it hardly stops at being a super postman,

as DANDEKAR makes him, out to be. Agni is requested not to disregard the

luminous paths (jyotismatah pathah) made by dhlh. What can be paths made

by dhlh, whatever be the meaning of dhlh ? No mere messenger accompli-
shes such a task. Agni is entreated, 'ava nah visvasu dhlsu* help us in

receiving the proper visionary thoughts (1.79.7). Agni is connected with

kratu often enough, but he is called kratu (1.77.3, 3.1 1.6) and kratu is effective
*

>**

mental power of intelligence, mental energy and determination, an internal

psychical and intellectual power such as inventiveness or resourcefulness

enabling one to proceed to successful creative action. DANDEKAR chooses not

to mention this fact at all.

Agni is called Raja -
king

- about 1 1 times. And this is not a general

eulogy. -He is so.because he is the Lord of treasures (Vasupati). Even if we take

the very mundane meaning of Vasu - material wealth, a messenger can hardly
be a 'Lord ofWealth*,(5.4,1). As a king he possesses many riches (vasuni), many
blessings (puravara) and to his worshipper, he grants many treasures (purani
vasu) (6.1.13 cf 6.7.3; 6.8.5) kills sinners (6.8.5), is like a fountain in the desert

(10.4.1). A messenger can hardly measure up to such high eulogies. Is it not

strange that Agnt\ ostensibly a data and a purohita according to DANDEKAR, should
have been addressed as *Q King* eleven times, as againstlndra whom DANDEKAR
has taken great pains to prove to be the national hero of the Vedic Indians and
so a king. DANDEKAR pronounces,

" A warring people would naturally glorify
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to the utmost a warlike god."
19 And very inconveniently enough, for DANDEKAR,

these very Vedic Indians describe a mere duta to be a King more often than

their national Hero. Moreover, these recalcitrant Vedic Indians describe a mere
duta of DANDEKAR'S neat mythology to be a Samrat-a high imperial ruler

(7.6.1; 3.10.1; 8.19.32). A Bharadvaja upsets the entire applecart of

DANDEKAR'S mythology - The gods have brought forth (i.e. made manifest)

Agni Vaisvanara, the traveller (or messenger) of the earth, Head of Heaven,
a Seer (kavi), an Imperial Ruler (Samrat), a guest of people (Atithi).

This brings us to an almost exclusive trait of Agnfs character given a

complete go-by by DANDEKAR. The term Atithi occurs over forty times in the

Rgveda and not even once does it speak of a human guest. It is Agni only all

along with four exceptions. The only reference to Indra's atithi-hood is indirect

and oblique. Again it is Agni who is requested to bring Indra so that guest-

worthy honour (atithyam) would be accorded to him. And one more verse

(433.7) speaks of
'

Rbhus' sojourn as Atithis in the home of agohya-Aditya.
And Aditya himself is Atithi (10.124.3) or all-gods are (5.503). Agni is a dear

atithi, well-fed (with oblations) (1 .44.4). He is to be propitiated like a guest

(1.73.1). He is the guest of humans (1.127.8; 2.2.8; 2.4.1; 3.2.2; 4.1.20; 53.5;

6.7.1; 8.2.3.25; 8.74.1; 10.1.5;). He is the dearest (prestha) guest of gods
(1.186.3; 8.84.1; 8.103.10). He is a pleasant guest (5.1.8;9; cf. 2.2.8; 5.4.5;

6.2.7; 6.15.6; 6.16.42.1.;), He is a divine guest (7.9.3). He is a guest that reclines

at ease in the house of a man of wealth (7.42.4). Does this Atithi-hood of Agni
not fit in with DANDEKAR'S mythology - I should rather think it would ! Sayana

explains the term Atithi at least thrice as a constant 'goer
1

(satatam gantaram
1.58.6, 6.15.1; satatagaminam, 1.122.1 cf. 8.84.1) which would accord well with

DANDEKAR'S super errand boy (postman) concept of Agni. Atithinis are

"constantly moving' cows or rays that are released by Brhaspati (10.68.3). No-

scholar seems to have given sufficient attention to Agnfs Atithi-hood.

A.A.MACDONELL20
guesses that this epithet may allude to Agni. being brought

by Matarisvan and being a gift from gods. At two places Sayana paraphrases
Atithi as abhyagata (8.103.10) and yadrcchaya prapta (3.26.2). I suggest that

being 'constantly on the move' and 'arriving unexpectedly' are the traits that

made an Atithi in the Vedic society. Those who refuse to admit anything

more, different, deeper, subtler than some silly, crazy, muddleheaded mythology
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in the Rgveda naturally are reluctant to take into account the fact that Agni afterall,

is called Atithi over 35 times in the Rgveda. Atithis and Adhvaryus
21

were

originally wayfarers, peripatetic teachers. It must have been an occasion to celebrate

when such a one arrived at one's place.

It is now accepted on all hands that adhvara derives from adhvan 'path'

and adhvaryu from adhvara. In keeping with Agnfs nature, he comes to be called

Adhvaryu. Agni as Adhvaryu appears in a hymn of Grtsamada (2.5.6), in a very
strange, complex metaphor. The whole hymn is dismissed by most scholars as

mentioning the seven 'sacrifical priests' whose role Agni assumes. We shall

first deal with the others and then endeavour to explicate Agni as Adhvaryu
in v.6.

Verse I describes Agni as Hotr who is cetanah and pita. Whatever the

interpretation of these terms they accord ill with a mere 'priest' of later ritual.

VELANKAR'S comment that
'

Agniis now considered as the father of the worshipper
(2. 1 .9a) and now as his son

1

sheds no light on Agnfs character as Hotr here. 'Sakema
vajinah vayam

'

has given birth to wild controversy. No interpretation, however,
explicates Agni being Hotr ( a mere priest). Verse 2 refers to the daivya astama'
The Divine eighth.'VELANKAR comments that Agni is the eighth rtvij as

grhapati along with other seven traditional ones. Again, though Agni is Potr
here, he does nothing that the Potr in the ritual does. Potr's job is to pour the
libation into fire, being an assistant of Brahman. Even Sayana, the ritualist
gives just pavaka (purifier) as the alternative meaning of Potr Verse 3 does not
mention the word Brahman (masculine) but describes Agni as one who utters
the brahmans (neuter) i.e. prayers, sacred words etc. and is, therefore, identified
.with the

Brahman-priest. It is not absolutely certain that such a priest was knownm the Rgveda . But we may liken Agni to someone who recites the sacred
word, not yet, however, charged with the whole supervision of ritual. GRIFF
asserts that Brahma means '

any pious worshipper, not one of the regular

professional
pnests, i.e. a yajamana himself. The process of assigning specificntual dut.es to various 'priests' might have started, as evidenced by sol

portions

of the Rgveda, the derivative meanings (such as Brahma, singer of

seetTnvTT ""r
1 " "*^^ " ^ USed ^bo.ically by the

seers In v.4^ the pure, becomes Prasastr owing to his pure wisdom oreffects WHlAt,.94.6al
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(prasastram) also belongs to Agni only (2.1.2 = 10.91.10). Human Prasastr is

indirectly referred to through his cup (2.36.6) from which Mitra-Varena are

invited to drink. In v.5 the milch-cows are said to cling to the hue of Agni,

the Nestr. In later ritual Nestr leads the wife of yajamana. At 1.15.3 Tvastr is

called Nestr. The office of Nestr is mentioned at 2.1.2 = 10.91.10 and Nestr's

cup at 1.15.9, 2.37.3;4 and it is Agni who drinks from it Again, of the ritual

we know nothing. At v.7 the general term rtvij is mentioned, taken to denote

Agnidh, and he is said to bring rtvij, Agni. It is; in. this milieu that we have to

understand Agafs Adhvaryu-ness in v.6.

,

Plain translation of the verse is :

" When the sister approached him, bringing with her the ghee of the

mother, the Adhvaryu (i.e. Agni) has rejoiced at the approach of these (i.e. sister

and mother) as (a grain of) corn does owing to the rain
"
(H.D.VELANKAR).

Sister is said to be the ladle (VELANKAR, SPOQN-OLDENBERG) and mother

cow. Or sister is Usas.arid mother northern altar representing the earth. Whatever

the ritual explication, why should the terms sister and mother be used here, at

whose approach the Adhvaryu should rejoice ? Moreover, is there any ritual where

sister (say, of the Yajamana or of the Adhvaryu) brings ghee of (or from) the

mother and Adhvaryu becomes delighted ? Will it not be more cogent if we

stick to the derivative meaning of adhvaryu
- one who travels, the peripatetic

learned man whose faint memory is retained by the Brahmandapurana (1.3.15.7

cd) where the perfected ones (siddhah) are said to be roaming about the earth

in the form of vipras. As said earlier, the arrival of such a person was an occasion

to celebrate. Mothers and sisters would get busy for honouring such a guest,

(atithi) which Agni eminently was. To the list of Brahmans, Atithis, Adhvaryus,

the Atharvavcda adds Vratya and advises how a king should honour a Vratya

as a guest ( 15.1 0). A whole hymn ofthsAtharva-veda (9.6) is in honour of 'guest',

and a very useful hint is given in verse 30,*the fire of the guests is Ahavanlya.

It is recognised that, out of the three ritual fires, Ahavanlya is the most important.

Aitareya Brahmana (5.24) declares, 'Ahavanlya is sacrifice, is the world of

Heaven.' Satapatha Brahmana avers twice (2.3.2.2; 2.6.1:38.) that Ahavanlya
and Indra are identical. DANDEKAR 22

avers that these (i.e. garhapatya, ahavanlya,

daksina) fires are never referred to as devatas. If DANDEKAR insists on the literal
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sense, he is right, but what is the meaning of the identity between Ahavanlya

and indra, the latter undoubtedly being a devata ? But we need not

depend upon this indirectly established devata-ness of these fires. The Aitareya

Brabmana belonging to the Rgveda mentions Agni as Garhapatya four times in

two passages (336; 37). This Agni Garhapatya is the Dragon of the deep

(ahirbudhnyah); through this Agni Garhapatya, brilliance is bestowed myste-
'

riously. Agni Garhapatya places :

seed in the wives. Daksinagni is a compound

word mentioned by Kathaka agnyadhcya and Malimluc Brahmanas, the

Sadvimsa and Gopath Brahmanas at jeast fifteen times. DANDEKAR 23
asserts

that it is EVIDENT that Agni .... as a Vedic god is to be CLEARLY distingui-

shed from the sacrificial fires, such as, the ahavanlya, the garhapatya and the

daksina. Of course, no oblation is prescribed to be offered to these Fires i.e.

Agnh. But, is it as EVIDENT as DANDEKAR wishes that they are to be

CLEARLY distinguished from Agnil DANDEKAR'S assumption is based on

suppression of glaring facts; his beautiful theory, therefore comes crumbling

down.

What is important for our purpose, here, is that Ahavanlya is the fire

of guests and Agni is the Guest par excellence, in the Rgveda, and not just an

errand-boy. It is significant therefore, that six hymns
24

call Agni as atithi and

invite him to sit. on the sacred grass (as actual guests were invited to sit on mats

or couches made of grass (kusa, kurca, darbha etc.) and ten
25
hymns describe

Agni as duta and invite him to sit on barhis. The beauty and poetry in calling

our own inner divine urge as guest (because it requires rousing, invoking, ahavana)

for rsi-sadhakas and our very personal favourite God (ista-devata) as guest for

the bhakta-sadhakas is completely lost on those who seek, superciliously, a

little amusement and indulgence towards our 'primitive' and, therefore,
*

half-

childish (!)Y half-barbarous (!)' ancestors, to find what mythology the poor dears

could weave! As WENDY O !

FLAHERTY 26
perceptively avers **... . the Rgveda

has no true mythology**, and warns,
"

it is written out of a mythology that we
can only try to reconstruct from the Rgvedic jumble of paradoxes heaped upon

paradoxes, tropes heaped upon tropes", i.e.a fore-doomed task. Then, why has

the 'enlightened* scholarship of BERGAIGNES and MUIRS and HILLEBRANDTS

and OLDENBERGS and (our very own) DANDEKARS spent so much time, energy,

ingenuity and erudition on the search for a black cat in a dark room when it
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is not there ? Because of their stout and stubborn denial to see that whatever

bits of mythology were employed by the Rgvedic mystics (i.e.Rsis) as symbols
and metaphors were not for the entertainment of their primitive, imbecile minds

but as an endeavour to put into human language, imperfect as it is, their direct,

immediate, luminous, holistic visions of truth. But the Western prejudice (and

its Indian avatara) is not yet discarded by us ! When the Rgvedic mystics employ

paradoxes, it is a 'jumble*, when Zen Masters use them, it is high, esoteric

'realisation'!

My intention, here, is to show that there is more to the Rgveda than

mere mythology or rustic ritual In selecting DANDEKAR
r

s
27

article for scrutiny,

the intention is not to attack AN aspect of the Vedic mythology, nor to "set up
a pyrogenous mysticism" to borrow a telling phrase from DAVID M.KNiPE,

28

because 'Fire and heat expressions ... are part of a complex and multiface-

ted whole', but to insist on establishing this 'multifaceted whole*. The Rsis'

mystic living, vibrant experiences and their expressions in the Rgvedic 'poetry'

are not dead specimens of living tissues preserved in mythological formalin.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ATHARVA VEDA

HUKAM CHAND PATYAL

1.0. An attempt is made in this paper to point out the importance
and significance of the Atharvaveda. It will .not be possible for us to discuss

all aspects of this Veda, but we would like to focus our attention only on

those aspects which are closely associated with this Veda.

1.1. Originally the AV. is supposed to have existed in nine recensions

: Paippalada, Tauda, Saunaka, Jajala, Jalada, Brahmavada, Devadarsa, Mauda
and Caranavaidya (AV Pan. 49(4). 1 ; also see BLOOMFIELD, Introdn, to Kausi Su.,

JAOS.14 (1889), xxxiii ff.; 1899: II, sec, II; BHATTACHARYYA 1968:13; PATYAL

1969: i-ii). But now only two recensions have come down to us, viz. Saunaka

and Paippalada. The Saunaka recension is available to us with recent marks. The

Paippalada. recension is full of all sorts of textual blunders; it is not accented,

it is less correctly preserved, and contains more portions 'in prose. Even the

Saunaka tradition is not as authentic as that of the Rgveda. Adherents of the

Saunaka tradition are found in Gujarat and Maharashtra whereas that of the

Paippalada in Orissa.

1.2. The Rgveda, Yajurveda, and Samveda are mentioned together

as the 'triple veda'(vedatrayf). Vedic religion is first and foremost a liturgy,

and only secondarily a mythological or speculative system. These three Vedas

conform to ancient hieraticism, whereas AV. is not entirely acceptable to this

hierocracy. Even the present day brahmins regard these Atharvavedins inferior

to themselves; they do not dine with them. Under the Tray! only the Rk, Yajus

and Samans are included (see, e.g. RV. 10.90.9; AVS.I9.6.13; Sat Br. 4.6.7.1).

There are many late works which are inclined to include even AV. under the

Trayl. The Brahman priest, who is an all round theologian, is closely

associated with AV. (GB.1,2.18; Sat Br.l 1.5.8.7); therefore AV. embodies

all the three other Vedas also. At AVS.l 1.6.14 the expressions, rcah, samani,

bhesaj^ni), and yajumsi, rzfzr to the four mantra categories. At AVS. 10.7.20

four Vedic categories are enumerated, viz. rcah, yajuh, samani, and

atharvangirasah. The fourth Veda is also called ksatram (Sat Br. 14.8.14.

1-4 = Br Ara U. 5.13.1 -4; also cf. Sat Br. 10.5.2.20; see BLOOMFIELD, SBE 42.xxi,

xxxi). Jayantabhatta (Nyay Man. i.235.21)includes AV. in the Trayl, as its ritual

is performed or supervised by the Brahman priest (atharvavedasya tryatmakatvarn)
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atharvavedas tu tryatmaka eva tatra hi rco yajumsi samanlti trmyapi santi

tena brahmatvam Myamanam trayya krtam bhavati). The Sftopanisad (5) also

includes AV. in the Trayl. This clearly indicates that there were some people

who had equal regard for AV. The Atharvanic ritual or ancillary works

enumerate their own Veda among other sacred texts. The Atharvavedins lay

more stress on the number four (see, e.g. GB.1.2.16; 1.3.1.f.)..The followers

of the triple Veda, will reach the highest heaven, whereas the Atharvans and

Aiigirases go beyond the great world of the Brahman. The AV. provides fruit

in this world and also in the other world (aihikamusmikaphala), whereas the

other three Vedas provide fruit only in the other world (amusmikaphala)

(seee.g.GB. 1.5.25; 1.2. 1 8 etc.; seeGoNDA 1975:271; BHATTACHARYYA 1968:4).

13. The oldest name of this Veda is Atharvangirasah (pi.), the

Atharvans and Arigirases (see e.g. AVS. 10.7.20; 1 1 .6. 1 3; cf. Maha.Bha. 1 2.322.37).
The GB. ( 1 .2.2 1 ; 1 .5. 1 0) mentions two aspects ofthis Veda, viz. 'auspicious' (santa)
and 'terrible* (ghora) (see BLOOMFIELD 1 899:9, sec.8). Atharvan is associated with
santa and bhesaja aspect,- whereas. Angiras with that of the 'terrible' or

'sinister' aspect. There is another name Bhrgvaiigirasah of this Veda, the

Bhrgus --
belonging to an ancient family of sages

-- are sometimes magnified
above others (see e.g. GB. 1.1.3; 1.2.22; Kausi Su. 139.6; also see RV. 8.43.13;
8.104.6 etc.; see GONDA 1975: 267 f.). This Veda is also popularly known as the
Brahmaveda (see e.g. GB. 1.1.22; 1.2.16; 1.2.19; 1.5.15; 2.2.6; Vait Su. 1.17).
The word brahman also meant originally the magical power of which one
could exert influence over others. AV. is called Brahma-veda because it

teaches Brahmavidya (brahmano vedanad vedo brahmavedo' yam ucyate,
Angirasakalpa cited in BHATTACHARYYA 1968:52). The Brahmaveda
is a fourth Veda, it embraces all and it. includes the 'triple Veda' as well. The
Brahman (priest) is a theologian par excellence who knows everything
(GB. 1.2.18 says : esa ha vai vidvan sarvavid brahma yad bhrgvangiwvid
(cf. GB. 1.5.11; 1.5.15 and 19); see BLOOMFIELD 1899:30 ff., sec.33).

2.0. The Atharvaveda, primarily a collection meant for domestic use
and for the performance of magical rites, and as a hymnary with an esoteric

cosmogony, either minimizes the importance of gods or leaves them altogether
out of form (RENOU 1 953:23). The divinities have become merely decorative in
function and are non- entities; the part they play is sometimes ludicrous The
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AV. is quite distinct from the other Vedas, and its contents are basically

meant for esoteric purposes in the rites of santika, paustika and abhicara

practices, and not for hieratic employment in the Srauta rituals.

2.1- We have magical and sacrificial rites side by side in AV. (SHENDE

1952:12). The sacrifice is possessed of magical power which is the brahman.

Finally brahman is the sacrifice and everything in the universe. There is

religious magic or magical religion depending upon the portions of the

religious and magical ideas in the rites. According to the Afigirasakalpa we

can have tenfold division of Atharvanic rites, viz. rites to appease or avert

evil (santika), those that are to promote welfare (paustika), those that are to

bring others into subjection through charms (vasa), those that are to hinder

or paralyse (stambhana), those that are to be wilder (mohana), those that are

to bring about hatred (dvesana), those that are to eradicate (uccatana),

those that are to kill (marana), those that are to seduce (akarsana), those

that are to scare away (vidravana). These magical rites give fruit in this

world and also in the other world.

The religion of AV. is aimed at -securing full, prosperous and happy life

in this world and also in the other world. Mere verbal similarity is enough to

connect the magical object with the desired effect or result. In,AVS. (13, 1.4-

5) verbal form rohati (<ruh~) is employed in a charm to bring sovereignty to

the king. The plant apamarga (apa +S+ mrj -) 'off wiper': is employed for warding

off evil effects and beings (AVS .4. 17.6-7; cf. AVP. 5.23.8). (For such cases

of verbal., similarity see SHENDE 1952:2 ff.). The Atharvanic magic religion can

be practised with or without a priest, e.g. love-charms can be' practised with-

out a priest (AVS.4.5). "Atharvanic priest's entry into a village would ward

off all evil spirits (AVS. 5.36.7-8). By terminating the witchcrafts (krtyas or

yatus ) of the opponents one could attain a full span of life (AVS. 19.67),

Atharvanic magic is both offensive and defensive in nature, depending upon

the employment. There is not much of rigid division between Atharvana

and Angirasa spells. Through .sava -
offerings .enjoyment- of..-sexual pleasure

with women can be attained here and also in the heaven (AVS. 4.34.). The

Vratyas were originally outside the fold of the Aryans; but in AV. they were

not only admitted into the main fold but were also made righteous

and were given the status of highest divinity (AVS. 15.1-8). In. AY. magic

and religion existed side by side.
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22. We do find some distinct mythological traits in AV. According

to GB. (1. 1. 1-10) the sages Bhrgu, Atharvan and Angiras were produced by

Brahman through penance. Then there were bom ten Atharvans, ten Atharvanas,

ten Aftgirases and ten Artgirasas. Thus this Veda produced by Brahman through

penance became superior to the other Vedas. The Rgvedic deities such as Indra,

Agni, the Sun, the Moon, the waters, and Atharvanic deities such as. plants,

herbs, amulets etc. possess tremendous power for the benefit of mankind. The

Atharvanic sages practised their religion in- villages where Aryan population

inhabited (see SHENDE 1944:2 ff.) . The Atharvanic priests carried on their rites

in the santapana or grhya fire, as against three fires of the Rgvedic rites.

The Atharvanic priest combined in himself the office of a priest, a

physician or medicineman, and a magician. These priests also popularised

the Pitr-worship in the' Brahmanised form. According, to GB.(1.5.25)
-

the Atharvanas and Angirasas go to the brahmalokas after their departure

from this world. The two distinguished paths are devayana 'path of gods',

md pitryana 'path of -pitrs*.

'

.

.'

Plants are to the Vedic mind the offspring and the essence of waters,

the embodiment of their curative properties (cf. AYS. 6.96; 8.7 etc.). The AVS

(6J 36.1) refers to a mechanical plant (nitatni) as : devf devyam adhi jati

prthivyam asy osadhe
'

As a goddess you are born on the goddess earth, O herb'.

3.0. It can be said that AV. has the nucleus or basis of the Ayurveda,

KamaSastra and DandanTti Cara S.(1.30, 19-20) says that a physician should

devote himself to the study of AV. Susru S.(i.6) points out that Ayurveda is

a part of AV, The spells regarding love formed the basis of Kamasastra. Kam

Su. in its aupanisadic chapter (Adhi.7) describes various charms similar to

AV. Kam Su.(7. 1.11) refers to Atharvana practices of some erotic rites. Kam
Su (7.1.49) refers to AV. for strengthening the virile power of a man

suffering from sexual debility.

3.1. The so-called medicinal charms (bhesaja, bhesajyani) are to cure

diseases and exorcise demons. There are many charms against fever and

related diseases ; they are against jaundice, headache, cough, excessive

discharges from the body, constipation and retention of urine, dropsy, leprosy,

scrofulous sores, wounds, poison, ophthalmic diseases, sexual incapacity,

poisoning and insanity (see e.g. AVS. 9.8; 5.22.2; 6.20.3; 6.44; 6.105; 7.83;
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6.136, 6.137; AVP. 1.44-46). Medicinal plants are also invoked to destroy

the disease (AVS.1.2; 2.8; 5.4; 6.96; 19.39 etc.; see GONDA 1975:278). As a

source of primitive medicine these texts are unique. There are striking

similarities between ancient German medicinal charms and those Atharvan

practices for the treatment ofjaundice and fractures (see GONDA 1975:279). We

have AVS. (4.12) which is used to cure external lesions and the fractures of

bones. The waters also appear as the main medicine (AVS. 1.4.1-4; 1.5.4 etc.).

The waters by themselves have curative powers (AVS. 19.2); they remove all

diseases (AVS. 19.2.5; see SHENDE 1952:12 f.).

AV. possesses a definite knowledge of anatomy. In AVS,(1 .17) dhamani

ought to mean 'blood vessel' (FILLIOZAT 1964: 160.f.). In AV. dhamanis are

'vessels', but might have also the general sense of 'canal' which it has in the

Ayurveda (FILLIOZAT 1964:162). The bile is known as pitta in the Veda and

Ayurveda (see e.g. AVS.l 8.3.5; Vaja S.17.6; Kath S.17.17). Vedic physiology

is essentially based on the belief that multiple breaths circulate inside the

organism. The concept of tridosa 'three elements of trouble', viz. the wind,

the phlegm and the bile was not known in the AV. proper, but AV Pari.(68(l).

4;5;7) mentions it.

It is true that by and large Vedic therapeutics has got mystical nature,

and it is difficult to pursue examination ofthem on the basis of scientific medicine

of the classical period. Several hymns enumerate body parts of man or of

the cow or bull (see e.g RV. 10.90; 10.163; AVS. 2.33(almost identical to

RV. 10.163); 9.7-8; 10.2; 10.9; 11.3; 11.8 etc.). For a detailed list of Vedic

anatomy (see FILLIOZAT 1964: 144 ff.). The prana and apana in AVS (1 1.4.13)

are understood as respiratory breaths. The other three breaths of classical

texts are also mentioned, e.g. AVS.(1 1.5.24) mentions vyana along with

prana and apana; sama/ja (AVS.10.2); udana(AVS. 11.8.4 and 26). On these

breaths in Vedas (see Filliozat 1964: 182-3) the hymn (AVS. 6.16) is employed

for curing eye-diseases (Kausi Su. 30.1-6). This hymn is addressed to the

plant abayu whose juice and gruel are consumed (AVS. 6.16.1). For

curing jayanyas (tumours or soars, but BLOOMFIELD syphilis) (AVS. 7.76.

3-6), KausTSu 32.11 prescribes amulet of lute.

3.2. The AV. considers Kama as the Creatorand mighty Lord (AVS.
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9.2; 19.52). The ideal marriage results in mutual love between husband and wife

(AVS. 14.2.71). For commanding or arousing woman's love magical charm is

applied (AVS.3.25). For winning the bride the priest employs certain charms

(AYS. 2.36). The AVS(6.72.2-3) forms the basis of classification of men as

hare, bull and horse (cf. Kam Su.2.1.1). The basis of Kam SO is found in AV.

3.3.The Atharvaveda provides a .good deal of information on

statecraft and kingship. The king is vested with sovereignty, and thus he

becomes worthy of respect (AVS. 3.4.1). The exiled king is restored as a king

through the application of AVS. 3.3. The priest recites mantras and performs

Saulramanf sacrifice to bring back the king (AVS. 3.3. U2; see BLOOMFIELD

SEE 42.329). The coronation of a king is done' through AVS.4.8(see Kausi

So. 17). Through the recitation of AVS. 4.22 the chaplain bestows, special

power on a king which becomes armour round the king's person. In 'order to

increase royalty the abhivartamani is to be tied to the king (AVS. 1.29.1-6).

3.4. In AV. we do come across many types of Savayajnas. According
to the Atharvaveda these savas are even superior to the Vedic sacrifices like the

Vajapeya, Agnistoma etc. These are employed for securing results in this world

and also in the heaven. AV. enumerates 22 savas. These magical charms replaced

the earlier Srauta sacrifices. The more prominent ones are : Brahmaudanasava

(AVS.1L1); Svargaudanasava (AVS. 12.3); Gosava (AVS. 9.7); Brhaspatisava

etc.(see SHENDE 1952: 190 ff.; GONDA 1965). The hymn (AVS. 12.3) is

connected with Svargaudanasava "rice-mess text leading to heaven"; GONDA
(1975: 290) thinks that the mantras of this hymn are meant for securing conti-

nuance of life in the heavenly regions. AVS. 4.34 (AVP.6.22); AVS.435 are

employed by Kausi Su.60-68 for escaping death. These savas can be

performed by any person and they are believed to be very effective.

.4.0. Among the existing two recensions of AVM the Saunaka is

more systematically arranged whereas the Paippalada does not have a very clear

and systematic order of the subject-matter. The Paippalada recension is

less rigorous. In the Kandas I-XIX of AVS one-fifth of contents are derived
from the Rgveda. Kandas 1-7 contain magical prayers for gaining various

purposes. Kandas 8-12 contain similar texts, but also contain cosmological
hymn of Upanisadic nature. Kandas 13-20 are of varied nature. Kanda 13
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discusses cosmic principle, Kanda 14 deals with marriage prayers, Kanda 18

deals with funeral and other magical and ritual formulas. There are more

than a hundred instances wherein material occurring in AV. and RV. is

ascribed to different sages. In AV. the material is mostly ascribed to Atharvan

and also to other sages. Interestingly enough in Kanda 20 the deities ,and

rsis are the same in both these texts. About one-sixth of AVS. consists of

prose which is of brahmana type. Kaedas 15 and 16 contain many prose

passages. -A typical specimen of AV.prose is:
4

oj6sy ojo me dah' (AVS.2.17.1)

"(invigorative) power are you, give me(this) power**. Kanda 15 is like the

brahmana in style and contents. In comparison with brahmanas it (the prose)

is stiff, more uniform and morphologically poorer (GoNOA 1975:305).

5.0. The AV. is a very important ancient Indian work which has a

root ofencyclopaedic comprehensiveness. Prayers for wisdom, spiritual elevation,

communion with the knowers of brahman (cf. AVS. 19.43; 19.64); purification

(AVS. 6.19; 6.51; 6.62); success in the study of the Veda (AVS. 7.54); prestige

(AVS. 6.58; .6.69) and other advantages do. give us fair idea of life which was

considered by Atharvanic circles as ideal one.

5.1. The Atharvaveda is quite comprehensive in nature. This Veda

is the basis of many later classical sciences like the Ayurveda, Kaniasastra,

Dartdanfti (Arthasastra) etc. In AV. there is a renewed appeal to domestic

forces and rites, whose power is restricted in the Rgveda. This Veda

represents religion of the masses as against that of the highly institutional-

ised classes. It is true that magic like private cult-practice finds its way into

the public ceremonial. In AV. Vedism has become debased to the level of

popular, magico-religious beliefs and crude witchcraft. In this Veda we also

get some traces of the arbitrary linguistic signs and "secret or veiled language'

of the Tantra. The AV. is rightly called the fourth Veda. For the knowledge

of practical religion and magic AV. is of great importance, and it comple-

ments the one-sided picture of the Rgveda. Many of. the Atharvanic mantras

could be very efficacious if employed properly by the proper person.

Atharvan priest was a physician par excellence.
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-THE SRAUTA RITUAL - ITS RELEVANCE TODA Y

C. G. KASHIKAR

Examining the relevance of the Vedip/Hindu ritual in the twentieth

century life is a fascinating subject. Attempts have so far been made to trace

the modifications in the rituals which took place during the last three

thousand years.
1 These mainly involved academic interest. The topic under

discussion at present is, on the other hand, a social and cultural one. The

answer to the question of relevance cannot be given directly. The problem

needs to be studied in a historical perspective. Such a study will help us in

finding a correct answer to the question. The relevance will have to be

considered with reference 'to the followers of. the Vedic/Hindu religion.

Buddhism and-Jaihism have reacted to certain tenets of the Vedic religion.

Here we are not concerned with those reactions.

In order to find out the relevance it is essential to define the character

of the present-day Hindu. For the convenience of discussion, I keep before me

a Hindu who, has faith in the Almighty, who respects the Veda, who, inspite of

his means of livelihood, honours the true religion, and who aspires to lead a

moral life.

The First Stage

Obviously the Srauta ritual was fully relevant in the Mantra-Brahmana

period. Man believed in numerous divinities, offered prayers to them and tried

to get his desires fulfilled through Srauta and domestic performances as

prescribed in the scriptures. His life was mainly a religious life which was

almost in concurrence with the scriptural injunctions. Even then it cannot be

presumed that each and every house-holder of the first three social orders

was maintaining the sacred fires or. even the Aupasana fire. It also -cannot be

that every member of a brahmana family was capable of officiating as a

priest. It is really difficult to draw a complete picture of the life of the society

in the Mantm-Bmhmana period. Even then there is no harm in presuming

the full relevance of the Srauta ritual in that society.

The Second Stage

The next period which marks a transition in" the religious and

philosophical life pertains to the composition of the Upanisads. The teachers
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of the Upanisads believed in the Ultimate Reality designated by the word

Brahman. This conviction automatically placed the Vedic deities like Agra, Indra,

Varuna in a subordinate position. As a matter of fact, the belief ie

numerous divinities had begun to shake in the later Rgvedic period and the

Yajurveda period. Consequent upon the subordinate position of the divinities,

the Srauta rituals lost their prominence. The. references to the rituals simply

exhibit the respect shown towards the things of the past. The terms and items

related to the rituals were interpreted on a different plane. This aspect is

already met with in the Aranyakas. Consequently the relevance of the

Srauta ritual to the life of the society in the Upanisadic period must have been

reduced to a certain extent.

The Third Stage

The next stage to be considered pertains to the period in which the

Kalpasutras were composed. It is rather difficult to consider this stage In terms

of definite chronology, because the chronology of the Kalpasutras Including

the Smatasutras cannot be said to have been fixed. The gross upper and lower

limits can however be mentioned. The SrautasHtras of Baudhayana and

Vadhula belonging to the Taittiriya recension of Krsna Yajwveda .mask the

upper limit, namely, sixth century B.C., and the Vaikhanasa SrautasGtra

belonging -to the same recension may be said to belong to 'the fourth century

A,D. Thus a span of one thousand years will have to be taken Into account.

While the degree of relevance in the period
: of the Baudhayana Srautasutra

would be comparatively higher,, that in the period of the Vaikhanasa

Srautasutra- -would be a lower one. It would, however, be feasible to

contemplate such a period in consideration of the character of Kalpasutras.

The deviation in the ritual in the, Srautasutra period In certain respects

has already been pointed out.
2 A few instances may be given. There was & tendency

to make the ritual simpler. In the Full-moon and New-moon sacrifices paddy
was optionally allowed to be poured out of a basket Instead of from a

bullock-cart standing near the Garhapatya fire-place. A twig of a Sami tree

instead of a Palasa tree began to be procured for driving away calves in the

New-moon sacrifice. In the Pravargya rite the earth required for preparing
the Mahavfra was allowed to be collected previously near the Ahavaniya
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fire for convenience. If a milch-cow and a she-goat could no! become

available for milking for a gharma, ready milk was allowed.

The Srautasutras are expected to prescribe riles to be performed by an

Ahitagni. Sometimes, however, they refer also to an Anahitagni. The authors

of the SrautasGtras had begun to say that by performing a simple sacrifice

one could acquire the same credit which is acquired by performing a compli-

cated and extensive ritual. The Brahmanas have prescribed certain expiatory

rites in respect of deficiencies occurred in a ritual. On comparison one finds

that the Srautasutras have mentioned many more contingencies in which

expiations are to be gone through. All these facts go to show that in the

period of the Srautasutras circumstances had changed, as a result of

which certain modifications had to be resorted to. The practice of rituali-

stic religion had lowered down, and the relevance of Srauta ritual was further

reduced.

There was also another point -perhaps more important, which speaks

of the reduced relevance of the Srauta ritual. A Kalpasutra comprises,

besides the Srautasutra, the Grhya, Dharma, Prayascitta 9 Sulba and Pravara

Sutras. There are four KalpasQtras : Baudhayana, Apastamba, Satyasadha

and Vaikhanasa; all these belong to the Taittirfya recension. Whether each

of these, was composed by one and the same person is a question. There are

opposite views in this regard. Here we are not concerned with this problem.

It may be agreed that the component parts of each of these KalpasQtras

were composed within the range "of the period under discussion.

Dh^rmasutras have attached importance to the moral life. They profess that

nothing is greater than the knowledge of soul. They also say that -people

belonging to all castes attain the highest Bliss, heaven, by performing their

religious duties.
3 Thus the Dharmasutras are clearly under the influence of

the Upanisadic philosophy. It may, therefore, be said that people belonging

to the Kalpasutra- period believed in the Supreme Reality and primarily

respected the ritualistic religion because it had reached them traditionally,

not necessarily because they believed in the Vedic divinities and the

ritualistic religion. This leads to the conclusion that the relevance of the

Srauta ritual was still more reduced in the period of the Kalpasutms*
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The Fourth Stage

'

The next period of ritual activity comprises a wide range beginning

with the post-Kalpasutra period, that is to say from the fifth century A.D.

Even though the ritualism cannot be said to have held a fixed proportion through-

out this long period, it would be convenient to compare the ritual-practices

of this period with those prescribed in the Mantra-Brahmana. Persons

belonging to the first three social orders were entitled to study the Veda and

observe the ritualistic religion.lt might, however, be said' that brahmanas and.

a few ruling princes resorted to the Srauta ritual practices during this period.

This period is marked by the composition of Bhasyas and Paddhatis on the'

Kalpasutras, digests like Trikandamandana, Yajnaparsva, Karmapradipa and

also the Kalivaijya. Bhasyas and Paddhatis restrict their explanations to the

Sutras; they can hardly be expected to refer to the modifications. Works

like Trikandamandana composed roundabout the eleventh century A.D.,

record and, in a way, sanction the modifications. 'When 'the Kalivarjya

prohibits the performance of certain Srauta and Grhya rites, it really trans-

gresses the higher authority of the Sruti. That it does so indicates that those

rituals had gone out of practice, each one perhaps for a different reason. It

further went to the length of assuming the religious authority and prohibit

their performance. That the Kalivarjya prohibits the offering of Agnihotra,

the basic Srauta rite, shows that it had practically gone out of general

practice, and was not relevant to the religious life in those days. In Kaliyuga

only one-fourth religion remained in practice, thus restricting the relevance

of the Srauta ritual

Works like Yajnaparsva eulogize the performance of Srauta rites in

such a way that one should be tempted to set up the sacred fires and perform

Srauta rites. Thus the Yajnaparsva (11.226-227) says that Brahma, Visnu, Mahesa,

Indra and other gods reside in the residence of an Agnihotrin. It further says

that centres of pilgrimage, the Tarpana rite, Tapas, Japa do not stand compa-
rison with Agnihotra. One may compare here the attitude of the Puranas,

which, while describing the various Tfrthas, go to the length of saying that

by having a dip in such and such a Tlrtha, one would obtain the credit of

having performed a thousand Asvamedha sacrifices. All this points to the

conclusion that not only big sacrifices but also ordinary Srauta rites had
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gone out of practice in the days of the Puranas. The Bhagavata Parana

(11.27.7) points out three types of sacrifices Vaidika, Tantrika and combined.

Attention may be drawn to the so called Hinduization of Srauta ritual.

Certain rituals imitating the character of Srauta rites were incorporated into the

Hindu religion. Concrete examples of the Hindu rites are the various types of

Candihoma, Visnuyaga and the worship of Rudra (Laghurudra, Maharudra,

Atiradra etc.). Such religious practices mixed with Tantric elements formed

the substitutes for the Srauta rites; they clearly indicate that the number of

Ahitagnis was fast decreasing, that big Srauta sacrifices were almost extinct

and that primary Srauta rites and a few Soma-sacrifices were all that could

be performed by a limited number of Ahitagnis. Temple-worship which was

a popular form of religion took the place of Srauta and Smarta- practices.

Prayoga-manuals of different types .were composed during this

period from time to time. They indicate minor modifications in the rites

'

here and there. They are however, not useful in, finding out the relevance of

the Srauta ritual.
,

-
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The Fifth Stage

The fifth and last stage, begins with the nineteenth century A.D.
'

and

continues even today. The relevance' of the Srauta ritual to the life' of the

Hindu society which was reduced at every stage, continued to do so even more

vividly in this stage. The reasons for the reduction in
'

the relevance during

the periods represented by the earlier' stages were of the same nature, and

became, more and more vivid in course, of time. The -nineteenth century

brought in a new revolution - political, social and cultural The British entered

India in the seventeenth century A.D, initially for trade-purposes, and gradually

expanded their activities which took a political turn and ultimately

brought the whole of India under their control in the nineteenth century A.D.

A new wave of thought representing the western culture came over here

along with them,and introduced a totally new outlook to the Indian people

both in the external and internal behaviour. It gave a blow to the faith in

religion; The new liberal education system moulded a new society breaking

the barriers of social inequality. The economic revolution agitated the

society particularly in urban areas. Consequently the religious practices
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suffered a great shock. At present there are only a few hundred Ahitagnis

who are somehow trying to keep alive their Srauta practices. The tradition of

learning the Veda by rote is 'fast disappearing: As a result, the priestly class

essential for the conduct of ritual practices is becoming obsolete. The social

and economic pattern of society which formed the base of the ritualistic

religion is shattered making it difficult for an Ahitagni to pursue his

activity. The animal -
offering which is a part of the sacrificial procedure is

being opposed by the conscious public.

The conclusion

The question of. the relevance of the Srauta ritual today requires to

he answered in the light of the review of Srauta ritual practices in India

during the last three thousand years. The review was based on the literature

produced in the different stages. There is very little historical evidence to

ascertain the position of Srauta ritual-practices in the past.
5 On the other

hand, the present position is quite clear to us. As stated at the beginning,

the relevance is to be considered for those who have a respect for India's past

and .wish to preserve it as far as possible, aspire to lead a moral life, but

who cannot observe the religious practices and perhaps have lost faith in

them, A materialist will totally protest the tradition. One who has full faith

in the Veda would say, following the scriptural injunctions like -agnihotram

juhuyat'svargakamah'i'vasante vasante jyotistomena yajeta
'

etc. that a.

twice-born should follow the Srauta ritualistic religion. We should honour

.the belief of such persons. However, in consideration of the present Hindu life

in general, it may be concluded that in the twentieth century the Srauta ritual

practice has no relevance at all. It is enough if one believes in God, holds

respect
: for the Vedic lore and leads a moral life.

There is, however, the danger of the Veda and Vedic tradition --

a treasure not only of India but of the whole world, being lost for ever. The
Veda eame down intact without the loss of a syllable or accent for thousands

of years by oral tradition. This is regarded as a wonder. Side by side, the

ritualistic religion grew which gave birth to the Upanisadic philosophy. The
iVuii of the sacrifical performance apart, a careful witnessing of such a perfor-
mance lenders valuable help in understanding the Vedic texts. It is therefore
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essential to see that the tradition of Srauta ritual is preserved. At present

there are some Ahitagnis in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and

Maharashtra, who are somehow trying to maintain the tradition. There is the

risk that the next generation may not be able to continue the same. The

sure way to preserve the tradition is to bring into existence, a centre somewhere

in South India where the Vedic Pandits would slay together, preserve the

Vedic recitation and Vedic ritual and at the same time impart instructions 10

their sons in those subjects. The centre would serve as a model of Vedic life

as far as possible, and also as a medium which would provide information to

scholars in the subject.
6

It is the duty of the lovers of Vedic lore to point out

the urgency of this matter to the Government and philanthropic Trusts. Now

is time-, to take immediate steps towards this end because there are a few

Vedic Pandits even now whose collaboration may become available.
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THE POET, ACTIVITY AND YA

NATAVAR loses

The Poet, Poetic activity and Sahrdaya form the three aspects of one

universe, the world of artistic "creation- (KSvya-saihsSra). Abhinavagupta
describes the poet ar*d the Sahrdaya as the twin aspects ofthe goddess oflearning.

1

At one end of creative activity is the poet and at the other is the appreciator.

The poet creates the world ofpoetry and the Sahrdaya enjoys it. Anandavaidhana

describes the poet as the sole creator. The world of poetry changes as he likes.
2

The creator creates a lotus lake and swan enjoys moving in it, enjoying the beauty
of lotus-lake (ambhojim vana-vihara-vilasa). The tree blooms into flowers and

the wind carries its fragrance.
3 The poet writes poetry and the, Sahrdaya

appreciates it.. Thus these three, the poet, his poetic activity and its

appreciation by the appreciator form the three aspects of.one universe, the world

of poetry.
'

The poet has two factors to depend upon for his creation i) Vision and

ii) expression, which make him a poet The poet has a vision like a sage. Like

a seer he is the* seeker of the truth. The vision makes a sage. The expression

in addition to the vision makes a poet.
4 The sage was moved by the piteous

cries of the kraunca bird, separated from the mate, but the expression of the

grief made him the poet.
5

It is not enough that the poet has a vision. He must

transform his vision into poetic composition. 'What is the use of such a poem
which remains in the mind and not taken to different directions by the apprecia-

tive readers
'

asks Rajasekhara.
6

Vamana classified poets into two types : I) the disapproving (arocakinah)

and II) the all approving (satrnabhyavahannah). The first type of poets is

endowed with the power of discretion and is capable of being corrected. The

other type is of poets who are indiscreet and cannot be corrected.
7

According to Vamana the poet is expected to be the observer of the ways
of the world. Knowledge of science of language, lexicons, metrics, fine arts,

erotics and political science is expected from a poet. Poetic intuition is inevi-

table. It is like a seed to poetry. He seems to hold the view that poet is born.

Practice and learning are ancillary to creative facjilJjLjQicy may make the

poet more perfect or effective. x#^i R I L
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Rajasekhara admits three types of poets on the basis of his concept

of creative faculty, namely,

I) a poet favourite of the goddess of learning (sSrasvatakavi),

II) a poet by practice (abhyasikakavi) and

III) a poet by instruction ( aupadesikakavi >
8

Abhinavagupta observes that the speciality of a great poet's imagin-

ation consists in the ability to .produce poetry that is endowed with beauty

and clarity.
9

In the opinion of Ksemendra two factors contribute to the making of

a' poet, viz. i) divine favour and ii) human effort.
10 An intending poet should

contemplate upon the unfailing supreme mystic power.
11 He classifies the

students of poetics into i) those who can learn the poetic art without much effort,

ii) those who can be trained with some difficulty and iii) those who cannot

be trained. In his opinion, the poet is not born. He is made. The most impor-

tant cause of poetry is practice.
12

Ruyyaka thinks that four factors contribute to the making of a poet :

i) perseverance, ii) application, iii) effort and iv) poetic talent.
13 He classifies

poets into four kinds :

i) Satkavi like Valmiki or Kalidasa employing vaidarbhi style;

ii) Vidagdhakavi employing vakrokti like Vyasa and Bhasa;

iii) Arocakikavi like Magha and Bharavi employing figures of sense;

iv) Satrnabhyavaharakavi
- writers of Gaudi style introducing kavi

samayas and figures of sound like slesa, yamaka etc.
14

Poetic activity consists of poet's transforming his experience into

expression. The Vedic seer describes his poetic activity. He says, *I fashion my
hymns with all my heart just as an artisan chisels his chariot/ 15 or

4

The wife

lovingly touches her husband, so the hymns touch you.'
16
or 'Just as a well

dressed loving wife Vak reveals her form.'
17 A creative process is not simply

the expression of the experience. It is an artistic expression. An artisan needs

raw material to work upon his instruments and his skill to create an object
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of beauty. The poet needs experience, culture and imagination to create

poetic work. The feeling, emotion, thought and imagination constitute his

instruments and skill. But experience constitutes his raw material. He receives

impressions from his experience which transforms into poetic expression.

The dawn and the dusk, the sunrise and the sea, the starry firmament and the

white road that runs through it, the crowd and solitude and the craving for

the unknown, all this is received, recorded and recreated in the poet's mind

and communicated to the connoisseur.

The expression is not simple expression; it needs to be artistic in order

to be poetic.
18 Kuntaka believes that poet's imagination works upon his basic

material to produce a work of poetic art.
19 BMmaha believes that the poetic

expression should excel the ordinary expression,
20

The four stages of artistic expression are hinted at in the Veda namely,

i) revelation, ii); vision, iii) formulation of ideas and iv) expression,

Speech hath been measured out in four divisions, the Brahmans

who have understanding know them. Three kept in close concealment cause no

motion; of speech, men speak only the fourth division
2i

(Tr.RALPH.T.H. &
GRIFFITH). All the objects seen before assume new form in poetry due to

emotive mood, just as the trees appear new in the spring. season.
22 The ideas

must come to the poet as naturally as the leaves sprout on the tree.

There are two aspects of the creative process namely, creation of
'

new

poetry (kaviv&A-nirmiti) and appreciation (ksvya-asvadana). If the poet is

concerned with creation, Sahrdaya is concerned with its appreciation. If the

poet has to practise composition of poetry, the Sahrdaya has to practise its

study and discover the niceties. As Abhinavagupta observes, the appreciative

reader alone is able to acquire poetic sensibility by constant study. When his

niind becomes pure like mirror, the object of description is reflected in it.
23

Poetry originates in poet's experience, takes shape in his mind and is

communicated to the connoisseur. Poeticians declare that only the person with

a degree of culture and poetic sensibility is able to relish Rasa, just as the tree

blooms into flowers but the wind carries the fragrance. Abhinavagupta pays

a glorious tribute to the twin aspects of creative activity, namely, the poet

and the Sahrdaya.
24
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Rajasekhara recognises two. types of creative faculty, namely, i)

the creative talent of the poet and ii).the appreciative talent of the connoisseur

of poetic ait.
25

.

.;

;

.

Composition of Poetry is a special process. Appreciation of it is equally

special. Both are related, in a way. Creation of poetry has appreciation as its

end. Poetry not meant for appreciation has no meaning. A poet would not

normally like to be a lone enjoyer of his 'poetic instincts. He is bound to invite

some to share them. Thus the creative process is a meeting point for

creative artist and the appreciative connoisseur. Although the poet wishes

to give the gift of aesthetic delight equally to all, everyone does not receive

it in the same degree. A teacher imparts knowledge equally to all his

students. Every student does not receive it. in the same measure. In some it

shines forth. In others it does not. In the same way, poetic delight is received

by an appreciator according to his poetic sensibility. If creative faculty is

essential for the poet, appreciative' faculty is equally essential
"

for the

Sahrdaya:. Rajaekhara has distinguished between these two aspects of the

same faculty. An appreciator relives in the poetic instincts experienced

originally by the poet
'

.

'

'.-.'.

A poet is original creative artist. An appreciator reproduces in his mind,

the world the poet has created. A Sahrdaya .recreates in his mind what the poet

has created. In the opinion of Abhinavagupta
:

a listener 'of a poem must put

himself on the same plane as the, poet or his character in order to enjoy it

aesthetically.' Ail appreciative reader/or Sahrdaya 'must cultivate the same

degree of culture and imagination as -the poet.
26

'.

The appreciative faculty does good to the Sahrdaya. Thereby,
4

'the

tree of poet's creation bears' fruit, otherwise it would be 'barren/
27

Thus it -could" be said that' poetry originates from the, poet's experience.

His culture and imagination work upon it and a new world of poetry is

created. The Sahrdaya with the help of his culture and imagination
recreates the world of poetry in his mind and enjoys its aiceties. The poet,

his poetic activity and Sahrdaya form the three aspects of one universe
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NALAYIRA TIVVIYA

A. PANDURANGAN

0. The hymns of Alvars are now available in a single volume, Nalayira

Tivviya PirapBntam (NTP), the sacred Four-thousand Hymns. "Four-

thousand
9

In the title is indicative of the approximate number of verses included

in the text. Though it appears to be a single work, actually it is an anthology

of twenty-four works of the twelve Alvars , steeped in devotion. The inscrip-

tions from the early Colas demonstrate that the names of Alvars were already

popular and were used as personal names. Further, they refer to the works

of Alvars also by their individual names. The Vaisnavite traditions ascribe

Natamuni as the accredited anthologist 'of NTP. The paper attempts to re-

examine the traditional hagiological story of Natamuni's compilation in the

light of inscriptions.

0.1 The Guru Paramparai Prabhavam, the literature of the lives and

legends of the Preceptors, narrate that some devotees from TinikktirakOr, the

birth place of Nammalvar, recited ten songs from the latter's Tiruvaymoli,

when Natamuni was
.

in the service of the. Visau temple at Vlranarayanapurani.

The message and melody of the songs captivated the heart of Natamuni who

at once enquired whether they could recite the whole thousand inferring

from the colophon that the ten comprise only a part of a -thousand. Though they

admitted their inability -to recite the whole work, they informed him that the

whole thousand can be collected from TirukkurukQr. Thereupon, Natamuni

undertook a journey to Nammalvar's birth place and enquired for the reciters

who knew the' whole. He was greatly disappointed when he learnt that none

knew the whole thousand. He came into contact with one Parankuca Tacar in

the Guru-Sisya tradition,ihe:Preceptor and the Disciple tradition ofNammalvar.

Parankuca Tacar taught him Maturakavi AlvSr's'Kanpinun Cimttampu, a

small slenderTope with knots, which is in praise 'of Nammalvar, and instructed

him to meditate on Nammalvar by reciting Kanninun Cipiitatnpu twelve-

thousand times. Natamuni; invoked Nammalvar through the recitation. Nammal-

var 'appeared before Natamuni and gave him not only the whole thousand but

also his other three works. In addition, he also handed .over, to him the works

of other Alvlrs in toto. On having, received the entire NTP, Natamuni spent

sometime in Tirukkurukur in the company of Srlvaisnavas until he was

summoned by the Lord at Viranarayanapuram to come back to take up His
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service. At Vfranarayanapwam, Natamtini codified the various works of

twelve Alvars into a four-fold division on the Vedic model of four Vedas and

settled the tunes for the songs. Through his disciples the sacred hymns were

propagated.
1

1 This traditional story gives a supernatural bias for the canonisation

of NTP It also implies that all the texts except Aravamutc in riruvSymoli

and in the First Thousand, were lost. But

such assumptions appear contrary to historical facts. It is to be pointed out

that as far as Vaisnava literature is concerned "the stress is on literature and

philosophy rather "than on history'
5

.

2 A brief survey of the inscriptions demon-

strate the popularity of Alvars. Also endowments were created for the recitation

of the sacred hymns in temples upto the period of Rajendra I in whose period

Natamuni appears to have lived.
3 The inscriptional evidences also point out to

the existence of some more shrines which are not included in Nurriyettu

Tiruppatikal, the sacred one hundred and eight centres of Visnu.

1.1. The names of Alvars were well-known to the people long before

the canonisation of NTP. The names of some Alvars occur as personal names

in earlier inscriptions. :Such occurrences lead 'us to suggest that- Alvars and

their hymns might have spread among the people so that their names could

be adopted as personal names.

An inscription conies from the northern most part, of the then

Tontaimaijtalam. A detached stone inscription .in Tiraccukantir, now known

as.Tiruccanflr at the foot of the Tiruppati hills is fragmentary and its date is

lost. It records the gift of two officials of the Cola king, Matirai Konta

Parakecarivarman Parantaka I- (905-947 .A.D.), Nammalvaratikal and

Puturutaiyar. This inscription is of singular value as it proves that the name

Nammaivar was already well-known around 910 A.D.4

''

1.2. The name Tontaratippoti occurs as a personal name in an

inscription at Tiruvitaimaratur, Tanjavur district. On the wall of the central

shrine in the MahalingeSvarasvamy temple, we find a record in' the 37th regnal

year of the Cola king, Matirai Konta Parakecarivarman Parantaka I which

mentions certain Kavaramoli Tevan Tontaratippoti Alvar; it shows beyond

doubt that the name of the Aivar had attained much popularity then.
5
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1.3. VARADARAJA AYYAR quotes an inscription 90S A.D. on the

outer walls of the Visnu shrine at Tirukkannapuram, Tanj&vur district; it

mentions a personal name Catakopan,
6

It is to be noted that Catakopan is one

of the names 7 used by Namrallvar himself as his personal name in Timwaymoli
This is also a clear evidence to show the popularity of Nammalvar then.

Agnihotram RAMANUJA TATACARYA observes on the authority of inserip-

tional evidence that the Visnu shrine at Varakunamaftkai, Tiranelveli district,

was known as Catakopa Vinnakaram. He remarks that this is the first

reference to Nammalvar in a historical record.
8

2. We have already that Natamuni received the hymns of all

Alvars from the vision of Nammalvar at Tirukkurukur. According to Gum
Paramparai PrabMva stories Natamuni visited Gangaikonta Colapuram, the

capital of Rajendra I (1012 -1045 A.D.).
9 NILAKANTA SASTRI assigns the period

of Nataitiurp between the end of the 9th and the beginning of the 10th century

A.D. ,on the basis of the Anpil plates which mention one Sri Natha. He is

inclined to quote Sri Natha who was very much devoted to Snrangani with

Natamuni. 10
If this equation is accepted, we may conclude that Natamuni lived

in the beginning of the 10th century. Vlranarayanapuram, the village in which

Natamuni lived and edited NTP, is named after Parantaka I, Parantaka

Vfranarayanan. RAGAVA AYYANGAR also arrives-, at the same conclusion on the

basis of Koilolugu, the activities of r!ratigam- temple, and other Vaisnava

traditions and fixes his period between 825 and 918 A.D. 11
;

2. 1

'

Now let us turn to the recitation of the hymns of the Alvars. We
come across inscriptional evidences for therecitation even before its codification

into NTP. It is to be noted that Tevaram was also recited in Siva temples

long before its -canonisation by Narapi Antar Nampi.

2.2 We notice an inscription on the west wall of the rained temple

in the village Tiramalpuram, Chengalpattu
'

district. It -records- an endowment

for the recitation of Tiruvaymoli ,of Nammalvar. The date of the inscription

'could not be satisfactorily settled because the beginning '.of the inscription

is damaged. According to RANGACHARYA it is an old document on the basis

of paleography.
12

During -Rajaraja I's reign we .notice a reference to Tiruvay-

moli Tevar in a dilapidated temple at Ukkal, North Arcot district. The inscrip-
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lion claims the name of the deity TiruvaymoH Tevar, emmiir Tiruvaymoli

Tevarkku. . . The Visnu temple at Ukkal is referred as -Bhuvanimanikka

Visnugraham.
1 * RANGACHARYA. opines that the term Bhuvani-

manikkam refers to a Pailava connection, earlier than the Cola. This record
'

shows beyond any doubt that Nammalvar and his major work Tiruvaymoli
had attained such high esteem among the people to name the presiding

deity on the basis of Nammajvar's major work TiruvaymoH at the time

of Rajaraja I. -
.

.2.3. Tiruvaymoli not only received high reverence among the people
but also induced people to compose songs in its imitation. One such attempt has

been noticed in an inscription from Tirumalpuram, Cheiigalpattu district.

On the west wail of the rained Visnu temple at that place, we come across an

inscription recording the gift of gold as an endowment by 'one Kulakutaiyan
Aninilai Sri Krsnan alias MuvSnta PitavQr Velan for reciting the Tiruppatiyam
the Sacred ten Hymns* beginning- with Kola Narkulal composed by the
donor's father in praise of Govindapati AJvar during the occasion of a festival

in the temple.
14

This inscription is dated as 995 A.D. Unfortunately, the full

Tiruppatiyam beginning with Kola Narkukl is not available from the inscrip-

tion.
We can surmise that in those days the recitation of the sacred hymns of

Alvars had come to stay, and it had. become a daily ritual in the.

temple activities. People accorded great reverence to Tiruppatiyams\ this
reverence to the sacred hymns would have persuaded some contemporary
compositions in imitation of the sacred hymns; however, this is very rare.

2.4
: Two inscriptions of the; reign .of Rajendra'I from Uttiramerar,

Chengalpattu district refer to the recitation of Tirupattiyams.-'The first inscrip-
tion records the -creation, of an endowment of land for the maintenance of
three Srfvaisnava Brahmanas who were to .recite Tiruvaymoli regularly in
the temple.

15 The second inscription records 'the decision of the assembly of
Uttiramerflr which decides. to provide for three daily offerings to the Lord
-Raghavadeva in the temple of

:

Vellaimuttii; Alvar and for a flower garden

.,-:;.; :,Paiikaiii/Pa!iyam.is-usually a string of ten verses, centring, around a sacred temple/god.

Jffi^^Tht honorific Tiro ts added to insist on the sacred nature of Patikam and hence it is Tiruppatikam/
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with the stipulation that the food offered al the services should be distri-

buted to the Srlvaisnavas who recite the Tirupattiyam.
1 **

2.6 There are also references to Srlvaisnavas in the inscriptions. One
of them which belongs to Rajaraja I mentions that Srlvaisnavas had spread over

in eighteen Natus, revenue districts in Cola administration. It records the gift

of land to Srlvaisnavas.
17 The spread of Srlvaisnavas in the early Cola period

may indicate that the hymnist traditions would have 'continued at least in

some important centres without break and not completely lost as suggested

by Guru Paramparai stories.

3.
.

The Vaisnava traditions account for hundred and eight

Tiruppatikal which are sung by AJvars. Among them thirteen are just mentioned

by one or two words; they do not have a full Tiruppatiyam Such sacred places

are known in Saiva traditions as Vaipputtalam, noted sacred place which are

not elaborated. A close scrutiny of the NTP as well as the relevant inscrip-

tions point out the possibility of some such Vaipputtalams in Vaisnava tradi-

tions also which are not included in the hundred and eight Tiruppatikal.

Another fact which comes to our notice is that there is no sacred shrine in

Konku country sung by Aivars, though there are some Visnu- shrines from the

early period.

3.1. Periyalvar refers to a contemporary Pandyan king by Ko
Netumaran. 19 K.V.RAMAN identifies Ko Netumaran as Arikecari Parankuca

Maravarman alias Rajasimha I (730-38 A.D,).
20

Periyalvar also lived during the

reign of his son Neduncataiya Parantakan alias Varakunan I (758-815 A.D)
21

.

Srivaramangalam copper plates of Neduncataiya Parantakan alias

Varakunan I narrate that the Pandyan king is a devout Vaisnava 'Parama

Vaisnavan tanaki . ......and constructed a big temple at Kancivaypp.erur in

Konku country.
22 The temple referred to in the copper plates is not in existence

now. But Periyalvar refers to one place name Konku in his song commen-

cing with Konkum Kufantaiyum Kottiyurum . . .

23
This may be a reference to

the temple built by the Pandyan king referred to in Snvaramangalam copper

plates. Vaisnava commentators interpret Konku in the above hymn as an

adjunct of Kutantai\ according to them Konku is honey and the suffix-urn

in Konkum is virital vikaram an empty marker. Such an interpretation is not
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In consonance with Tamil syntactical
traditions. Therefore, we may be persuaded

to conclude that Konku is a place name. Kancivaypperar or modern Perar in

Coimbatore district is perhaps the Konku referred to' in the Spvaramangalam

copper plates where the Pandyan king built a temple for Visnu. Perhaps,

the Konku referred by Periyalvar may be the shrine built by Varakunan L

3.2. Now the question arises whether Alvars had sung hymns in

praise ofVisnu shrines built during their period. It is very clear from the .available

sources that 'they have sung and glorified temples built in their own times.

Tiramangai AMr sings Nantipura Vinnakarmar Kumbakonam and Paramo-

Svara.Vinnakar at Kaficipuram; both were built by Nantivarma Pallava-

mallan (731-796 A.D) a contemporary of Tiramankai.
24

3.3. Alvars have sung some of the cave temples also which
^were

earlier than the karralis, the stone-built temples; again it was Tiramangai AMr

who had sung the cave temples at Tirumeyyam in Putukkottai district and

Ativaraha temple at Mahabalipuram.
25 Two cave temples near Namakkal,

Adiyendra Visnugrha and Adiyanavaya Visnugrha come to our notice. They

are excellent cave temples carved by Atiyamans of Takatur. It is also to be re-

marked that these two cave temples are also in Konku country and are not

included in the hundred and eight Tiruppatikal. We may be tempted to ask

why the shrines in Konku country are not listed in the hundred and eight

TiruppatikaL A close study of Gum Paramparai traditions reveal that the

activities of Natamuni for rediscovering the sacred hymns of Alvars were

mainly confined to Pandya, Cola and Kerala countries, but not to Konku

region. As there was no Alvar from Konku country Natamuni could not have

taken serious efforts to discover NTP manuscripts from there. Further, the

Konku country was the bone of contention between the warring dynasties,

and the situation would not have permitted Natamuni to undertake a journey

in the war-torn region for his sacred mission.

4. Thus a close scrutiny of NTP through the light of the inscriptions

lead us to some insights. The study and recitation of the sacred hymns were

continuously carried out at various important centres and not completely lost

as suggested by the Guru Paramparai accounts. We have to reinterpret them.

Every religion needs 'revelation* for its acknowledgement among the masses.
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Unless it is revealed, the believing community cannot accept a religion. It is

believed that Vedas are given by God. The community of Silvaisnavas

requires that their sacred hymns are to be "revealed* to Natamuni, their

first Acarya, the preceptor and then only JVTPcan be treated on par with Vedas.

A study of the relevant historical materials may help us to rewrite the, history

of NTP texts.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE TENKALAI UNDERSTANDING
OF THE ACARYA : TEACHER, MEDIATOR AND SAVIOUR.

PATRICIA Y. MUMME

The Srivaisnava tradition is well known for teaching salvation by the

grace of the Lord Visnu through surrender to Him (pmpatti). It is equally well

known for the schism between the Tenkalai and Vatakalai factions over

doctrinal differences concerning the nature of prapatti, well known from most

introductory texts on Hinduism as the dispute between the "cat and monkey

schools." The Tenkalai teaches that in prapatti, surrender to God, the individual

soul is totally passive and is saved solely by divine grace, much as a mother

cat carries a kiitten. The Vatakalai, on the other hand, claims that as a baby

monkey must hold on to its mother's fur to be carried, the individual soul in

surrendering to God is not totally passive, but must co-operate with the Lord's

saving grace in order to be rescued from saiiisara. This dispute begins to be

articulated in theological works from around the turn of the fourteenth

century, and culminates in fierce sectarian rivalry between the two groups in

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
1

With all the ink that has been spilled by Srfvaisnavas over the

centuries arguing the 'cat
9

and "monkey' interpretation of pmpatti, one

might be surprised to find that among modern Tenkalai Snvaisnavas, technically

speaking, no one advocates or practises

'

prapatti. The theological under-

standing of pmpatti is still important to the Tenkalai school, but only in theory,

not in practice. The method of salvation that is relied on by virtually all Tenkalai

adherents today is acaryabhimana, the love of the acarya for the disciple. As

the Tenkalai now understands it, Ramanuja, the foremost theologian and

acarya of the Srivaisnava tradition, recorded his own surrender to God in his

prose hymn, the Saranagati Gadya. Ramanjua's prapstf/ was not just for his

own salvation, but for the salvation of the entire lineage of Snvaisnavas claim-

ing allegiance to him through his guruparampara or succession of aclryas.

Therefore, all that is necessary to be assured of moksa and the attainment

of Vaikuntha at the end of life is to establish a connection with an authorized

acarya in Ramanuja lineage. Tenkalai followers perform saramgati, taking

refuge with the acSrya, as a matter of course in the Pancasariiskara initiation

rite for all Siivaisijavas, male or female.
2
Though in the popular understanding,

this initiation ritual is equated with pj^tf/orsa^

theological literature is quite explicit that surrendering to the Lord Himself
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and taking refuge with an acarya in Ramanuja's lineage are separate means

(upayas) to moksa.

How did this doctrine develop ? How did salvation by Ramanuja through
the lineage of acaryas (gnruparampara) come to eclipse salvation by the Lord

through in the Tenkalai tradition 1 In the theological literature of the

Srlvaisnava acaryas we can trace four loosely historical stages in the develop-

ment of the acarya doctrine. First, through the twelfth century and the first

two generations of Ramanuja's disciples, the acarya is seen by Srlvaisnavas

chiefly as a revered teacher and example of piety and devotion. This understand-

ing of the acarya is an accord with authoritative Hindu scripture and tradition.

In the second stage, around the late twelfth and early thirteenth century, the

Icarya is viewed as an absolutely essential mediator for salvation via pmpatti
to the Lord (as seen in the works of Arujala PerumaJ Emperumanar and -

Periyavaccan Pillai). In the third stage, around the end of the thirteenth

century (about the same time that Tenkalai doctrine breaks with the Vatakalai

school), ScSrySbhimana, the love of the acarya for the disciple, is

declared by Pillai Lokacarya to be a separate upaya, distinct from salvation

by surrender to the Lord Himself. Finally," in the fourth stage, developing in

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Ramanuja comes to be seen by the

Tenkalai school as the caramopaya or ultimate means of salvation the

saviour for all Srlvaisnavas by virtue of the prapatti he performed to the Lord.

First Stage : The Acarya as Teacher and Example.

In the doctrinal works of the earliest Srivaisnava acaryas, Yamuna and

Ramanuja, we do not find any passages explicating their view of the acaiya's
role or importance in the attainment of the highest spiritual aim. This omission
itself is significant However, both Yamuna and Ramanuja wrote poetic works
- either separate stotras or laudatory stanzas attached to their doctrinal works
-expressing their attitudes toward their own acaryas. In these verses, two main
themes stand out First we note the extreme loyalty, reverence and high praise
each gives his ScSiya-as teacher and scholar, as exemplary devotee of the
Lord, and as compassionate saviour (by virtue of his inspirational teaching and
example). Secondly, we find hyperbolic expressions of self-deprecation and
humility in view of the acarya's greatness, sometimes with a plea for inter-

cession, requesting the Lord to look
4

mercifully on the disciple's sinfulness
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or lowliness by virtue of the acarya's perfect devotion and wisdom. In the

first three verses of his Stotraratna, Yamuna praises his guru and grand-
father, Nathamuni, for his exemplary devotion to Narayana, his knowledge
and-dispassion, and his prowess ie bhaktiyoga (SRI -3). His closing verses

praise his ancestral lineage while apologizing for his own lowliness:

.
I have been bom in a great lineage of those of world-renown fame,

purity and self-control, who know,the true nature of matter and spirit,

who, by their nature have minds devoted solely to your lotus feet;

But alas, sinner that I am, O giver of refuge, I am mired in dark

ignorance (tamas).

I have been a transgressor, vile, fickle-minded, the breeding ground of

envy, ungrateful, arrogant, lascivious, deceitful, cruel and most

wicked. How shall I, crossing this boundless sea of misery, serve Thy
lotus-feet ?" (S/J.61-62)

After recalling that Rama not only saved the crow who bowed before him,

but promised to accept all who request shelter, in his last verse Yamuna
asks the Lord to "have mercy, not in accord with my own activities, but in

consideration of my grandfather, Nathamuni, one who is both self-possessed

and possesses the most excellent and genuine love for your lotos-feet" (SR 65).

Ramanuja, in the introductory stanzas of his VedSrthasaAgraha, praises

Yamuna for dispelling' the delusive darkness that had filled the world in the

form' of that most heretical maya doctrine of the Advaitins (VS p. 1). In the

invocation to his Bhagavad Glta Bhasya, Ramanuja says, "I bow to that most

renowned Yamunacarya, for all my sins were completely destroyed through

contemplation of. his lotus feet, and I was led to the realization of Ultimate

Reality (vastats)"*

The view of the acarya in the minds of these ^rivasnava founders seems

fully in line with the traditional understanding of the guru as outlined in the

Upanisads, in Dharmasutra, and in Pancaratra; this is probably why Yamuna

and Ramanuja felt no special need to reiterate that view in their doctrinal

works. The guidance of a teacher knowledgeable in the $astras and in Vedantic

doctrine who has a genuine love of the Lord and who can inspire that love in

his disciples is declared in many authoritative sources to be absolutely nece-
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ssary for salvation. Extreme gratitude and reverence for the pious, erudite,

and godlike ScSrya-coupled with an attitude of humble self-deprecation-are

expected by the disciple. Nevertheless, it is clear that for Yamuna and Ramanuja,

the work and example of the acarya is the impetus-Hot the substitute-for their

own knowledge of and devotion to the Lord. Both have written devotional

works where they seek refuge with the Lord, themselves and express their

devotion to the Lord and Ms consort-Yamuna in his Stotmmtna and Ramanuja

in his Saranagati Gadya*

We find more elaborate and emphatic articulation of these same themes

in the poetic works of Ramanuja's disciples. These include several stanzas in

the stotras of KurattaMn and his son Parasara Bhattar which refer to their

acaryas, along with two independent stotras in. praise of Ramanuja: the

Sanskrit Yatiraja Vaibhava attributed to AndhraPurna, and the Tamil Ramanuja

Nurrantati of Tiruvarankatta-mutanar. All these authors repeatedly praise

Ramanuja for his devotion to the Lord and to the Alvars, for his brilliant

defense of Vedanta which rescued the world from the dark ignorance of the

Kaliyuga, and for his compassionate teaching of these truths to his disciples.

For example, Kurattalvan lauds Ramanuja for his exemplary devotion to the

Lord; and for his compassion in accepting such an unworthy disciple as

himself.
5 He claims to have sought refuge at the feet of the Lord, and to have

obtained all his knowledge from Ramanuja.
6

Kurattalvan's son Parasara

Bhattar credits Ramanuja with driving away "the gory play of the demon

of the Kali-yuga" through the device (yantra) called bhaktl
7

In order to avoid reading the later Srivaisnava doctrinal understanding

back into these works, it is important to note what is absent in these early

stotras. First of all, even when the acarya or Ramanuja is declared to be a saviour-

-of his disciple or the whole world-it is still clear that salvation depends on

whether the disciple or follower learns the teaching and follows the acarya's

example in his own life 1

. It is poetic hyperbole and the requisite attitude of

humility and gratitude, rather than soteriological doctrine, which prompts them

to declare that their acarya has removed their sins and saved them. Secondly,

these authors see no conflict between taking refuge with the acarya and

taking refuge with Sri and with the Lord Himselfand all three can be called

saviours or protectors without contradiction. For example, Kurattalvan takes
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refuge in Ramanuja (Vaikunthastava 1), in the Lord ( Varadarajastava 2) and Sri

($nstava)* There Is some scholarly dispute as to whether bhaktiyoga and

prapatti are fully distinguished in the minds of the twelfth century

acaryas; but it is 'apparent that these men make no such distinction between

salvation through the grace of the Lord Himself and salvation through the

acarya,
9

There is some foreshadowing in the stotras of the late twelfth century

(the second generation after Ramanuja) of future doctrinal developments in the

Tenkalai tradition. Parasara Bhattar emphasizes the importance of the line of

acaryas, suggesting that they, have some mediating .or atoning influence in

allowing him -to be accepted by the Lord. He opens his Snrangarajastava with

laudatory verses toward his entire line of acaryas Kurattalvan, Empar,

Ramanuja, Yamuna and NammSlvar (1:1-7); he credits his teachers for making

him fit to be a pure offering for the Lord (1:48), and his ancestors who "had

the strength of.prapattf* for his right to praise the Lord in his hymn (1:17).
10

Perhaps most significant is the following declaration in the iftadgat$jastava:

O Lord Ranga ! I have been made your burden (bham) by my acaryas

who were steeped in dharma; I have also. ..uttered the
1 word "Sarana"

with my mouth. Realizing this, you have to make me your respon-

sibility (bhara) now ! (1:102)."

By the fourteenth century, both Tenkalai and Vatakalai acaryas could read this

verse as evidence that either surrender to the Lord oneself, or surrender

accomplished through the acarya, is sufficient for salvation.
12
However, it is

more likely that Bhattar's intent was to suggest that his being dedicated to the

Lord by Ms acaryas in the act of initiation was brought to fulfillment in ..his

own act of taking refuge in the Lord.

In the independent stotras in praise of Ramanuja from the late twelfth

century, there are hints at Ramanuja's special salving importance interspersed

with the expected lavish praise for his devotion to the Lord and to the Alvars,

Vedic learning, and compassion for his disciples. This is evident in the Ramanuja

Nurrantati by Tiruvarankattamutanar who, like Bhattar, was a grand-
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disciple of Rlnrtanuja through Kurattalvan:

heart, let us declare the name of (Ramanuja), the one who saved

himself by serving the feet of Nammaivar whose hymns praised the

one on whose chest dwells the lady of the [lotus] blossom, that we

might forever live at the lotus feet of Ramanuja, where those who know

the sastras have come to dwell.(RN.l)

After taking refuge with our KurattalvSn, whose great fame is beyond

words, who has crossed over the pitfalls of the three treacherous

evils, and now singing the glory of Ramanuja who released me from the

penalty [of sin], there is no difficulty for me in 'avoiding wrong

paths. (RN .7)

1 have no need to perform fierce austerities in deserts, rocky hills or seas

in order to hasten my goal; now that the lofty Ramanuja-who praises

the feet of the great ones who sing the hymns of Kulasekhara AJvar which

are studded with words from the sastras, will not leave me. (RN'.l4)

Ramanuja is truly my help and refuge, for in order to save all souls, he

provides the virtues of Maturakavi who had the excellence of keeping

in his heart Nammaivar, who came into the world in order to render

the rarest scriptures into one thousand sweet Tamil verses. (RN .18)

This last stanza seems to foreshadow the later view, promulgated by Pillai

Lokacarya and Manavalamarmini, that the path of Maturakavi, whose devotion

was aimed solely at his acarya Nammaivar rather than to the Lord, may be a

path distinct from prappati or bhaktiyoga. It might also be taken to imply that

Ramanuja himself could be the object of devotion for others just as Nammaivar
was the object of Maturakavi's devotion.

13 The full articulation of this doctrine,

however, is at least two centuries away.

Another set of twelfth century works-the JMnasara and Prameyasara
of Arulala Perumal Emperumanar-are transitional both in form and content

between the first and second stage in the development of the Srlvaisnava

understanding of the acarya. In form, these works are Tamil poems which are

doctrinal and didactic pieces, not stotras of praise. In content, they go far to

heighten the salving importance of the acarya in the Srivaisnava tradition. The
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Prameyasara, a treatise on the Tirumantra in ten stanzas, fixes the doctrinal

importance of the acarya by interpreting the u of the aum in the sacred

Tirumantra as referring to the acarya, the one who connects the souls

signified by the m to the Lord signified by the a. ''The one in the u (acarya)

proclaims that all those in the m (sentient souls) are servants to the

one in the a (the Lord). Those who have realized they are the slaves of those

who have learned this path I am sure they will go to the Land of no

return !"(PS'.l).
14 The final section of the Jnanasara stresses the absolute

necessity of the acarya for salvation and implores the disciple to revere the

acarya as the veritable feet of the Lord (75. 31). To look upon the acarya as

a mere man is declared to be as blasphemous as viewing the temple image of

the Lord as a piece of metal to do so will damn one to the lowest hell (75.

32). The acarya is the visible and attainable incarnation of the Lord Himself;

the Lord has special anger for those who do not revere the acarya, and special

love for those who consider the acarya their all in all (JS. 35-8). Later, Pillai

Lokacarya and Manavalamamuni will cite the Jnanasara's verses equating

the acarya to the Lord to support his doctrine that acaryabhimana is an

upaya distinct from surrender to the Lord Himself. However, it is the JnSna-

sara's theme of the indispensibility. of the acarya for prapatti which Periya-

vaccan Pillai elaborates in. the next stage.

Second Stage ; The Acarya as.Indispensible Mediator.

Periyavaccan Pillai (1 167-1262), one of the most creative and prolific

of all Srlvaisnava acaryas, is the first. to write a substantial prose .

work-the

Manikkamalai-dQvoied specifically to articulating the complete Srlvaisnava

understanding of the acarya and integrating it with the rest of Srlvaisnava

theology. It is important to note that by Periyavaccan Pillai's time, many

aspects of Srlvaisnava doctrine which were still nebulous in the twelfth century

had become more definitely articulated. Prapatti was now clearly defined as

an upaya for salvation which is open to all and thus distinct from the more

difficult, bh.aktiyoga which demands twice-born status. The salving

importance of Sri or LaksmI, Visnu's eternal consort and the embodiment of

his compassion, as mediator or purusakara had been established.
15

-It was under-

stood that when the individual soul takes refuge with the Lord 'm prapatti

or self-surrender, SrT's mediation must be invoked first, as evidenced in
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Ramanuja's '^aranagati Gadya, which was considered by this time to be a

historical account of Ramaeuja's to Visnu in Srirangam. .

It is against this doctrinal background that Periyavaccan Pillai spells out

the importance and absolute necessity of the acarya for salvation. His work

elaborates the qualifications, duites and responsibilities of both acarya and

sisya. Of course, the acarya should be a learned teacher with exemplary- -devotion

to the Lord. He should be without egoism or desire for wealth and power. He,

must have a thorough understanding of the correct meaning of the Tirumantra

("aum namo naraya^iaya
9

'), the essence of all the Vedas and sastras, whose

essential meaning is surrender to the Lordprapatti (ManL pp.58-59). While

the acarya looks after the isya'$ soul, the. sisya should attend to the bodily
needs of the acarya, serving him with faultless diligence, and living a life of

chastity and devotion, as exemplified by Slta while imprisoned in Lanka.

Above all, the disciple should be humble, devoid of any 'ego or selfishness,

and blind to the faults of his acarya and other devotees of the Lord.

pp. 60-61).
16

'

'

'

While emphasizing, like the Manasara, that the acarya is absolutely

necessary as teacher, guide and example for the sisya who seeks salvation,

Periyavaccan PillaiY most interesting -contribution is to compare the acarya's
role in salvation to the mediator role of Sri. Sn's role as mediator or purasa-
kara between the Lord and the individual soul, according to ^rlvaisnava

doctrine, is based on her position- as an embodiment of the Lord's compassion-
ate aspect, his beloved wife, and the mother of all souls. She must be
invoked before surrendering to the Lord, for only she has the persuasive power
to convince the Lord to show mercy on the one seeking refuge with Him.
PeriyavaccaB Pillai raises the question why the acarya's mediation is

necessary, if Sri is invoked. He answers that the acarya's mediation is needed
to remove the obstructions to salvation on the part of the individual seeking
refuge, while &rfs job is to remove the obstructions to salvation on the part of
the Lord Himself. The acarya gets rid of the gisya's defects by teaching him to
invoke the guwpammpara and making him become a "saranagata"~-one who
has taken refuge in the Lord. He sees to it that the egoism and selfishness
which prevent the sisya from attaining the Lord are eradicated (ManL pp.
61-2), Sri removes the obstructions or defects on the part of the Lord by
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convincing him to change Ms mind from wanting to punish the individual

according to Ms karma, to a desire to save from samsara out of pity. The

Lord's "defect" is one of unreasonable expectationsattempting to judge

this sinful world by the standards of the heavenly realm. Sri corrects this

problem, convincing the Lord to have compassion and forgive or disregard

the individual's sins (M&nL p.62). In short, Sri with God and the

acarya deals with the individual; both mediators are absolutely necessary for

to have fruition. 'One who approaches the Lord without inter- ,

cession, Periyavaccan Pillai says, is likely to be rejected on account of his

sins (Mini. p.65).

It must be emphasized that Periyavaccan Pillai is clearly exhorting

salvation by prapatt/--surrendering all one's efforts to save oneself and

depending on the omniscient and all-powerful Lord as saviour. In "fact he defines

the acarya as "the one who teaches which is the cessation of all one's

activities that obstruct attain-ment of the Lord-fhe one who reveals that one

can'become free of responsibility by having faith that the 'Lord and husband of

Sri is one's protector*WM P-58). Thus there is no distinction for Periyavaccan .

Piflai between salvation by pmpatti and salvation through the acarya.

Though recitation of the as well as recitation of the Tiramantra

and CaramaSloka, are mentioned as part of the rite of submission to the acarya

after being accepted by him, the M^nikkamalai gives no inkling of any

special salving importance of Ramanuja and Ms surrender. Periyavaccan Pilla!

has greatly enhanced the acarya's role as teacher and example by equating

his function with that of Sri, and by declaring that without the mediation of

both Sri and the acarya, surrender to the Lord will not succeed (p.65). But it

is stilltrue that .the acarya can only be called a saviour in a secondary or derived

sense-as the one who facilitates or inspires the disciple to surrender to the Lord

as the true saviour. The acarya and his mediation is part of proper method of

prapartf-not a different method. With the next stage, as we will see, this changes.

TheTMrd

In the gnvacana BMsam of Pillai Lokacarya (d. 1311?) and its

commentary by Manavalamamuni (d. 1443) we find that acaryabhimana,

love 9f the acarya for Ms disciple, is declared to be a path of salvation quite
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distinct from surrendering to the Lord Himself. Pijlai Lokacarya sees acarya-
bhimana as separate from prapatti, but equally effective-in fact even more
effective-in attaining salvation. What doctrinal development has made for this

need to supplement prapatti to the Lord with another, more effective means
of salvation ? Recall how the Manikkamalai had mentioned the Lord's auto-

nomy and anger at sins which may prompt him to reject the soul who
surrenders to him without the mediation of both Sri and the acarya. The
writings of Piljai Lokacarya and his brother, Aiakiyamanavala Perumal
Nayanar, emphasize that Lord's will is completely unconstrained and auto-

nomous, such that he is not obligated to accept those who surrender to him.
PiHai Lokacarya is careful to point out that though we may speak of prapatti
as an upaya or means of salvation, technically that is not correct. It is the all-

powerful and sovereign Lord who effects salvation, not the individual's act of
self-surrender.

17

Therefore, if the sovereign and autonomous Lord wants to
save some individual, he has the right to do so without waiting for that
individual to perform prapatti. By virtue of that same autonomy, Visnu has
the right to refuse to save one who surrenders to him and the power to keep
him in sarhsara if he wants. This means that salvation by prapatti is in-

herently uncertain, and as Piljai Lokacarya points out, this is a very serious
drawback for one who is seeking salvation (SVB. 406-7, 444-5, 462).

Pijlai Lokacarya claims, however, that this problem of fear and uncer-
tainty can be avoided by choosing not the Lord Himself, but acaryabhimana
as one's upaya for salvation (SVB. 406-7). Unlike surrendering oneself to the
Lord, when one resorts to the acarya's love, there is no doubt as to the outcome
It is true, as the JMnasara says, that the acarya is the very embodiment of the
Lord, but without the Lord's autonomy and

sovereignty. Like Sri, the acaryahas the Lord's mercy, and furthermore has the power and right to save but not
the power or authority to keep anyone in sarhsara. Therefore, the acarya can't
refuse (SVB. 407),

Appealing to the Jnanasara's claim that the acarya is the Lord's feet
ftlla, Lokacarya says that "Resorting to the Lord is like getting the result by
graspmg His hand. Resorting to the acarya is like getting the result by graspingh foot" (SVB 427). ManavSjamamuni's commentary explains" that th"
means two things : First, the acarya is not different from the Lord, but a
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manifestation of Himself, like a part of his body the embodiment of the Lord's

saving feet. At the same time the analogy shows why resorting to the acarya

is more reliable. No merciful person could deny the request of one who has

fallen at his feet, even though he might refuse one who boldly walks up, looks

him in the eye, and makes a request. In the same way, the merciful Lord cannot

deny salvation for one who goes through the acarya, though he may refuse one

who requests salvation directly (SVB. 427). Thus while surrendering to the

Lord Himself may not always be effective, relying on the acarya's love

(acaryabhimana) cannot fail.

To support acaryabhimana as a separate upaya, Pillai Lokacarya

appeals to the example of Maturakavi, the Aivar whose only hymn praises not

Visnu but Nammalvar, whom he calls his saviour and refuge (SVB. 408-9).

Similarly, one of Ramanuja's disciples, Vatuka Nampi, was said to be so devoted

to Ramanuja that he refused to pay any attention to the Lord Himself, criticizing

other disciples of Ramanuja for being two-faced-some-times worshipping the

Lord and sometimes honouring Ramanuja (SVB. 411).. Pillai Lokacarya and

Manavalamamuni argue that acaryabhimana can be used either as an

accompaniment (anga) of prapatti or as a separate, independent upaya (SVB,

427); but one who chooses acaryabhimana as an independent means must see

the acarya both as means (upaya) and ends (up&ya), directing his devotion and

service primarily to the acarya and to other devotees of the Lord (SVB. 410,

425-6,428).

Interlude : The Vatakalai View of the Acarya.

It is at the beginning of this third stage, marked by the lifetimes of Pillai

Lokacarya and Manavalamamuni, that the Vatakalai view of the acarya parted

company with subsequent developments in the Tenkalai view. Vedanta Desika

(1269-1370)-a younger contemporary of Pillai Lokacarya who died just

before Manavafamamuni was bom-would accept nearly all of PeriyavaccSn

Pillai's claims about the acarya. Though his works criticize many of the

doctrinal claims of Pillai Lokacarya and other contemporary Tefskalai

thinkers, he does not single out for criticism their views regarding acarya.

Vedanta Desika, like the Tenkalai acaryas in the second stage, makes it clear

that an acarya learned in the sastras is essential for prapatti, though his
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reasoning differs from that of Periyavaccan Pillai aad the Tenkalai school,

sees the Lord as in-herently merciful and ever eager to' save any soul,

but because he respects the soul's desires he waits for a sign or pretext (vyaja)

indicating that the individual wants salvation. The Lord has 'revealed in

scripture that this pretext must take the form of performance of one of

scripturally enjoined upayas either bhaktiyoga or pmpatti according to the

individual's qualification. Pmpatti is simpler than bhaktiyoga and open to all,

but it is still a performance or upaya declared in Paiicaratra sastra to have six

afigas or accessory components (RTS 11 : p. 355). The guidance ofan acarya

is necessary for the one seeking refugenot because the Lord may arbitrarily

refuse to accept the soul but to make sure that is performed properly

with all its .angas. Desika recognizes two variations ofprapatti : In ScSryanisfha

prapatti, the acarya performs prapatti on behalf of the disciple or includes his

disciple's salvation in his own act of taking refuge. In uktinistha prapatti, the

sisya, under the tutelage of the acarya, recites the words of surrender himself

(RTS. 8 : pp. 283-287). There is no doubt that the acarya is needed for both.

Though De&ka sees going through the acarya as only a variation of

prapatti, and not a separate upaya, he quotes with favour a statement

attributed to-Mutaliyantan, one of Ramanuja's disciples, who-speaking to his

fellow Sisyas-said that just as all the insects on the back of a lion go with him

when hejumps accross a chasm, so too they have all been saved by Ramanuja's

conquest of samsara'(RTSS : p. 295). Thus it seems that DeSika would find

little to criticize in Pillai Lokacarya's view of acaryabhimana other than

the premise that it is the Lord's unpredictable autonomy which makes going

through the acarya necessary. However, he does quote with favour a passage
from the tfandilya Smrti which comes close to making this claim: "Among
those worshipping Acyuta (the Lord) there may be some doubt whether one

will reach attainment But there is no doubt in the case of those who delight

solely in serving His devotees." Desika explains that if salvation through
devotion to Bhagavatas is secure, then "by the principle of 'how much more*,
there is no doubt regarding those who have resorted to an acarya" CRTS. 8 :

pp. 294-5). ... ; .
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In spite of the Mutaliyantan quote above, it is important to note that

DeSika does not seem to be familiar with the idea that Ramanuja's garanagati-
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-or any acarya's surrender can have any significance beyond his immediate

disciples. Desika stresses that in order for salvation to be effected, prapatti in-

deed has to be performed by someone either by the individual under the

guidance of the acarya or by the acarya himselfat some particular time

(RTS. 8 : p. 297). For this reason, Desika claims that living in the Lord's territory,

singing praises to Him, and keeping company with other devotees of the Lord

are not sufficient as upayas for salvation unless they culminate in prapatti

or bhaktiyoga.

The current Vatakalai practice seems to be in line with Vedanta Desika's

understanding of the role of the acarya. The Vatakalai do not perform Saran&gati

as a matter of course in the Pancasarfiskara ritual. Since prapatti signifies to the

Lord one's own willingness to bfc saved, it is a separate, voluntary ritual

either performed by the acarya with the'prapanna present and participating,

or performed strictly by the acarya on behalf of the prapanna. In practice,

few Vatakalais become prapannas, and then usually only at the end of their

lives, since strict standards of purity and conduct, as well as close contact

with the acarya, are expected for the rest of one's life after one becomes a

prapanna. This is because in Desika's view the prapanna.needs to perform

another compensatory or atoning prapatti for every sin or transgression he

commits after his original prapatti, in order to avoid punishment in this life

and delay of moksa. Thus the guidance of a learned acarya is crucial in the

subsequent life of the prapanna.

Fourth Stage : Ramanuja as Saviour.

The current Tenkalai doctrine that Ramanuja is the saviour for the

entire Srivaisnava lineage by virtue of his prapatti fa Visnu in the Saranagati

Gadya seems to have developed only in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

Though the works of Ramanuja's disciples praising their acarya as saviour

were interpreted in accord with acaryabhimana after the thirteenth century

(as seen in Manavalamamuni's commentaries), the idea of Ramanuja's

salving importance for all Srlvaisnavas had not yet been fully articulated.

Pillai Lokacarya's exposition on acaiyabM

of Ramanuja's prapatti. Not even Manavalamamuni's commentaries on

Srivacana Bhusana, Jfianasara, or Ramanuja Nurrantati contain any
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reference to the special salving importance of Ramanuja and Ms surrender

in the Saranagati Gadya.

This Is surprising because the first clear evidence of Ramanuja's

status as saviour of the Srfvaisnava lineage is found in two poetic works by

Manavalaniamuni himself- Yatiraja ViiiisatimdArtiprabantam. Yatiraja Vimsati,

believed to be Manavalamamuni's first composition, is a brief Sanskrit stotra

to Ramanuja (Yatiraja, Yatlndra). Here, he declares that Ramanuja's prapatti

in the Sarmagati Gadya has the power to save all those connected with his

guruparampari:.

For one who has committed untold sins by (word, mind, and deed) and

in. times (past, present, and future) there is no refuge but the Lord's

forgiveness. That (same forgiveness) which you requested of the Lord

of the Lotus Lady ( a reference to Ramanuja's Saranagati Gadya) is the

protection for those connected with you. (YV. 18)

This idea is expressed even more clearly in Manavalamamuni's Arti Prabantam,

a long Tamil poem written at the end of his life, in which he pleads with

Ramanuja to have mercy and quickly release him from this world so that he

may serve him in Vaikuntha.

When will I relinquish this bodily prison and pass on into eternal, supreme
bliss ? Alas, have mercy, Yatiraja ! You must realize that from now on,

saving me is your responsibility. (AP 4)

Riding on the boat of Ramanuja's love (abhimana) which removes all

sins, by the glorious grace of the unerringly wise TiruvaymoH Pillai

(Manavajamamuni's own acarya), I will cross the sea of samsara

and reach the edge of Madhava's faultless realm. (AP. 22; cf. 12, 46,

57,58, 26)
'
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Consider the boon that Lord Ranganatha gave to our father Ramanuja
saying, "Stay here contentedly in Snrangam . . ." O heart ! Isn't this

boon ours ? Don't the possessions of the father Belong to the sons as an

inheritance ? (AP. 60)
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The last verse is a clear reference to the closing lines of Ramanuja's Saranagati

Gadya, where the Lord says :

"Remain contentedly in Srlrangam until the body falls away, without a

trace of bodily, worldly, or divine sufferings or obstacles, ever

uttering the Dvaya (mantra) and contemplating its meaning. Then

when the body falls away, solely by my grace, . . . you will at that

moment become my eternal servant."
18

It is odd that though this idea is quite clearly expressed in his poetic works,

no clear exposition of it is found in Manavalamamuni's doctrinal works. He

repeatedly misses opportunities to explicate this view of Ramanuja in

commenting on the sections of Srfvacana Bhusana dealing with acarya-

bhimana and in his Ramanuja NGrrantati commentary.

The first clear doctrinal declaration of the modem Tenkalai position on

Ramanuja's salving importance for the entire Srlvaisnava lineage occurs in a

semi-hagiographical work called the Caramopaya Nirnaya, attributed to Nayanar

Accan Filial (1227-1327), Periyavaccan Pillai's nephew, adopted son, and

most erudite disciple. But there is strong evidence that this work could not have

been composed by younger Filial, and must be dated around the time of

Manavalamamuni or shortly thereafter, perhaps the sixteenth century. Its

simple linguistic style does not match that of Nayanar Accan Pillai's other

scholarly works, and none of Nayanar Accan Pillai's contemporaries-or

even Manavalamamuni, a century later-seem to be familiar with its radical

claims. For instance, Filial Lokacarya-the younger Accan Pillai's contemporary-

-seems anxious to defend the legitimacy of acaryabhimana as an upaya

separate from prapatti, thus belying that this was a somewhat new and not yet

fully accepted teaching around the turn of the fourteenth century. But the

Caramopaya Nirnaya (supposedly written around the same time) assumes

the legitimacy of acaryabhimana as a separate upaya and builds its argument

from there.

The most cogent evidence against the authenticity of this work is the fact

that Vedanta Desika, a contemporary of Filial Lokacarya and Nayanar Accan

Pill ai, though sympathetic to the idea that the acarya's prapatti can include

the salvation of his disciples, shows no familiarity with the notion that Rama-
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nuja's prapatti had any salving significance beyond his own immediate

disciples (RTS. 8 : pp.295-7). Desika took Nayanar Accan Pijlai to task for

many of his doctrines concerning the nature of Sri. Throughout his Rahasya-

trayasara, Desika is very concerned to establish that "unless prapatti is perfor-

med in some manner or another, by someone or another, the Lord will not

graciously grant the supreme goaf (RTS. ch.8: p. 297). Had he known about

it, he most certainly would have objected to the Caramopaya Nirnaya's claims

that Ramanuja has made performance of prapatti unnecessary for all subse-

quent generations.

In his commentaries Manavajamamuni used the term caramopaya,

literally "final or ultimata upaya," as a synonym for acaryabhimana, since he

regards it, as the ultimate means to salvation, superior to bhaktiyoga and

prapatti. But to the author of the Caramopaya Nirnaya, the term "caramopaya"
refers not to acaryabhimana in, general but to Ramanuja himself. He starts out

by claiming that though currently all Srlvaisnavas declare that the love of
their own acaryas (acaryabhimana) is their saviour, evidence from scripture
and from the secret teachings of their own prior acaryas show that Ramanuja
is the refuge for all and is himself the caramopaya (CN pp. 500-1). Passages
from the Xlvar's hymns and some PurSnic literature -a cited' and interpreted
as prophesies of RSmaiiuja's birth. Anecdotes involving Ramanuja's disciples
and teachers are related . in which Ramanuja is alternately declared to be a

special incarnation of Visnu, Visvaksena, Anantasesa and Laksmana, who
came to earth to destroy the kaliyuga by saving all those who are connected with
his lineage (CN. pp. 508, 51 ly 515, 520-3).

:
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The Caramopaya Nimaya's most unusual claim is that Ramanuja is the
saviour not only for the subsequent generations of Snvaisnavas in his

guruparampara, but even for the prior acaryas^Nathamuni,Yamuna and

Ramanuja's -own teachers. The Caramopaya Mmaya explains that there are
two kinds of acaryas -benefactors (upakara) and saviours (uttaraka),Rama-
mija's immediate acaryas were only benefactors, not saviours; otherwise,
they would not have had their sons take refuge in Ramanuja. There are only
three acaryas who have the status of saviours : the Lord himself, Nammai-
var (presumably for Maturakavi), and Ramanuja. But the greatest of these,
it says, is Ramaouja ! The Lord himself failed to uplift the world, so he sent
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Nammalvar, who lived only a short time aed had only a small Vaisnava

following. But Ramanuja lived some hundred and twenty years, with a

number of disciples. When Lord Rafiganatha blessed Ramanuja (at the end of

the Saranagati Gadya) he gave him possession of the two realms of samsara

and Vaikuntha. Therefore, it concludes, Ramanuja alone is the "sarvottaraka"-

-the saviour of all, capable of rescuing all from samsara and delivering them

to the heavenly realm (CM 512-513).
19

Ramanuja is compared to the centre

jewel on the necklace of the acaryas, strung together with the Dvaya Mantra;

the light of Ramanuja's saving grace is reflected in both directions past and

future (CN1 pp. 501-2)

The Caramopaya Nirnaya further supports this thesis by appealing to

dreams, hagiographical anecdotes and secret teachings put in the mouths of

Ramanuja's predecessors. For example, it claims that the idol of RSmanuja

at Srlrangam .was made long before Ramanuja's birth by NSthamuni, who

received a revelation in a '.dream that a great acarya would be: born in his

lineage who would be the saviour for all. Nathamuni had the idol made based

on the description of Ramanuja the Lord revealed to him; he gave it to Yamuna,

who used it to recognize Ramanuja as a youth in KSncT. Yamuna, through his

disciples, saw to it that the leadership of the Srivaisnava sect passed to Rama-

nuja after his death (CN p. 504-11). Other hagiographical anecdotes in-

volving Ramanuja's teachers and disciples show them confirming Rama-

nuja's status as saviour of all (sarvottaraka) (CAT. 514-19).

Though it is somewhat dangerous to use theological content to settle

questions of a text's date and authenticity, one can't help but notice that the

Caramopaya Nirnaya seems to be a deliberate attempt to integrate Pillai Loka-

carya's doctrine of acaryabhimana with Manavalamamuni's poetic declarations

of Ramanuja as saviour for the Srivaisnava lineage. Since it seems to presume

the existence of both these doctrines, present evidence suggests it would have

appeared shortly after Manavalamamuni's time. It is hard to explain Vedlnta

Deika's silence on the Caramopaya Nirnaya^ claims if this work was indeed

written by Nayanar Accan Pillai. The question remains why the author would

identify himself as the younger Pillai. The answer may lie in the text's unique

claim that Ramanuja was the saviour of even earlier acaryas, supported with

hagiographical anecdotes of dreams and secret teachings. In order to give this
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evidence more historical credibility,, it was penned in the name of Nayanar
Accan Filial, contemporary of Vedanta Desika and Piljai Lokacarya. Since

the Periyatirumuti Ataivu (probably datable to around the late sixteenth

century) lists its title under the works of Nayanar Accan Piljai, the mid-

sixteenth century may be established as an upper limit for its appearance.

Whenever it was actually written, it is clear that the Caramopaya
Nirnaya is at least the symptom-if not the basis-of modem Tenkalai doctrine

and practice which, by elevating Ramanuja to saviour,. has relegated prapatti

to a doctrinal museum piece. The seeds of this development, planted in

ManavSjamamuni's poetic works on Ramanuja, were brought to fruition in the

Caramopaya Nirnaya, driving an even bigger wedge between the Tenkalai
and Vatakalai understanding and practice of prapatti.

Lyric Poetry and Doctrinal Prose : Some Theoretical Implications

. What conclusions, if any, can we draw from, this exercise in tracing
the development of a single doctrinal issue through its various historical

stages in Srfvaisnava thought ?

First, we can note here a pattern of theological development from
poetic works of praise to doctrinal treatises in prose. The example of the

understanding of the acarya shows how themes that first appear in stotras
are later articulated as doctrines and integrated into the Srivaisnava theological
system. The hyperbolic praises and creative embellishments found in poetic
texts are interpreted and supported by later authors as doctrinal claims. As
historical distance increases, and the reputation and mythical significance
of earlier acaryas grows loftier, there is a tendency to take their poetic
works more literally and "doctrinally/' This is how the Saranagati Gadya goes
from a lyrical expression of devotion to a record of a historical event with
doctrinal significance. Similarly, hyperbolic praises for one's acaryas in

general, and Ramanuja in particular-such as metaphorical allusions to both
as incarnations of the Lord and saviours-rare' eventually interpreted as

sotenological truths. Thus poetic narrative becomes history while metaphor
and hyperbole become doctrinal claims. This same process-so clearly
evident in the development of the acarya doctrine-could no doubt be traced
in the development of the understanding prapatti or of SrI's mediation
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, In fact, this may be one of the main mechanisms by which theology evolves

in nearly every literary religious tradition, particularly those like Srlvaisnavism

which accept an ever-growing body of authoritative scripture.

Secondly, this' example brings out how important it is to bear in mind

the difference between the style and content of poetic stotras and prose doctrinal

treaties when analyzing works by the same author. The difference between the

view of the acarya's role in salvation seen in Manavalamaniuni's stotras to

Ramanuja, and that seen in his commentaries on Srlvacana Bhusaaa,

Jnanasara and Ramanuja Nurrantati is no less striking than the difference

between the view of bhakti and prapatti seen in the Gadyas and that in

Ramanuja's Vedantic works. It is comparable, for that matter, to the difference

between the understanding of prapatti seen in the stotras of Vedanta Desika and

that seen in his doctrinal works. Even, though statements in poetic works of

praise are often later interpreted as doctrinal claims, we would be mistaken to

ignore the difference in genre and suppose that the authors themselves

intended their poetic verses to be taken that way.

Both traditional and western scholars have fallen into this fallacy of

reading" later doctrines which were no doubt inspired by earlier poetic
-

statementsback into the minds of the authors of the poetic works them-

selves. This had led to some unnecessary misunderstandings of the history of

Srlvaisnava theology. For example, failure to appreciate the difference

between the creative lyrics of the Gadyas-md Ramanuja's systematic doctrinal

exposition in his Vedantic works had led some traditional SrTvaisnava

scholars to argue that prapatti was a -"secret upaya" recognized and practised

by Ramanuja and Yamuna and their forbears as the esoteric meaning of all

the sastras and encapsulated in the three Sr!vaisnava mantras. Out. of their

respect for the secrecy of this truth and out of their compassion for their

followers-Yamuna and Ramanuja taught the secret doctrine of prapatti to their

disciples and expressed it in their stotras and-Gadyas9 while they expounded

only bhaktiyoga in their Vedantic works addressed to those outside the Srl-

vaisnava communiy. (Even Manavalamamuni and Vedanta Desika use this

basic strategy,) Other traditional scholars have suggested that Ramanuja wrote

the Gadyas only later in life, after he had come more under the influence of the

temple devotionalism of the Alvars and Paiiearatra.
20 Robert Lester has used
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this same discrepancy to argue against Ramanuja's authorship of the Gadyas

and to suggest that Ramanuja's connection with Pancaratra
and^the

entire

Srivaisnava lineage was a later fabrication. I would argue that the later Srivaisnava

understanding of prapatti (or Sri, etc.) is presupposed by the Gadyas when in

fact that later doctrine is in part based on them. It is more appropriate to claim

that the later doctrine of prapatti is "in" the Gadyas as an oak tree is in the

acorn. Watered and nurtured in the minds of later theologists, fertilized by

similar texts in Pancaratra in the Ahars' hymns, it grew to its lofty proportion

in the doctrinal treatises of the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. In the same

manner, it is only the seed of the doctrine of acaryabhimana, and Ramanuja's

position of saviour, which is contained in the poetic works of Parasara

Bhattar and TiruvaraAkattamutanar. It is easy in retrospect to see the Caramopaya

Nimaya's view of Ramanuja as saviour as fully present in Manavalamamuei's

poetic works, but here, too, we should exercise- caution. The genres of poetry

and praise (gadya, stotra, nrarantati) are not the same as those of doctrinal dis-

course (rahasya'and tattvatraya interpretation). The same theologian will make

statements in one that he would not dream of making in the other. But theology

develops and changes in traditions like Srfvaisnavism when later generations

use earlier poems of praise to inspire and support later doctrinal claims. As

historians of religion we must be alert to this process and beware of its pitfalls.
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Ramanuja [New Heaven : Princeton Univ. Press,! 974]) and VASUDHA RAJAGOPALAN
(now NARAYANAN, in her 1978 Ph. D. thesis, Univ. of Bomba^) have discussed
the issue. My reading of the arguments lead me to conclude that there was
no unanimously held view of the relationship or distinction between pmpatti
to the Lord and bhaktiyoga in the Srfvaisnava tradition through the twelfth

century, though there was a growing sense that the devotional path of the
non:twice bom (including most of the Alvars) was necessarily different from
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the Vedic path of devotional meditation and ritual outlined by Ramaniija
aed Yamuna In their Vedantic works. By the time of Periyavaccln Pillai in the
mid-thirteenth century, the distinction between bhaktiyoga (for which only the
twice-born were qualified) and prapatti (surrender to the Lord which is open to

all) was well-established. A careful and thorough study of all the

commentaries is needed to settle this issue.

10. NARAYANAN (1987) pp. 132-33.

11. Translation from NARAYANAN (1987) p. 139.

12. Vedanta Desika quotes this very sloka and points out that by. the
word "also" (api), meaning "in addition to that" [Bhattar] indicates that just one
[either bharanyasa performed by his Acarya or uttered by himself) would be
sufficient (RTS 8: pp. 292-3). Desika's Samnagati Dfplka 49 is modelled in

his interpretation of Bhattar's sloka :

So let my prapatti uttered faultlessly here today and witnessed by my
acarya, as yon have requested, be folly accomplished. Bet O Mukunda,
since I have already been entrusted to you by my previous acaryas, this

upaya is redundant!

13. However, Manavalamamuni in "his fifteenth century commentary on
1

the Ramaniija Nurrantati, only takes this line to mean that Ramanuja' promoted
the Alvars, even though-as we will see-Manavalamamuni's poetic works
indicate that he believed that Ramanuja has special salving importance for the

line of disciples following him.

14. Most later Srivaisnavarahasya commentaries interpret the u as

referring to the exclusive sesa-sesf relationship between the soul and the Lord,

though Pillai Lokacarya notes that some have interpreted.it to refer to rf and

her mediation (purusakara) (Mumu. 60-61). Manavalamamuni's commentary on

Prameyasara I says that to interpret the u to refer to the acarya is legitimate

since, like Sri, the acarya is a "ghataka" or "joiner" who unites the soul with

the Lord.

15. Though invoking Sri before surrendering to the Lord goes, as far back

as Yamuna, VASUDHA NARAYANAN says that it is Pillan in his commentary on

the Tiruvaymoli who first calls her .a mediator or purusakara (1987, p. 124).

Commentaries on the three rahasyas or mantras from the thirteenth century on

clearly articulate the doctrine of Srl's mediation in commenting upon the Dvaya
Mantra :"snman- narayanacaranau saramm prapadye ; snmate narayanaya
namah."
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16. Periyavaccan Pillai goes so far as to declare that "The knowledg<
of the acarya is not the concern of the Sisya. The [acarya's] bodily form alon<

is sufficient
"
(Man/, p.65). He does not mean that the acarya can be ignorant

but that the gisya should attend to the acarya*S physical needs with a r^vefen
tial and nonjudgemental attitude. This emphasis on slavish devotion to the

acarya, regardless of his wisdom, contrast! "with the stotras^of the earl iei

Srivaisnavas who praised their acaryas largely for their knowledge anc

teaching, and no doubt contributed to the later T^nkalai view that mere connec-
tion with an acarya was sufficient for salvation]

17. The Lord's autonomy, say Pillai Lokacarya and Manavalamamuni,
is unconstrained. This means he need not accept one who surrenders to him,
and he is free to accept even one who has rfodesire to be saved. Thus Pillai

Lokacarya and Manavalamamuni claim that it is not svagatasvlkara, one's
own acceptance of the Lord in the act of surrender to Him, which is the effica-
cious means (upaya) for salvation, but paragatasvlkara, the acceptance on
the part of the Lord (the "other") for the soul. (See MUMME [1988] ch. 4)
Similarly, when speaking of acaryabhimana, they clearly point out that the
acarya's loving acceptance of the disciple is the means, not the disciple's
surrender to the acarya ($VB. 148, 447, 459).

18. The Gadya-traya of $rt Ramanujacarya, pub. M.R. RAJAGOPALA
AYYANGAR, (Madras, n. d. ), pp. 7-14.

1 9. It is curious that the Caramopaya Nimaya does not really emphasize
the salving importance of Ramanuja's prapatti in

Saranagatigadya, as does
Manavalamamuni. This is the only reference I found to the Saranagatigadya and
it is some-what eliptical.

/ ,i
20. See JOHN CARMAN (1974) p. 233. Another more recent example of

Ais same strategy, as I am told, is the late P.B.
Annangaracharya's claim that

Vedanta Des,ka was really a Tenkalai !

Annangaracharya saw Desika's stotras
as expressmg the same sentiments of salvation by surrender alone found in the
teachings of the Tenkalai acaryas, and quite at odds with Desika's claims in^T^^ T

?
erefore' he C nduded (with little or no ^torical basis)that Defaka converted" to the Tenkalai tradition later in life, after which he

wrote h]S stotra,
Annangaracharya's line of reasoning is refuted by the fa"t thaDeMa quotes many of hjs Qwn hyperbol

.

c stotras fa

y

s

-t tha

and gives them a careful and conservative "Vatakalai"
interpretation



JNANANANDA'S RARE INTERPRETATION OFAMARU$ATAKA *

C. S. RADHAKRISHNAN

Though belonging to the class of minor lyrics, the Amarusataka

occupies a major place in the Sanskrit literature. Its popularity is testified to by

the fact that there are about a hundred manuscipts of this in different parts of

the country as well as about twenty commentaries on it.
1 Later rhetoricians like

Vamana, Ksemendra and others quote verses from Amarusataka though some

of them, like the former without naming the author. The greatest tribute,

perhaps, is paid to it by no less a person than Anandavardhana himself, who

apart from quoting six verses from it, says,
2

i: ufa-an^r i reflecting the saying

The earliest publication of the work in 1808 in Calcutta, incidentally

has the rare commentary Kamada, which the present paper attempts to

analyse. The author of Kamada is Jnanananda Kaladhara
4

,
also known as

Jnanananda Kaladharasena, Ravicandra
5
, and Vidyavinodacarya. Apart from

the Calcutta edition, this commentary has been published by Sri Khemaraja

Srikrishnadas from Bombay in 1893.

Strangely this publication has not been mentioned in any of the works

on the History of Sanskrit Literature like by A.B.KEITH
6
, A. WINTERNITZ, M.

KRISHNAMACHARIARY nor even in the New Catalogus Catalogomm The

references made in this paper are to this particular publication.
Ravicandras

commentary is said to represent the Bengal recension of Awaru^ataka.

The unique feature of Kamada is that it interprets the verses in the erotic

sense as well as philosophical way which calls for great skilUas the author

himself says
9
,:

?IRTT^ cuRrofen; ?^T I

11'

The seeker of spiritual
bliss as well as the seeker of the worldly pleasure

can take recourse to this commentary, he claims -

*
Paper presented at the IX World Sanskrit Conference, Melbourne,

Australia, January, 1994.
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The philosophical interpretation is warranted by the presumption that it

was the great Advaita philosopher Sankara who, it is said, entered into the body
of the Kashmir King Amaru and later composed the Sataka. There are divergent
and controversial views" on the identity of Amaru with Sankaracarya which
is not at all the subject for discussion in this paper. But, at the same time, I wish
to point out the incongruity among the many biographies on Sri Saiikara. There
are, in fact, many works giving a detailed account of the life and achievements
of Saiikara, like the Sankara vijaya of Vyasacala, of Anandagiri, of

Anantanandagiri, the Brhat-$ankaravijayam of Citsuka, the Keraliya
Sankaravijayam of Govindanatha, Sankaravijayavilasa of Cidvilasa, the

Sankaradigvijayam of Madhava Vidyaranya, the Sankarabhyudaya of
Rajacudamani Diksita, of Tirumala Dlksita, the Acarya digvijaya of Vadhula
Vallisahaya, the Sankaravijayasangraha of Purusottama BharatI, the

Sankaradigvijayasara of Sri Vrajaraja, of Sadananda and of GovindacSrya,
the Sankaracaryacarita of Anantakavi and many such works in
Sanskrit as well as other languages. Works like Patanjalivijaya of Ramabha-
drayajvan also contain brief account of Sankara's life. While some of these
worksrepeat, verbatim, verses from earlier biographies, their account of themra^ episode of Sankara is not consistent. Of course, Vyasacala admits 12

,

that his narration is based on aitihyam :

In his introduction to the translation of Amanitataka into Manipravalam
by Keralavarma, the editor Sri Udayavarma Raja of Mavelikkara says that
there no reference in Madhava's

Sankaravijaya to AmaruSataka and that
apart from traditional views, it finds support in mention made by Ravicandra
But Madhava does mention the episode in the tenth chapter of his work. 14

cf.,

On this, Dhanapatisuri, the commentator, observes in his Dindima 15 -
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le fact, Madhava gives verbatim, this verse which is found in the earlier

work of Vyasacala.
16

Acceding to Madhava 17
, when asked by BharatI, the wife of Mandana-

misra, after their polemic discussion for seventeen days, Sarikara sought one

month's time-

; ]chHlH<*l:

But in thp 'Vyasac&liyam,
1 *

this episode is not in the context of the

argument betweeirSankara and Mandana, but when Sankara was about to ascend

the sarvajnapltha. .

According to Madhava 19 and Cidvilasa
20

, Sankara sought one month's

time whereas Anandagiri
21

says Sankara sought six months and later 'establish-

ed the Goddess at Srngeri. Vyasacala, however, speaks of only seven days
22

that too before ascending the sarvajnapitha.

Yet another version Is "'given by Rajacudamani Diksita who says-'
23

.

that Sankara demonstrated the" parakayapravesa in his pilgrimage near

Mukambika-- '

:

'

.

.

-
..... :

'

These. inconsistencies
'

are'referred to here because' the preface of the

publisher of Amarusataka with Kamada is not in consonance with the view of

Ravicandra. The preface reads 24
, .

,

(
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But Jfianananda toeiog, to some extent, the line of Vyasacala .and not
of Madhava says

25
: .

.

^

Involving as it does a great sage, eyebrows are raised as to the purity
and celebacy of Saiikara. In fact, in Sankaravijayavilasa, which is of the nature
of a conversation between Cidvilasa and his disciple Vijnanakanda, the latter
asks

26

Cidvilasa replies
27

to this '.~

tif

;.,
Ravicandra minces no words while expressing his standpoint and

intention, when he says -

-^
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The co-existence of two Rasas, even two incompatible Rasas is possible
when both are subservient to something else, says Anandavardhana. And
significantly, he gives an example from the Amamsataka 29

. Of the hundred
verses, Ravicandra gives philosophic interpretation for eighty-six verses 30

.

Apart from taking the help of slesa, both the Khanda and Bhanga varieties,
Jnanananda interprets the significance and meaning of letters to suit his

scheme. The verse $&3t ^Neiiir has been interpreted by him as follows :

3I

'

^FMtT: -JOT: TBT: 3*IF9 ^Rtf ^j $fr ^rgrPTOIN^' ^W: %<T
T*..3^WT t^qcw TRBI^T: cfWra^"5?: I f%W 3f; fom* cff-^,, 9 * 1

^| \i\

; t f%wwH^3F*?fr^

v

-dww-4W'wp^ir: i ^rf^w
flfe^Tc35^ \

wtiPifer

^Wl ^ 1

The letter 3TT means Visnn.32

Consequently, ?T means Kama

The letter^ means Brahma as well as the sense organs. Making use

of these, Ravicandra explains the following verse (No.4)

as below :

TPF^
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The following verse (No.6)

is explained as :

i ^T I ^jST cfjpt:

In many , verses, the letter fT is made use of to mean Kama. 33 For

instance, in the verse (No.27),

fc|Rrt

the explanation is given as :

I t fiTET ^Htii -'{ffauwhi 1W n^Ml^ici chW|: 31^ ifrt ^T

Similarly, the letter 31 34 which means also ^pf according to lexicons
is made use of to explain expressions like ijkl*u<J as ^ebd>|^ and so on.

35

The letter .iff meaning LaksmT,
36
has been frequently resorted to, to explain many

a verse. She is referred to as worldly wealth or Maya.
37

Apart from this trend, Ravicandra's understanding of philosophy is

reflected in his sayings and the apt quotations found in abundance. While
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explaining the expression ^R!7 ^faofa: ( sl.7 -!"i4wf% . . .), Ravicandra says
I He refers to the determinate and indeterminate cogni-

tions in "the verse (No.9)

ffrf

as

^frf: ?IK ?f

>

..r*4 ^tq < s
* <4

Elsewhere, quoting from the Mahabharata, he says

"^IT<<9 "frfcf: 1

S

Commenting on the verse (No. 10)

WcTT:

Jnanananda takes it as an address to one's deed t ^ojici and says

W S^ftftft^'ilftl 'c

Explaining the verse (No.45) "3^fRf 3ifcidMq
>J

he says

Another aspect which Ravicandra has cashed on, to his" advantage, is

the occurrence of words like Bhrantih, Bhramah, Rasah, Pranah, Prane-

svarah, Ajnanam, Manam, Sukham, Duhkham and the like which are commonly

used in the realms of Love as well as Philosophy. For instance, on the verse

(No.47) ,
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106

Ravicandra comments as

Making use of the word ifefr in the verse (No.25)

he explains

Besides giving the definition of a devotee as **id<4KJM:

he speaks of Tusti, Pusti and Laksmi as friends of Maya. Where there is not

much scope for such interpretations, but where there is a description of a

Kalahantarita type ofNayikaor ofsHfaMcW: ,
Ravicandra

presents^
as between

Maya, the Nayika and an accomplished soul, the Nayaka. e.g. (sl.56),

JIFFM:

ci: f*<jfli .

On this, he says
39 -
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There are two instances of reference to holy places. On the verse (No.l 8)

ip-

Ravicandra says :

: tWf "^T 3I^S|T IIPfF

Similarly the verse (No. 14)

is interpreted as : % fr.% f r aijrrr % ^c*m wpff anfe^r.^ t*PH wtf .. f:ftRir

:5:

^*. )

Remarkably does Ravicandra take the help of Yogasastra in interpreting

certain verses as in the following :

^
%*^
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*

The verse (No.24), given under Is also noteworthy in this context.

It is interpreted as

lft% iR*% SfFFT "'

In fact, Ravicandra's commentary on the Spigara aspect of Ammisataka

is really enlightening. There, he points out to the Nayakabhedas and Nayika-

bhedas quoting profusely from Rudra's Srngaratilaka and Prabhakara's Rasapra-

dipa. That part has not been brought within the purview of this paper in which

I have confined to the interpretation in the light of Santa Rasa. It may not be

an exaggeration to say that Jnanananda's bold attempt deserves notjust the notice

bet the admiration of learned scholars. Interpreting the same verse in the light

of extremities of Rasas like Srngara on one hand and Santa on the other is no

easy task, even given the structure and flexibility of the Sanskrit language,
That he was able to succeed in this uphill task is my submission.
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KALIDASA'S VINAYA

G. U. THITE

We find that Kalidasa uses the root vi + n! and its derivatives very

frequently. In this paper it is intended to study these uses.

At times the root vi + m means to reduce, to remove etc. In Meghaduta

1.52 the word adhvaramavinayana means removal of the fatigue on account of

travel on the path. In Kumarsambhava 1.9 the expression kapolakanduh vinetum

which means 'in order to remove the itch of the temples (of the elephant) is

found. The soldiers of Raghu removed the fatigue in obtaining victory over the

enemies by means of wines ( vinayante sma tadyodhah madhubhirvijayasramam

/ Raghu.IV .65). In Raghu IV.67 the horses are described as vinltadhvasramah

(those whose fatigue has been removed). Elsewhere in Raghu (11.49) the lion

tells Dillpa, You will be able to subdue the anger of him
(Vasisjha)

by means

of giving crores of cows having their bosom as big as a jar' (sakyo sya

manyurbhavata vinetum gah kotisah sparsayata ghatoghnih). In Raghu. V.72

elephants are described to be leaving their bed after they have removed their

sleep on both sides (sayyamjahatyu-bhayapaksavimtanidrah).
In Raghu. XII.35

Rama describes himself to be one whose fatigue was removed on account of

the wind coming through the waves of the Godavarl river (tarangavatena

vimtakhedah). The trees in the hermitage of the seer named Sarabhanga are said

to be "those who have removed the fatigue on account of walking on the paths

by means of their shade" (chayavinitadhvaparisramesu /Raghu. XIII.46). In

Meghaduta 1.52 also the cloud is mentioned to be sitting on the peak of the

Himalaya mountain while removing his fatigue of going through the path

(adhvaSramavinayatre tasya srnge nisannah). Rama who was set to punish

Sambuka is described as ". . . one who is going to subdue the defection in the

Varna-(caste-) system" (ityaptavacanadramo vinesyan vamavikriyam / Raghu.

XV.48).

Many a time the root vi + m and its derivatives are used in the sense

of training, education etc. In Raghu. 11129 the learned teachers are said to have

trained Raghu (athopanitam vidhivad vipascito vininyurenamguravogurupnyam).

In Raghu V 10 Raghu asks Kautsa whether he was allowed to be married by

his teacher after having been properly trained by him (api prasannena maharswa

tva* samyagvinlyanumato grhaya). Elsewhere Vasistha is called

^

vine r

tivinetuwdaramatehpratigrhyavn^^
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VIII.91 ). Aja asked his son to look after the subjects. In this context the son viz.
Dasaratha is described to be one who was 'properly trained

1

(samyagvinlta
Raghu.Mlll.94). In Raghu. X.79 also the word vinaya is used in the sense of
training. It is said there that the natural discipline in the behaviour of Rama etc
was increased on account of the act of training just as the lustre of the fire
increases on account of oblation (svabhavikam vinTtattvam tesam vinayakar-mana / mumurccha sahajam tejo haviseva havirbhujam //). In Raghu. VI 27
the king Arigaraja is said to have trained (or rather tamed) the elephants
through the experts of the elephantlore (vimtanagah kila sutrakaraih). Sudarsana
is said to be appearing beautiful when he was being trained in the matter of
weapons (vyarocatastresu vinlyamanah Raghu. XVIII.51). In Kumarasambhava
1.^4 Parvati is said to have been trained in her gait by the swans (sa rajahamsairiva***tgr gatcsu inancitavikramesu / vyanlyata pratyupadesa-
lubdhmmdttsubhir-nupurasinjitani / ). Elsewhere it is said that the trained
(vimta) servants skilled in the duties of harem brought Siva who was wearing
-silk garments, towards the bride (dukulavasah sa vadhusamfpam ninye
wnitairavarodhadaksaih/Kum.VH 73) In Vikr^mnr^^^ \r ^ Am T T -
t4

** /<JA iij *
t&xdinorvzisiya v. p.4I9 Urvasi says

when I h^h
reSai

"

d me
c

Unf rtUnate '^ l am as one ^o has done her task,'

ce vld t

g
?

l 3rga' n W that l haW g0t back W child ^0 hasuceived tram.ng ? (mamapi mandabhagimrh krtavinayasyaiflhhflnffir&rti t*i/^-/-r*.^L, . , __
' / ./

Theword^errisusedinthesenseofonewhotrainsorteaches Ramaasks Kusa and Lava who were singing his story/Who is you teach^n
s,ng,ng T(geye ko nu vinem v

-
am ? Raghu xy 6

y

Ms^ â
P-270 the kmg remarks, "Acceptance of an unworthy student itseff rTdicates
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Puraravas is decribed to have been trained in the lore of archery

abhivinitah / p.4 1 4).

Many times the word vinaya is used in the sense of discipline and the

root vi + nl is used in the sense of
fc

to administer the discipline*.. In Raghu,

1.24, Dilfpa is said to have administered discipline among his subjects in addition

to giving protection and maintenance to them (prajanarii vinayadhanSdraksanad

bharanadapi / sa pita pitarast^arii kevalarh janmahetavah /). Similarly Rama

is also described to be an administrator of discipline and therefore a father of

his subjects (tcnasa lokah pitrman vinetrS/RaghuXN.23). In Raghu 11,8 when

Dillpa was following the cow of Vasistha in order to protect her, he Is described

to be administering discipline to the forest animals under the disguise of the

protection of the cow (raks2pade$3n-munihomadhenorvanyan vinesyanniva

dustasattvan / ). Further in Raghu. 111.34 Raghu is described to be bending

himself low on account of discipline before his father -although he was bigger

than his father in the size of his body (vapuhpmkarsadajayad guruiti raghusta-

thapi nfcairvinayadadrsyata /). Moreover since Raghu was disciplined on account

of his very nature and his training, his father made/him Prince (yuvaraja)

(nisargasamskaravmfta ityasau nrpena cakre yuvaraja-sabdabhak /Raghu.

111,35). When Aja became young his new youth was impressive- on account of

discipline (vinayenasya navam ca yauvanam / Raghu. VIIL6). Dasaratha is

described to be desirous of administering discipline among his subjects

(vinimsuriva prajah Raghu. IX. 18). Proper education creates knowledge and

discipline. This has been mentioned by Kalidasa (Raghu.X.ll) while

describing Sumitra> who gave birth to.Laksmana and Satrughna just as proper

education gives birth to knowledge and discipline (sutau. laksmana satrugfanau

sumitra susuve yamau / samyagaradhM vidya prabodhavinayaviva / ). Else-

where in Raghu. VI.39 the king Sahasrarjuna is described. to be an admini-

'strator. of discipline.^ removed the indiscipline of his subjects even from

within their bodies (antahsanresvapi yah prajanam-.pratyadide&avinayam

vineta/). In Raghu. XIII.50 the forest in which Atri was practising penance

is described to be one where the animals were disciplined even though there was

neither punishment or fear (anigmhatrasavmmsattvam).lnRagh IX.62 the

king Dasaratha is described to be one appointed for administering discipline

among those (animals) which were arrogant (drptavinayadhikrtah). At the
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sudden advent of spring season when all the animals became amorous,
NandT administered discipline among the followers of Lord Siva by means of
a sign in the form of putting one finger on his mouth (mukharpitai-
kangulisarhjnayaiva ma capalayeti ganan vyanaisit / Kum. 111.41).

The word vinaya and other similar derivatives are used at times in the
sense of restraint etc. In Abhijnanasakuntala. Ip.442, Dusyanta says that he was
about to follow Sakuntala but his act of advancing was checked by restraint

(amiyasyan munitanayam sahasa vinayena varitaprasarah/). In Rtusamhara VI.23
the heart of the housewives was made eager by the singing cuckoo and bees
even though it (the heart) was full of modesty and restraint (lajjanvitam savinayam
hrduyam ksanena paryakulam kulagrhe 'pi krtam vadhunam /). In Abhi. I p.433
the king says that one should enter into the hermitage with restrained decor
(vinitavesena pnvestavySni tapovanani nama). He describes Sakuntala to have
neither expressed nor concealed her love, the manifestation ofwhich was checked
by her with restraint

(vinayavarita-vrttiratastaya na madano vivrto na ca
smtvrtah / Abhi. II p. 453.). In Kurn.VII.45 the lokapalas viz, Indra and
others are descibed to be with restrained decor (vinitavesah).

At times there is a reference to absence of restraint, discipline etc. In
Abhi. IILp.471 Sakuntala warns Dusyanta who drags her towards himself 'O
Paurava! protect yourself from lack of restraint' (paurava ! raksavinayam /)
In the same drama in Act VII king Dusyanta hears the voice of two female
ascet,cs who were trying to administer discipline to Sarvadamana, by asking him
not to be naughty. The king did not know the persons concerned. So he says
that the place of hermitage was not a place where there was any scope for
absence of d1ScipIine (abhumiriyamavinayasya). So he was eager to know who
was being warned against any misbehaviour (p.547). Similarly in the same
context one of the two female ascetics

affectionately addresses Sarvadamana as
.0

_

unrestrmned, why do you give trouble to animals which are no less than our

fr
. , UD

L P '437 ' when a bee disturbs Sakuntala, she addresses her
rnenus, Protect me from bHnff -iccaiiiwi K,, *u- , ,,

h..- /h.,,7, -
,

g assaulted by thls naughty (durvinlta) wickedbtu ^/a / ,,^,^
/ft ma-ra a/JMa ^^.^^ ^/a/n^Aujtare^
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abhibhuyamanam /). Then the king enters there saying, "Who is behaving in such

an unrestrained manner with regard to the simple-minded daughters of ascetics

while the king Paurava, who gives punishment to the indisciplined people, is ruling

on the earth ?" (kah paurave vasumatim sasati sasitari durvimtanam /

ayamacaratyavinayam mugdhasu tapasvi kanyasu / / Abhi. I. 22). In a similar

context, while the king looks at a picture of Sakuntala, Vidusaka notices that

there is a bee moving near the face of Sakuntala in the picture. Then Vidusaka

further says to the king, "You yourself are the giver of punishment to the

unrestrained. So you are able to ward the bee off (bhavaneva avinltanam sasits

asya varane prabhavisyati / Abhi. VI.p.530). In Act VII. p. 547 of the same

drama the king describes the hermitage ofMarica as aplace devoid of unrestrained

behaviour (abhumiriya-mavinayasya).

In Malavikagnimitra when the king hears the sound of music, he

immediately expresses his desire to see the musical performance and thereby

to see Malavika. Dharim understands the intention of the king and remarks, "How

indecorum on the part of my Lord ?" (aho avinaya aryaputrasya /Mai. I. p.273).

When Malavika kicks the Asoka tree with her foot, Vidusaka in his jestful

manner asks her friend Bakulavalika about why she did not prevent her

(Malavika) from doing that immodest deed (grhltarthaya tvayatra-bhavatJ

idrsamavinayam kurvantl kasmanna mvarita / Mai III. p.296). When the

queen IravatT comes to know how the king Agnimitra tries to win the love of

Malavika, she feels angry on account of the unrestrained behaviour of the king

and goes away. On this the Vidusaka happily remarks, 'Luckily because of your

unrestrained behaviour, she having become angry, has left. So let us go

quickly
'

(distya anenavinayena aprasanna gataisa / tad vayarii sighramapa-

kramamah /Mai. III. p.299). Similarly in the same drama in Act IV. p. 301

Vidusaka remarks, 'Then the queen importuned by her (DharinI), she (Iravat,)

informed the queen of your unrestrained behaviour.' (tatastayanubandhya-

mana sa bhavatah avinayamantarena parigatarthakrta
devi / ).

From the above given details we can conclude that the root w +-n1 is

basically used in the sense of discipline, proper way of behaviour, tramedness,

proper order etc. In many other Sanskrit works the expression has a similar

meaning. In Pali Tipitaka, there is a Pitaka called Vinayapitaka. There also the

word vinaya stands for disciplined behaviour. In the light of this discuss,on the
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famous sentence 'vidya vinty-eon&&& 'should be inteipreted. In this sentence
also the word vinaya does not mean 'humility' as is generally believed
but d,Scipline' or 'trainedness'. Aid Onis the sentence

'

vidya dadati vinavam'
also implies that the knowledge brings in discipline. The essential characteristicmark of a scholar is therefore not humility but discipline.

(N.B. The pages mentioned hme refer to REWAPRASAD DVIVEDI'S ed
Kalidasagranthavali, Varanasi, 1976.)



CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PLACE - NAMES

H. S. THOSAR

Place-names have now been universally accepted as an important

source material for the study of socio-economic and cultural conditions of the

past. Flora, fauna, topography, religion, tribes and castes, social products,

historical background and economic factors are most common contents of place-

names in India. The suffixes of place-names generally indicate the linguistic

patterns. Some place-names, if properly analysed and interpreted, shed new

light on their cultural significance, and reveal such historical and cultural

secrets which are unrecorded. The present paper is based on some such inscrip-

tional place-names from the Deccan which have preserved interesting

secrets of historical and cultural significance through their name contents.

1. NAVANAGARA AND JUNNINAGARA : An inscription from

Nasik, belonging to the 19th regnal year of the Satavahana king Vasisthiputra

Pulumavi describes him as Navanagarasvami
l

. It shows that Navanagara

was the royal seat of this king. Some scholars had identified Navanagara

with Kalyan near Mumbai; but this is not possible because, though Kalyan was

definitely an important town during the early centuries of the Christian era, it

had never been a royal seat. From the testimony of the Greek geographer

Ptolemy it is certain that at least during the reign of Vasisthiputra Pulumavi,

Pratisthana (modern Paithan in Aurangabad district) was the capital of the

Satavahanas
2

. The late V.V. MIRASHI has rightly pointed out that Pulumavi did

not shift his capital from Paithan to any other place; and hence Navanagara

should be regarded as a reference to Paithan
3

. It then follows that Navanagara

was an epithet of Pratisthana.

The question -is why Paithan has been referred to by its epithet

Navanagara instead of its real name. Some historical or cultural significance

must be hidden behind this name. Literally Navanagara means a new city or a

new royal seat. It indirectly suggests that prior to Paithan the royal seat of the

Satavahanas was in a different city/Recently some scholars have expressed

the possibility of another royal seat of the Satavahanas in Western Deccan

besides Pratisthana, According to K.G, KRISHNAN, Govardhanamm Nasik, in

Maharashtra, was the royal seat of this dynasty VOn: the. other hand, MIRASHI

has suggested that Junnar, in Pune district of Maharashtra, was their pre-

Pratisthana capital; and, due to the occupation of western Maharashtra by

the Saka Ksatrapas, they were forced to shift it to Pratisthana
5

.
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These suggestions Cannot be ignored, because according to the Periplus

also the coastal region of Maharashtra was under the jurisdiction of the Sakas

during the later half of the 1st century A.D.6 An inscription from Junnar issued

by the Amatya of Nahapana, and the Karle and Nasik inscriptions of

Rshabhadatta indicate that the Sakas had occupied even the region of Pune and
Nasik

7
.

On the basis of these evidences, MIRASHI has suggested that Junnar or

Jirnanagara
-
meaning an old city

- which is in contrast to Navanagara, must
have been the earlier capital of the Satavahanas. This is also substantiated by
the fact that most of the earliest inscriptions of the Satavahanas have been found
at Naneghat which is on the outskirts of Junnar.

MIRASHF'S suggestion is thus quite happy; but needs some corrections.

The place name Jirnanagara taken by him as the original name of Junnar is

not linguistically tenable. It is not mentioned in any inscription or such other
reliable source. On the contrary, an inscription of the tenth century A.D. from
the same area refers to Junnar as Jimninagara

8
, which also denotes the same

meaning and has linguistic affinity; and, like Navanagara, Junninagara also

appears to have been an epithet rather than a proper name, as it does not occur
in any inscription prior to the tenth century. If it is so, the original name of
Junnar must have been something else. What exactly was it ?

The present writer has shown with concrete evidence that the original
name of Junnar was Dhenukakata which occurs in 20 early Brahml inscriptions
from Western Maharashtra. After the $aka occupation, they renamed Junnar as

Minnagara. As the Saka occupation was short-lived, both the old names went
out of vogue and the place came to be known by its epithet Junninagara, like
Halebeed of the later period replacing the original name Dvarasamudra 9

.

2. SATAVAHANJHARA: This geographical name occurs in the Adoni
inscription of Satavahana king Pulumavl who was most probably the last ruler
of this dynasty ">.

For a pretty long time this was the only known inscription

ofthisking-Butduringthelasttwodecadesthreemoreinscriptionsofthis ruler
have been discovered and their fmdspots are in northern Karnataka only The
present writer has ascribed the Sangsi memorial inscriptionfrom Kolhapur district
to the same king, and has also shown that he was ruling over a small territory
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on the borders of Kantataka, Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra ".At that time

the coastal region of western Deccan was occupied by the Chutus, northern

Maharashtra was under the Abhira rale, and in Andhra the Ikshvakus had come

to power.

The question is 'what is the significance of this name*? No place or

territory is known to have been named after this dynasty even during the

heydays of its long rule. The name Satavahanihara occurs in this inscription only

because of two probable reasons. First reason may be the disintegration of

the Satavahana empire and its baikanization. In order to distinguish one such

kingdom ruled by a Satavahana king, from other kingdoms, it might have

been designated as Satavahanihara. Second possibility is that a territory is

known after-a dynasty as a result of its long rule or association. The Rashtrakuta

kingdom came to be known as Rattapadi only during the closing years of

their rule and mainly figures in the inscriptions of the Chalukyas of

Kalyana
12

. In the case of Satavahanihara, the second possibility is more likely.

3. LATTANAURA : Lattanaura or Lattalura are the inscriptional

variants of Latur, a district headquarter in the Marathwada division of Maha-

rashtra. Its earliest mention is in the Sirar and Nilagund inscriptions of Rashtra-

kuta Amoghavarsa dated 866 A.D. !3
Amoghavarsa -is described in these

epigraphs as Lattalurapuravaradhlsvara, meaning the lord of Lattalura itiz best

among the towns. On this basis ALTEKAR proposed that the Rashtrakutas

orginally hailed from Lattalura
14

.

G H.KHARE has rightly sought the etymology of the name ..of this

town in the name ^affaVi.e.Rashtrakuta,
15

. It shows that the town had close

association with the Rashtrakuta dynasty. But it cannot be treated as the original

hometown of the ancestors of Dantidurga because as many as four inscrip-

tions of Dantidurga's ancestors have been reported from Aurangabad, Buldana

and Jalgaon districts of Maharashtra. The places gifted through these grants

are also located in the same area. Two inscriptions of Dantidurga come from

Ellora which was the royal seat of the Rashtrakutas prior to Mayurakhandi

and Manyakheta. Amoghavarsa is the only king of this dynasty assuming the

epithet Lattalurapuravaradhlsvara. It clearly shows that the latter was not the

hometown of the Rashtrakutas.
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Then what is the secret behind this epithet ? It is not difficult to trace.

It has now been fully established that Ellora was the royal seat of the Rashtra-
kutas till the end of the 8th century A.D. Govinda III probably shifted it to

Mayurkhandl (Morkhandi in Bidar district of Karnataka) at the beginning of
the 9th century. Amoghavarsa again shifted it to Manyakheta (Malkhed in Gulbarga
district of Karnataka) which continued to be the Rashtrakuta capital till the
end of their regime

17
. It is also a historical fact that after his accession Amogha-

varsa lost his royal status for a short interval
18

. It is therefore quite likely that

during his exile Amoghavarsa stayed at Latur, and that is why the epithet
Lattalurapuravaradhlsvara is applied to him only. Latur owes its origin to the
name Ratta, and the descendents of the Rashtrakutas continued to live at this
town till the 13th century A.D. as known from an inscription of the reign of
Yadava king Kanhardeva I9

. Latur was thus the probable asylum of Amogha-
varsa, and hence a temporary royal seat of the Rashtrakutas after Mayura-
khandiznd before Manyakheta, but not their hometown.

These are a few instances of place-names which have preserved
historical and cultural significance through their name contents. There are
many place-names unfolding their socio-economic and cultural background
Let us see some of them also.

PLACE-NAMES WITH ECONOMIC SIGNIFCANCE :

4. NANEGHAT : It is the name of a pass in the Sahyadri rangem the Junnar Taluka of Pune district in Maharashtra. This pass has played a
significant role in the maritime trade of India during the early centuries of the
Chnstians . The ancient trade route connecting the prominent inland trade
centres hke/tatifctaa and Tagara with the West Coast ports like Kalyan and
Sopara passed through NaneghatSHOBHANAGoKHALE has rightly pointed out
that the ghat was actually a culture channel from which the Satavahanashad contacts with the western world. Mukherjee has shown how 'Nana' the
important coin-device of the Kushanas, in the course of time became a generalarm Nano, Nane in India. Naneghat provides one more supporting evidence"

nstone-pot which was meant for toll collection'

'
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Naneghat which owes its name to Nam or Nanaka meaning a coin,

has preserved the memory of its prominent role of earning revenue during the

early centuries of the Christian era, which was the peak period in the history

of India's foreign trade. If the identification of "Nanaguna
9

, mentioned in

Ptolemy's Geography, with Naneghat is accepted, it will be proved that the

pass was known by the present name as early as the second century A.D.

Saithavahas and traders passing through Naneghat used to enter the coastal

region of Konkan at its foot.

At this place there is an old water reservior which is also known as

1

Nanetaje
9

meaing the tank of coins. It is obviously named after Naneghat

which is on the top of Sahyadri. The first halting place of the traders in this

area was Vaishakhre near Nanetale, According to local tradition it is a corrupt

form of 'Vaisyagrha' meaning the camping place for traders. From Vaishakhre

the traders marched towards Kalyan via Murbad.
21

5.- AMBALIKA VIHARA' AND :

'

Ambalika, Vihara is mentioned in one of the early Brahinf inscriptions

from Kanheri in Thane district ofMaharashtra
22

. It has been described as associated

with Kalyan. On the basis of this evidence, SHOBHANA GOKHALE has identified

it with the Ambivale Buddhist Vihara caves situated .a few kilometers north of

Kalyan on the bank of the Ulhas -river. She has further stated that this Ambalika

Vihara was also used as a camping resort by traders and monks on their way

from Naneghat to Kalyan. It was patronised by traders from Kalyan as- well

as outsiders. The name Ambalika reminds us ofAmrapali, the famous courtesan

from Vaishali who later on became Buddha's disciple and found a respectable

position in the Buddhist order. The Sanjeli plates of Huna Toramana record the

visit of traders from the region of Magadha and Vaishali to the trade centres

"in western Deccan 23
. It is quite possible that the Ambalika Vihara might have

beencausedtobeconstractedby traders from Vaishali. Inscriptions from Konkan

have recorded the patronage to Buddhist caves by traders coming from distant

parts of India such as Sindh and Gandhara, and foreigners like Yavanas.
24

An inscription from Kanheri mentions the name of a suburb of Kalyan

zsGandharika BhQmi 25
. Scholars have stated it to be a settlement of people

coming from Gandhara. Another inscription from Mumbai mentions
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Roshika Vihara which was also near Kalyan and was established by traders

coming from the Kushana Kingdom
26

. These place-names have recorded the

frequent visits of traders from distant lands to Konkan which confirms the
hectic commercial activity of this area, particularly during the early centuries
of the Christian era.

6. SAllfYANAPAJTANA : It is the inscriptional name of Sanjan, a
port-townjn the Balsad district of Gujarat

27
. It was an important port on the

West Coast throughout the ancient and medieval periods. In some inscriptions
it is mentioned as SaSjayaniTot Sanjayapura also

28
. The suffix pattana clearly

shows that it was a port. But in the lexicons the meaning of the word 'Sarhyana
'

has been given as 'a place known for starting a sea voyage'. It shows that the
content and the suffix of this place-name was connected with words related to
commercial

activity. In the Nagarjunakonda inscription ofAbhira king Vasusena
Sanjayapura has been described as the seat ofa Yavana king Inscriptions from
Konkan have recorded several names of visiting Yavana traders. There were also
some settelments of the Greeks in this region . One of them was Sanjan The
first group of the Parsis coming to India landed and settled at Sanjan

31
It was

thus a centre of maritime trade having settlements of foreign traders.

As a matter of fact quite a large number of place-names from Konkan
have their origin in terms related to trade and industry such as Mandikalani-
grama,

H^virc,
Mandavali, Panada, Vattara, Koparath, Vaparavatagrama

Vesaja
Manama, Supali and Lavanctata. It shows that inland and foreigntrade was the main source of income in this area, and so many places werenamed after economic terms.

7 NIDHIVASAorNIDHINIVASA: These are the mscrip-tional vanants of the name Nevasa, which is the headquarters of a Taluka

J^^Ata^Nevasa was the abode of Kubera, the treasurer of the gods who had^Xg
at this placed From this backgrmmd ft

or Ntdtovasa. m one of^ inscriptions of^
as NldhivSsa or Mdvase ^ phonetical affini .

nelZn ***? "*** ** * P-nt name
certainly shows tthe trad tion behind this name must have some historical background Theexcavations at Nevase have confirmed that it was a
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trade and Industry right from the Chalcolithic to the medieval period. Since

Nevase was situated on half a day's march from Paithan, it seems to have been

an important commercial centre on the trade route connecting, the Satavahana

imperial city with the coastal ports of Maharashtra. As it was very near from

Paithan it can be safely conjectured that the royal treasury, or at least the mint,

might have been located at Nevase due to which the place came to be known

as Nidhivasa. It is further interesting to note that the largest coinhoard

consisting the coins of Satavahanas and Saka Ksatrapas was recovered at

Jogalttembi in Nasik district which is a few kilometers north of Nevase.

8. BHOGAVARDHANA : It is the ancient name of Bhokardan,

which is the headquarters of a Taluka division in the Jalna district of Maha-

rashtra. As the name occurs in inscriptions from distant places, such as Sanchi

and Bharut in Madhya Pradesh, there is no doubt that it was an important

commercial centre on the ancient trade route connecting Paithan with

Mahismati on the Narmada.33 The excavations at the place have established

that it was a busy centre of trade and industry during the early centuries of the

Christian era.
34

. Among the interesting finds recovered from the excavations

at Bhokardan is a clay seal of a lady named Indra from Thane, near Mumbai,

which speaks of the role of this town in maritime trade. The name Bhoga-

vardhana means "Increaser of wealth'
9

which no doubt shows that the place

owes the origin of its name to economic activity in the past
35

.

9. KARAHATAKA : Karabataka is the inscriptional name of the

present town of Karhad, the seat of a taluka division in Satara district of

Maharashtra. It is mentioned in at least a dozen of inscriptions from different

parts of Maharashtra and India ranging from the Satavahana period to the

Yadava rule
36

. Out of these, an inscription from Kuda, in the Raigad district

of Konkan, is very significant from the viewpoint of its role in commercial

activity of the past
37

. The inscription records the endowment of a cave by Mahika,

an iron trader from Karahataka. A trader from Karhad visiting the Kuda

caves has got some commercial significance. Kuda caves are near the present

port of Mandad representing the ancient port of 'Mandagora' occming in

Ptolemy's Geography. It shows that Karhad had commercial links with the

western world through Mandad.
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Karahata is further mentioned in five inscriptions from Bharut. One
of these epigraphs records the endowment made by-a-nigama from Karaha-
taka. Nigama was a guild of. traders and craftsmen 38

. The name of Karahata
also occurs in inscriptions from Shravanabelgol in Kamataka 39

. These evidences

clearly show that Karhad was one of the flourishing centres of trade and

industry during the early centuries of the Christian era. The suffix 'hafaka
'

itself

means a market-town. Thus Karhad is one of those ancient cities from the

Deccan which has preserved in its name the active role in economic, life it

played during the past.

10. SUPPARAKA :- It is the ancient name of the present town of
Nala Sopara near Mumbai and was the chief port on the western coast of
Maharashtra. The antiquity of this place has been established at least upto 300
B.C., as it is mentioned in the Mababharata 40

. Its contacts with the western
world date back at least to 1000 B.C., as it is referred to in the Old Testament.

Sopara became so important during the early historic period that one of the
Jatakas in the Buddhist literature was named after it. Its role in India's

flourishing foreign trade during the early centuries of the Christian era is

proved by its mention in the Greek accounts as a principal port on the west
coast- of India along with Bharuch. It is one of the very few places from the
Deccan where an Ashokan Edict was discovered along with a Buddhist
stupa of the Mauiyan period

41
.

The Buddhist literature has preserved several stories of sailors starting
their sea voyage from Sopara. This factor seems to be connected with the origin
of this place name. Para in Sanskrit means to cross the shore.

42
Suparaka

therefore would denote a good, or ideal place for crossing the sea, or starting
the sea voyage. Sopara, which played a leading role In the economic history of
ancient India, thus owes the origin of its name to maritime activity which is of
utmost importance in external trade.

43
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UTSAVA MURTI AND HIS CONSORTS ON
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UNCAl - ITS IMPORTANCE IN RITUALS

VANAMALA PARTHASARATHY
.

The term Meal in Tamil denotes -a swing. It features predominantly as

a part of social rejoicing during certain festivals, and most important of all as

an interesting aspect of worship. Uncal tiiutiSl (swing festival) also referred to

as dolotsava is widely celebrated in temples all over India. The (image)

bedecked, is placed on the Meal and swung to and fro gently to the accompani-

ment of music. Devotees throng to witness this impressive ritual. It is believed

that there is no rebirth when you behold- Govinda swinging on the doll as

the saying goes "Dolayamanam Govindam . . . drsfvSpunarjknma na vidyate.
1

The object of this paper is to examine QneaFs importance among the

temple rituals by :

a) Tracing its antiquity perceived from social and historical angles.

b) Appraising its place in the contemporary procedures in temples.

Some of the other terms that would connote a swing are as follows :

ucal and t$mpu in Tamil;
2

uyyala in Telugu;
3 dola / dola, hindola, hindolaka,

andola, andolaka, prefikha, pMkha, in Sanskrit;
4 and jhula in Hindi,

would indicate a swing-song too.
5 These two terms employed in -verb form

convey the to and fro movement of a swing and at times 'figuratively applied'

to indicate wavering of mind, and the lingering of life. Similarly the Sanskrit

term dola can suggest 'fluctuation', Incertitude' and 'doubt* in a figurative

sense.
6

Uncai(dola) has always had a certain amount of sportive element

ascribed to it. Ucarparuvam mentioned in Tamil literary works is described as

a stage of childhood when girls enjoyed being swung on the swing/Sometimes

the traditional game ammanal is also played seated on the Meal.
7

The improvised swing suspended from trees bring immense joy to

women during certain festivals. At the time of Teq, celebrated in the month

of Asadha (June-July) all over North India and Rajasthan, one can see large

numbers swinging and singing in praise of Parvatl. In Maharashtra, during

Nagapancami in the month of Havana (August-September) young girls play

on swings singing folk songs. During Tiruvatira festival in Kerala in the

month of Dhanu (December-January) women after bath adorn themselves,
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sing in praise of Kamadeva (God of Love) and swing on the Uftcal followed

by dances known as kaikottikaH and tiravatirakap.

In addition to the above occasions the swing plays a significant role

during marriage ceremonies among a large -section of Tamil speaking people.

The bride and bridegroom are made to sit on a decorated lineal and swung to

and fro accompanied by appropriate uncal and Isli songs sung by ladies who
have gathered. Certain rituals intended to ward off the evil eye are also per-

formed by women while they are seated on it. In Kerala, new-weds swing on

the tincal made of cocoanut palm leaves on the Onam day, a celebration in the

month of Sravana.

Literary references indicate that, from ancient times, swings have
been associated with certain seasons such as spring. Rajasekhara in

Kavyamimamsa mentions that women worshipped Gaurl and Kandarpa
(Kamadeva) during Vasanta and also played on the swings,

8

Siddharsi Suri (10th c. A.D) in Upamitibhavaprapancakathi. refers

to swing suspended in the gardens and that people prayed to Kamadeva to

fulfil their desires.
9

While the improvised ones characterize festive occasions, 'the swing is

also a permanent fixture in homes. Kalidasa in Malavikagnimitram mentions

dolagrham (swing house) which perhaps was a part of the palace where royal
members relaxed.

10

Primarily intended to provide relaxation, many Gujarat!
households are known to possess exquisitely designed dolas adding
elegance to the interior.-

'"'

Thus, perceived from the social angle the swing has remained a popular
form of recreation and merriment. References from Vedic literature would
indicate its religious significance too from very early times. The prenkha (swing)
occurs in Rgvcda in two contexts. In one, the golden sun is compared to the

swing of the sky.
11

In other, Vasistha tells Varana that they would ascend the

ship and swing joyfully for "subhakam" (auspiciousness / prosperity).
12

The TaittMya Brahmanaofttiz Krma Yajurveda says 'mahovai plenkah
'

thereby indicating the significance of the swing.
13
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The prenkha has figured prominently in the mahavrata ceremony

which took place on the penultimate day of gavamayana which was a sattra.
14

It was a celebration of winter solstice when the Sun was honoured. During

the performance, the priest hotr ascended the prenkha and swung to and fro, the

udgatr sat on the asandi (seat on a stool) and adhvaryu on the kurca (a seat

made of grass).

Elaborate discussions and descriptions are found in texts such as Aitareya

Aranyaka
l5 and Sankhayana rauta Sutra

l6

pertaining to the preparation of

prenkha phalaka (planks of the swing) and other ritualistic details. Specifi-

cations were laid down for the chopping of the udumbara tree for the planks

by the hotr. Two planks were used to signify the two worlds and the specific

tree was chosen because it stood for sap and food. Darbha ( the sacred grass)

was used as ropes as it was believed to be free of evil. The two ropes represented

the two kinds of pasu (animals) and hence served to win both. There are discus-

sions as to how the hotr had to ascend the swing from the east to west like the

Sun or from behind, as the swing was considered as a "heaven-faring

ship".
17 The swing, the seat of hotr stood for food and the seat of udgatr for

prosperity. So when they ascended together it meant they mounted to food

and fortune.
18 The hotr had to descend also from the swing in a specific manner.

The untying of phalaka was done after the recitation of mantras.

Typifying prosperity and auspiciousness, the prenkha seem to have

been the special privilege accorded to hotr. Its import in respect of Maha-

vrata ceremony is apparent from the elaborate treatment it receives in the

matter of its preparation and procedure of ritual of ascending and descending

from it. .

The tradition of associating swing with religious ceremonies has

continued. It has become an integral part of worship too. Placing the image on

a dola and swinging it gently to the accompaniment of music is regarded as

one of the rajopacaras.
19

The Puranas and Agamas deal extensively about dqlarohana (ascending

the swing) and utsava at length.

Skanda Purana prescribes dolarohana for Govinda in the month of

Phalguna (February-March).
20
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It instructs that in front of the palace of Visnu a mantapa (pavilion)
with sixteen pillars has to be erected. The phalgu ufsava

21
(also known as the

swing festival) is to be celebrated for three to five days. On the fourteenth

bright half of the month a festival of fire is to be conducted to the east of the

mantapa. On the morning of the fourteenth day the image of Govinda is to be

worshipped with the offerings of bath, waving of lights and procession. Then
it is to be placed on the dola and swung seven times and then twenty one times.
This sight is considered to be auspicious. Padma Purana also contains details
of dolotsava for Krsna to be performed in the same month for three to five

days
22 and in Caitra (April-May) in Suklapaksa (bright half) especially on

ekadasi (eleventh day).
23

Dolotsava for &va is also mentioned by Skanda
Parana at the time of damanakotsava 24

performed on the caturdasl (four-

teenth^day)
of the bright half of Caitra in conjunction with Hasta constellation.

25

The Agamas which form the liturgical texts give elaborate instructions for the

performance of dolotsava. It is laid down that it can be performed either as

part of Mahotsava (Brahmotsava), as part of Krsna-jayanti utsava 26
or as an

independent one.

Dola finds mention along with the vahanas (processional vehicles) in
Maud- VimanSrcanakalpa

21 and Bhrgu Samhita,
28
both belonging to Vaikhanasa

Agamas. The former refers to ranga dolam 29

Isvara Samhita *> and Sripratna SariiMta 3I

belonging to the Pancaratra
Agamas also provide a variety of details for the performance of dolotsavaA bnef extract of the ritualistic details prescribed by the above two texts is as
follows :

'

..

'

.

,

The utsava is to be performed between Tula (October-November) and
Kumbha (February-March) months and can be celebrated for three, five seven
or nine days in the evenings.

32

Dhvajarohana (raising a flag), an essential
ritual in the performance of Brahmotsava, is omitted.33 Other rituals such as
nutsangraha (collection ofearth for germination rites), ankurarpana (germinationof seeds), raksabandhana (tying of cord on the wrists of images), kumbha-
sthapana (installation of pots for the transfer of power of the deity in to them)homas (sacrifices) and avabhrtha (concluding ritualistic bath for the images) on
the prescribed days, are all to be carried out.
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The details of the doll manfapa (swing-pavilion), its location, deco-

rations, the shape of the dola, the materials which are to be used for making
it and the chains are given. Several deities are to be invoked in and around the

dola such as Ananta on the plank, Dharma on the legs, Garuda on the posts,

the four Vedas in the chains, Itihasas and Puranas in the eight directions of the

plank, Savitrl in the flag, Vyahrti in the parasol etc. Besides, the recitation of

Purusastikta, instrumental music and dance are included.

It would not be out of place to mention here that Manasaram, a text on

architecture (6
th
to 7th

c. A.D) has a number of verses devoted to the preparation

of dola for deities giving precise measurements for the component parts.
34

The significance of the swing is highlighted by looking at the number

of material and spiritual benefits that are stated to be conferred on the

individual as a result of the performance of the ritual and the utsava.

As for the material benefits Snprasna Samhita and Ajitagama point

out that the dolotsava is to be performed for the welfare of the king and his

kingdom, in addition to the good health, prosperity, long life and increase of

progeny.
35

Apropos the spiritual merits, Padma Purina states that seeing Krsna

facing south on the dola, people become absolved of their sins.
36

Snprasna

Samhita asserts that the celebration of this utsava would bestow moksa. 37

Skanda Purana has an interesting anecdote sanctifying the dola, where-

in a monkey is stated to have reborn as a prince, on account of the merit of

his having swung on the dola along with Siva during damanakotsava. 38

The religious import of the swing is enhanced further by the symbolism

that has been attributed to it In the Vedic period its movement appears to have

represented the orbit of the sun in the mahavrata rite. The agamic procedure of

invoking the deities etc. in the parts of the swing is somewhat indicative of

the representative element. It would not be out of place here to mention that

the swing has been symbolically conceived even beyond the shores of India

such as in Siam now known as Thailand,
39
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A thought provoking symbolic significance of the uncal is to be found

in the taniyan
40

in Tamil preceding Tirvarankattucal a Tamil work. 41 The gyst

of it is as follows : The universe is conceived as a. pavilion,.the bonds and ties

as the posts, intellectual perception as the cross-beam, the sense organs as the

chains, the current birth as the plank, the past deeds as the persons rocking the

uncal. The three states (of motion) of the ufical is related to the three worlds,

viz. the elevated one to heaven, the lower to hell and the stable to this world.

A further analogy is added to relate the movement of the uncal to the incertitudes

experienced by the devotees to redeem them from which the uncal has been

composed.
42

In view of the swing's association with Spring and Kamadeva it would

be naive not to acknowledge the erotic significance suggested by its move-

ment especially in the social sphere. The sensations experienced perhaps would

explain it. It is perhaps this feature that could account for certain amount of the

sentiment of love in some swing songs.
43
However, swinging typified on these

occasions was perhaps more brisk compared to the gentle swaying when

related to religous rituals.

It is indeed relevant to add here that the swing has been a popular

motif in art too. Gods and goddesses are represented on the swing; social scenes

of lovers and women swinging and enjoying the festivals are often depicted.
M

It is obvious from all this that the swings held an aesthetic appeal to artists

as well as art admirers.

A lyrically oriented form of sport and ritual, the swing has inspired

literary compositions and songs in different languages, inclusive of the folk

variety. As pointed out earlier this ritual in temple is always accompanied by
music. SrJprasna Samhita prescribes dolagana and other songs of'Visnu by
Vaisnava devotess to please Lord Krsna during I&sna-jayanti-utsava.

45

Uncal in Tamil literature is placed under the category of ninety six

pirapantams (a classification of literary works). The verses are set to a special

kind of metre. They glorify a deity or a great personality. These songs are

rendered in certain specific ragas or tunes.
46

Ilankoatikal in Cilapatikaram has introduced ucalvari, a swing song
in praise of the Cera king Vanci, sung by girls as they swing.

47
Possibly the
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earliest reference to uncal as far as religious texts are concerned is to be

found in Timvacakam of Manikkavacakar (9th c. A.D) known as Tirapponnucal

( "the sacred decade of golden swing" ).

48
It consists of songs sung in glory

of Civan sung by the maid who is in love with the Lord as she swings along

with her friends. Following this we have the TiruvaraAkattucal It is learnt that

uyyalappattalu (swing songs) in Telugu were in vogue as early as twelfth

century.
49 Prominent music composers from South such as Tallapaka

Annamacarya (15th c. A.D) and Tyagaraja (19th c. A.D) have composed

melodious swing songs meant to be sung during worship.
50 The uncal songs

are rich in imagery; extolling the beauty of the spectacle is one important

feature. In Cirankanayakiyarucal the uncal is exquisitely described as made

of emerald planks, placed under the arbour of celestial tree kalpaka,

suspended from a diamond cross-beam and supported by coral posts.
51

Cirankanayakiyamcal has a beautiful verse portraying also the manner

in which the goddess swings.
52

The uncal songs can boast of rich philosophical content too besides vivid

descriptions. In fact the subtitle for Tiwpponnucal is arutcutti ("purification

by grace"). The poet in the role of a maid in love with Civan applauds His

supreme grace, which actually characterizes the decade. The bliss of a purified

soul caused by His grace is perhaps comparable only to the ecstatic joy ema-

nating from swinging and hence perhaps the subtitle for the same, which is

as a matter of fact a swing song.

That the uncal has figured in temple utsavas is gathered also from

literary and inscriptional sources from early times. An inference to it can be

made from Tevaram of Tirujnana campantar (7th c. A.D).
53
Though the term

uncal does not occur and the phrase portappu is used, which could indicate

a swing with 'golden ropes* by eliciting the meanings of the terms pon and

tampu.
54 To strengthen this point of view we have the Tirupponnucal

composed by Manikkavacakar.

Several endowments have been made towards uncal tirunal in temples

in South. In the year saka 1337(1414 A.D) a donation was made for the

uyyala, for dolarohotsava (swing festival) for Chennakesava of Velapura of

Belur taluka.
55
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Complete details of the number ofdays of the performance of anna-uncal

tiruna] (swan shaped swing festival), the rituals and offerings made, are

available from a record dated Saka 1395(1473 A.D) from Tiramalai.56 That the

festival was conducted in the month of Ati (July-August) at Tirupati is gathered
from an inscription belonging to Saka 1430(1506 A.D).

57 At KancI it was
celebrated for seven days as is learnt frorif an inscription dated Saka 1455

(1533 A.D).
58

The Vijayanagar period witnessed a marked increase in the number of
festivals in the temples in the South. Lavish celebrations called for special
hails and pavilions and hence we have the constructions such as Qncal mantapa,
kalyana nrtantapa etc.

The lineal mantapas at Kane! and Srirangam exhibit exquisite and
ornate workmanship.

59
This would indicate the importance assigned to the

ritual.

The current practices in temples also show that jmcal has retained its

importance. Dolotsava or Qncal tirunal continues to be celebrated in most
temples both in North and South. While in some it may go on for more than
a day, at others the ritual may be adjoined to brahmotsava or kalyanotsava
(marriage festival) or even performed as- a routine weekly ritual onVriday
evenings, for goddess especially in the South. It is also an integral part during
the.tiruvatipflram festival celebrated for Antal.

60
Srirangam temple conducts

the Meal tirunal for nine days in the month of Aipaci (October-November)
for peramal (Lord) and a separate one for tayar (goddess) immediately follow-

ing it for seven days. Uncal sevai (obtaining the view of the deities on the

swing) takes place in the late evenings. The first and seventh days of the
festival are of special interest as it is only on these two days both perumal and
naccimar (consorts) are seated on the uncal. The seventh day includes a
special flower decoration for the pavilion. Curnotsava 6I

and Dhanyamanam
62

also take place on this day. The araiyars
63

chant talattu pacurams (lullaby
hymns) of Periyalvar

M
and Kulacekara alvar 65

and Kdyil pacurams. Uncal
songs are not sung any more.66

At Tirumalai, uncal tirunal is not an independent festival any more
which perhaps was the case as understood from inscriptions. However, the
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ritual Is one of the daily features in late afternoons at ainamahal(mirror hall)

when both peramal and naccimar are seated on the swing. It also takes place

on Friday evenings at Koluvu mantapa and is included during brahmotsava.

The festival has a special significance as it is considered to be an

alankara utsava because special care is taken to present the deity in varied

manner adorned with several ornaments. 67

After a perusal of the various facets pertaining to ufical a few factors

seem to emerge. The. age-long association of the swing with religious

ceremonies right from the Vedic age speaks of its ritualistic significance

besides its social importance. Several ideas have been developed projecting

its symbolic aspect beginning from its movement being related to the path of

the sun, to the states of mind, from joyful to- the incertitudes as well Finally

it has evolved as a reverential form of service to the deity with an aesthetic

reckoning, occupying a significant place among temple rituals and has been

responsible for lyrical compositions with a philosophic fervour too.
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NAPPINNAI : CONSORT OF KRSNA : A STUDY OF TAMIL TRADITION.

K. K. A. VENKATACHARI

Concept

Nappinnai enjoys an exalted position similar to that accorded to

Laksm! as the consort of the Lord, in Tamil religious literature. In fact, the Alvar

tradition has given the highest pedestal to Nappinnai amongst the three

beloveds of the Lord, the other two being Sri and Bhu. Antal, the only woman

saint endows her with the supreme status, as the sole receiver of the unbounded

love of Lord Krsna. In Tiruppavai, Antal refers to Nappinnai in three verses,
1

the first of them being the favourite of Sri Ramanuja. Hence the later Acaryas

interpreted this stanza as, 'the damsels of Gokulam, having failed to wake up

the Lord from his slumber, appeal to Nappinnai in the characteristic

Snvaisnava concept of securing recommendatory he\p,"Purusakaratva"
from

her'. 'Nappinnai has beautiful locks of hair emitting fragrance'. 'Lord Krsna

lies with his flower like broad chest on the breasts of Nappinnai'. The girls of

Gokulam appeal to her thus :

" Oh ! Pure one ! Our worshipful Nappinnai,

with cup-like soft breasts, sweet red lips and slender waist ! Are you not

Tiru(Laksml) herself ? Get up from sleep." [SI. 19] Nappinnai is implored to wake

up, so that she might awaken the Lord.

The earliest reference to the three consorts of Visnu could betraced to

Poykayalvar, who conceives them as Tirumakal, Manmakal and
A_ymakal,

being respectively Sri, Bhu and Nappinnai (cowherd girl).
2
Later, Aymakal

came to be represented as Nlla, as exemplified by Parasara Bhattar in his

taniyan (single stanzas pertaining to a preceptor) in Sanskrit, which commen-

ces w^matungastanagintatl . . .." Snvaisnava tradition has recognised

Nappinnai as N1UL The first clear reference to this can be had from Ramanuja s

Gadyatraya and Nityagrantha, wherein he extolls the Lord as Sn-Bhu-

Nllasameta". Thus, the concept of Nappinnai in Tamil and as Niia in

Sanskrit has come to occupy a unique place of reverence and compassion in

religious literature.

Name

The meaning of the word 'Nappinnai' can be derived in two ways. In

the first manner, it is nam + pinmu, meaning 'our mother's sister or foster

mother' This derivation signifies that Nappinnai is accorded a place next to
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Laksriii, as the second universal mother. In Tamil tradition, Nappinnai is some-

times given even greater importance than Rukmim or Satyabhama, in the

matter of being the recipient of the abounding love of Lord Krsna. The second

derivation is based on na -f pinnai* wherein "na
9

denotes great or unique*
3
and

pinnai* the one with beautiful locks of hair. This meaning is corroborated'

with the ttKt^Nemmatavimttmmi
"
where the commentary invokes a quota-

tion from Tiruvalluvamalai [SL21].
4
This stanza refers to the marriage of Krsna

to Upakesi, the one who has plaited locks of fine hair. Here also, the name
alludes to her beautiful hair. Therefore, the meaning of the word 'Nappinnai

5

,

can be traced to either the status she enjoys as the consort of Lord Krsna or her

personal beauty, as typified by the beautiful locks of wavy, soft and silken,

jet black hair.

Different Interpretation .-
.

.

-.

In the Viraha-Bhakti, FRIEDHELM HARDY offers a different interpretation
of "pinnai", as younger sister. He has cited, in support of his contention, some
references to the Prabandham.5 He has stated that Pinnai is the basic form of
the name ; it emanates etymologically from "pinrm", "to plait" the hair. While

rejecting the derivation alluding to her beautifullocks, he otfers another
derivation from "pin", to mean later. In support of this, he quotes the words
pinQdn, pinnavan, pinnar, literally meaning one born sub-sequently. By taking
the word as a 'generic substantive', he concludes that Nappinnai is the

younger sister of Lord Krsna...

He advances the parallel of Krsna dancing with his elder brother
Balarama and younger sister Subhadra and also the famous trinity of Puri-

Jagannatha with his brother and sister. He quotes Bhagavata Parana (X.4.9) to
substantiate that Yasoda's daughter is referred to as anuja Visnoh, Visnu's

younger sister, and that she is Devi Maya or Bhagavati. Further, he brings out
the contradiction in Mababhamta, where the one bom in the cowherd family of
Nanda is alluded to as Kali, elder sister of Krsna. Bhasa mentions Katyayanf
or Kail as being Yasoda's daughter, which has also found acceptance in Jain
tradition. He concludes that Nil! referred to also as Subhadra, Kali or NHa is
in fact Pinnai. In order, to

justify
his stand, he. offers the opinion that by the 5th

or 6th centuiy; Vaisnavas in the South had forgotten the literal meaning and
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identity of Pinnai and that the love relationship between Krsna and Pinnai was

influenced by the concept of Radhika which prevailed in the North.

In the opinion of this author, the arguments advanced by HARDY are

unacceptable. Though the word "Pinnai" should be taken as one in the

feminine gender derived from "Pin", the word 'Pinnai' refers to the mother's

younger sister or elder brother's wife. Such a tradition exists in Tamil and also

in Telugu literature and custom. Therefore, the derivation to mean 'later',

younger sister is incorrect. HARDY has based the argument of "Nappinnai" being

the sister of Krsna on the Pancavira cult. In the Tamil architecture and

sculpture, no evidence as represented by a specific dance form is available to

substantiate 'Nappinnai' as the sister of Krsna. In contrast, literary evidence

from Cihppatikamm, Manimekalai and others clearly indicate that Nappinnai

was the consort of Krsna. Further, from the earliest of times, not even a single

Vaisnava savant or AWar has re-ferred to 'Pinnai' as a sister and it has always

been'as the consort of Krsna.HARDY's argument that 'Pinnai' is the sister of

Krsna is highly ('involved'), as he connects Kali, who is acknowledged

as the Lord's sister, with 'NUT' and stretches the word similarly to Nila to

conclude the sister relationship.

It is only during the time of the later Acaryas commencing from

Ramanuja, that the place of 'Nappinnai' was taken in Sanskrit literature as

'Nila' and not earlier. This also can be corroborated by both
the^early

"Pancaratra" and "Vaikhanasa" Agama literature where references to "Nila

and iconographic representations are not available.

Therefore, such an attempt at an 'involved' connection does not bear

relation to facts and hence cannot be accepted. In conclusion it may be

highly significant to note that the Srlvaisnava savants were perfectly conscious

of the role and significance of Pinnai and NTla, as otherwise Antal or Parasara

Bhattar would not have spoken in such endearing and intimate terms, as Lord

Krsna 'sleeping on the high breasts of NTla'.

Social stratum

Tamil tradition recognises Nappinnai as belonging to the cowherd

family. According to To/Jtapp/yam/Mayon', (Krsna) is the Lord of the
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'kurunci* land. It was but natural that people inhabiting hilly tracts, had

ample opportunity to graze their cattle in the slopes. In Tamil, the cowherd is

called the 'itaiyar*. meaning a person occupying the mid terrain, specifically

applied to a herdsman who grazes the cattle in the region of 'mullai' pasture

or forest land, lying midway between the hills and the plains called 'maintain*.

Persons coming from the cowherd families had -occasions for meeting and

playing with their kinsfolk. According to Tamil tradition, the hero and the

heroine, 'talaivan' and 'talaivi*, should have equal social and financial status

and there was no constraint or restriction regarding their 'Varna' . On the contrary,

the
6

Varna' classification had been strongly rooted in Sanskrit tradition, as

a result of which, a poet used to accept one as a 'nayaka' or'nayakf', based

on a consideration of the 'Varna*. The earlier Tamil literature referred to are

purely literary works, having had nothing to do with religion. However, it is

not un-common to find reflections of religious beliefs and practices in the

works of poets. Tamil tradition and literature lend support to the existence of

the cowherd families and to the fact that Nappinnai hailed from the cowherd
stratum of the society, as it existed in the days of the dim past.

Date of Nappinnai Tradition

As pointed out earlier, the Nappinnai tradition is unique to Tamil culture,

as evidenced by literature. Apart from the AJvars, who have sung in ecstasy on
the consort of Lord Krsna at Gokulam, the earliest references are to be found
in Cilappatikaram and Manimekalai: These conclusively establish the existence
of the Tamil Nappinnai tradition. In order to ascertain the time frame, when the

Nappinnai concept was grafted on to the Sanskrit tradition, it is necessary to turn

attention to the Bhagavata Mahapumna.
6 A study of this work reveals that

the author was familiar with the Tamil tradition and adapted it to suit the

context of the Purana. The date of the Bhagavata Parana is the subject of

controversy among the traditional Indian and Western literary scholars. The
earliest date assigned to this work by DIKSHITAR is 300 A.D. and the latest
date given by WILSON, COLEBROOK and others is 1 ,300 A.D.; which shows the
wide divergence of opinion as to the date of the Purana. HARDY, is of the

opinion that the Bhagavata PurMna was authored by a South Indian, who was
thoroughly familiar with the of the Alvars and their philosophy.
G.V.TAGARE, who has rendered a translation of the Purana, assigns it a date
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around the 5th century A.D.
7 As such it would be much later than Cilappatikaram

and Manimekalai. Therefore, it emerges that the Purana has adapted the Tamil

Nappinnai tradition, which was already in existence, into the Sanskrit

tradition. Later, other Sanskrit works have drawn on the theme of Nappinnai

in suitable portrayals. Thus, it would be evident that the basic Tamil tradition

of Nappinnai has evolved and flowered into the Sanskrit tradition as well, in

the early centuries of this current millennium.

Winning the damsel

An old custom had prevailed in the cowherd community, to which

Nappinnai belonged, according to which fierce bulls were set up as 'kanySSulka
'

and the bold young man who dared to subdue the ferocious beasts won the hand

of the damsel, in whose honour the bulls were set up. It is stated in the section

on 'Mullaikkali' in 'Kalittokai', that the cowherds had been observing the

marriage custom, wherein fierce bulls with pointed horns were set up with

great fanfare and the daughter of the family was given in marriage to the brave

young man, who could vanquish the bulls. Nammaivar, who had sung hymns

of unsurpassable beauty and depth of meaning, has alluded to Krsna as "the

one who stole butter and danced on the hooves of the bulls and the one who

subdued the seven fierce bulls for the sake of marrying the blemishless and

beautiful Nappinnai."
8 This pregnant passage lends unassailable authority to

the twin facts of subduing the bulls and winning the hand of the paragon of

beauty, Nappinnai. Cilappati-kSram also refers to the incident of taming the

bulls but ascribes different colours to the seven bulls.
9
In fact, the tradition of

taming bulls as a show of strength and valour persists in Tamil Nadu even to-

day, as practised on the day of
4

Matu Poiikal', which follows Makarasarikranti.

In Sanskrit works also, reference is to be found. to Krsna taming the bulls

and winning the hand of a damsel, but with some differences in detail. Visnu

Purana (V.28.3) mentions Nagnajiti, as the daughter of Nagnajit. She was also

known as Satya. Captivated by her beauty, a number of kings vied with each

other for claiming her hand. In order to ward off trouble from the warring kings,

Nagnajit announced that he would give his daughter in marriage to the one

who could subdue seven fierce bulls. These were in the custody of

Kumbanda,Yasoda's brother and the keeper of the cattle. Alas ! the kings with-
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drew tamely from the contest. At this juncture, Krsna appeared on the scene,
met the kanyasulka by downing the bulls and married Nagnajiti. Though the
essential feature of the bull incident is identical in both the Tamil traditional and
Sanskrit literary versions, the caste of the girl in question is different.

Bhagavatam ascribes her to the Ksatriya caste, while the Tamil custom
would have her in the cowherd community. However, in the Bhagavata in
Tamil written by NELLINAGAR VARADARAJA, it has been claimed that
Nagnajita and Nappinnai were two different girls, the daughters of Nagnajit
and Kumbakan respectively, who were given in marriage to Kannan (Krsna)
after he vanquished the bulls. The source for VARADARAJA'S information has
not been cited and as such, the authenticity of the two bull fights is open to
question. Nevertheless, the theme of taming the bulls and winning the hand
of the damsel is identical, though with minor differences in detail.

Literary allusions.

Of all the lovely damsels that Krsna married, the one who is extolledm Tamil works bears the sacred name Nappinnai. Allusions to her have been
made by various Tamil writers from the early centuries of this era. Translations
of a few select verses are provided hereunder, in evidence of the glory of this
beloved consort of Sri Krsna. (M.RAGHAVA IYANGAR,

"
Collected Works "p.54).

"
Nappinnai, with the beautiful bangles, who adorns the chest ofthe Lord

who measured the Earth." -
Cilappatikaram, 17.

_

"
Praising the kuravai dance, danced he the blue-hued Lord, his elder

brother and Nappinnai." - Manimekalai (18.65 f)

"The consort of the Lord of the Earth and the one who drank the nectar
of the mouth of Nappinnai." - Cintamani.

"
The one who married the beautiful Nappinnai." -

Tirukkovaiyar (18.8).

^^
f Uttata Maturai'" -

* hi "-^
ne
?
h $UbdUed ** SCVen fiercebu s-for the sake of marryingthe blermshless and beautiful Nappinnai." -

TiruvaymoU (4.8.4).
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It would be observed from the above, that Tamil writers had a true

perspective of the nature and glory of Nappingai aed have sung in memorable

lines, on the beauty of her form and the exalted place she held as the chosen

consort of Sri Krsna in Gokelam.

Conclusion.

The concept of Nappinnai, as the beloved consort of Sri Krsna, is unique

to Tamil literature and tradition from the earliest of times. She has been absorbed

into the stream of Sanskrit literature as Nlla. The origin of the word Nappinnai,

can be. traced to the status accorded to her in Krsna's love or her remarkable

beauty. Literary and traditional evidence lend support to the view that she

belonged to the cowherd community. It would appear that the Nappinnai concept

was grafted on to Sanskrit tradition around the 5th century A.D. The old Tamil

custom of a brave young man winning the hand of a damsel after proving

fiimself against a fierce bull is evident in Krsna marrying Nappinnai. Select

references to Tamil literature are adduced in support of the lovely maiden form,

the test for taking her hand and the revelry she enjoyed, by citing allusions to

Nappinnai and Sri Krsna, dating from the early centuries of this millennium.

It may be concluded that the concept of Nappinnai as portrayedin Tamil literature

and tradition is delicate and refreshing and has been enshrined in letters of gold.
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Silparatnakosa : A Glossary of Orissan Temple Architecture by -.

STHAPAKA NIRANJANA MAHAPATRA; Sanskrit Text Critically edited with English

Tr. and Illustrations by BETTINA BAUMER and RAJENDRA PRASAD DAS.(Kalamulasastra

Series) Pub : Indira Gandhi National Centre for The Arts, New Delhi & Motilal

Banarasidass Publishers Pvt Ltd, Delhi, pp. 228 + 35 plates. First published

1994, Price Rs.400/-.

Until this book fell into the hands of the present reviewer, he did not

know that there existed any traditional lexicon compiling a specialised

vocabulary on Vastu Sastra or Silpa Sastra. The University of Poona had

organised a specialised seminar on traditional lexicons and at that time the

present reviewer had to be content with the two well-known lexicons on

Tantric vocabulary, viz., Tantrabhidhana-Kosa and Uddhara-Kosa. Dhanvantan

Ni'hantu specialises in medical terminology and GanitanSmamala speciali-

ses in mathematical vocabulary. The present book came as a surprise

after the seminar, however, not very late. It was possible to include a

present book in the proceedings to be published.

ALICE BONER, like STELLA KRAMR.SCH, is a pioneer in the original

contribution on "Hindu Architecture". The editors and translators BET-TINA

BAUMER and RA^ENDRA PRASAD DAS of "Silparatnako^ have been fortunate

in having close association with ALICE BONER. Both of them, have done great

service to the specialised
field of Indology, namely, Vastu-Silpa. The lex,con

belongs to early 17th century A.D. to be precise 1620 AD. This lexicon wa

kept unpublished by the lineage of Orissan architectural engineers. Sthapat s

and Sthapakas, since they thought it fit for strict private ^*"
the credii of publication goes all the more to the pains the editors have taken

to bring the book to light for the facility of research scholars.

It is now time to enter into content-analysis of the book. The book has

n he

been divided into two sections : Temple Architecture and

"itehtof subject-division
made in traditional Vastu-Sastra texts hke

Sa^% * Samarangana-SutradMra
and the like. It is only in

^eln't
become available. It was about sixty years ago that the^'^
Architecture and Encyclopedia of Hindu Architecture whtch reflect the
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'Tapas' of P.K.ACHARYA, came to the hands of scholars; and the publishers

are reprinting and selling these books which are in high demand in the

absence of any updated glossary material on "Vastu Silpa" literature. An

updated glossary is a desideratum and it is proposed to take up a project on'

behalf of Vastu Vedic Research Foundation. The present publication should

be well received as a boon for both Sanskrit knowers and non-knowers

since tVb present edition contains varbatim English translation of the versified

Sanskrit text of Silparatnakosa. Another additional point which enhances

the value of the edition is the illustrations of important technical terms such

as : temple components like 'Pltha', 'Jangha'/Stambha'/Rekhasikhara',

Pldhacala' and 'GhanticSla', 'Kumbhakalasa' and 'Beki' and 'Gala'. The most

welcome contribution is the comparison of
4

Yantra\ namely 'Sn-Cakra'

super-imposed on the ground plan of 'Raja-Rani' temple of Bhuvanesh war.

It is not the finding of the editors but of the author himself. Perhaps, it is a

plan originally conceived by the architect engineers of the Raja Rani temple.

This is direct proof of the Tantric diagrams such as Mandalas, Cakras and

Yantras serving as ground plans or site plans of temple sculptures. The recent

book by GERI MALANDRA, 'Unfolding of Mandalas : Ellora, Buddhist cave-

temples' has indeed unfolded the inter-relation between the Tantric-mystic

diagrams and temple structures. Consequently, the research scholars need no

longer deem the Tantric diagram to be confined to flat two-dimensional

drawings to be used for meditation. Now more and more temple-structures

are being discovered to be erected on Tantric Yantras or Mandalas.

The vocabulary of 'Silparatnakosa
9

is drawn mainly from Orissan

Sthapati tradition and naturally it is mixed with Oria technical terms along

with Sanskrit. The translators have done excellent job eventhough the experts

may find some flaws in their job.

The present reviewer finds no hesitation in recommending the

present publication of Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts and Motilal

Banarasidass publishers which would be an asset for any library. The general

editor of Kalamula-sastra series, Dr.Kapila Vatsyayan deserves compliments
for the selection of books as well as for editorial foreword.

P. P. Apte.
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Temples of Space Science by GANAPATI STHAPATI. English version of

Tamil Text by S.P.SABHARATHNAM. Pub. Vastu Vedic Research Foundation, Madras

-41.1996, pp. XLV + 238. Price Rs.150/-

"Temples of Space Science" in Tamil authored by GANAPATI STHAPATI,

modern Mayan pioneer in Indian Arts and Architecture and translated in English

by S.P. SABHARATHNAM is an exposition and elaboration in book form, author's

article in Tamil on Chidambaram and Shrirangam temples published in the

Deepavali number of Kalaimagal in 1994. The translator of the original Tamil

book in English is an equally well-known scholar in Agamic and Vastu sciences

and proficient in three languages viz., Tamil, Sanskrit and English. The book

discusses the subject dividing it into three main sections : Introductory, temples

of Space Science and Revisional and conclusional, apart from preface and note

on supportive material by the author, a note by the translator with a foreword

by Er.V.RAMAMURTHY, Executive Director, Vastu Vedic Research Foundation

Madras.

The book highlights the salient features and Scientific concepts ofVastu

Science in the Context of the two temples, Chidambaram and Shrirangam in

Tamilnadu deriving the source materials from the standard texts on the Sastra

- Vastu Sastra, Mayonic works, Manasara, etc. The author makes an impassioned

plea to bring this Supreme science to experimental field enabling the people

to gain physical and spiritual welfare, peace and bliss par excellence. The

author enumerates the supportive texts and the key statements contained

therein. To cite just one instance, the effulgent space itself is the storehouse

of energy and it is the originating source of all the objects in universe. Space

itself turns into earth and space substance turns into the stream of material

form - aural and visible form". This the author says is the secret of space-

science and he further reveals the scientific message that the form of

V^u
is the mirror image of Nataraja. He has shown a linking^ftw^*
and Visnu and equallised the symbolic images that are viewed from different

religious stand-points. The Mayonic formula of Vastu ava Vastu -
,pure ene gy

*r -.
itself transforms into materialised energy. The spiritual

symbolic meaning, the scientific bases and noble objectives of he author in

writing this book are explained in clear terms at various places in the
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book : "Time is nothing but vibration of inner space and time itself turns

into universe and universe turns into worldly objects and forms" (IV-XII).

Universal temple is that place where musical vibration and universal vibration

are harmonized and integrated. The symbolic meaning of these two great and

ancient temples of Tamilnadu,viz,, Chidambaram and Shrirangam Is vividly

explained by the author keeping the spirit of the tradition that maintains

that temple is nothing but a built space and embodied energy. Space is Siva

and spatial structure is Visnu. If Chidambaram represents speace, Srirangam

represents earth which is in reality the mirror image of space. If Chidambaram
is matter contained in Energy, Srirangam is Energy contained in the matter.

The former is abode of Vastu Purusa, a subtle space, shines as world, pervades
in all places, macro in dancing pose, in space atom, square form always
iconised in metal whereas the latter is abode of Vastu Purusa, gross space,
shines as worldly objects, pervades in all substances, micro, in reclining pose,
in earth atom,circular form,always made of Earth. E = MC2

(p.84-85).

It is very interesting to note that the author tries to explain the mass-

energy relationship formulae of Einstein i.e. E = MC2
, as applicable to this

Vastu science.E is vastu (potential) Energy, M is materialised energy i.e. Vastu

Purusa, C is the consciousness that presents as light. He says that space is great
vastness in which atoms (paramanu) exist without space between them. These
atoms are in light form and sound form ( tejd bindu and Brahman bindu as

Sanskrit texts term them). These serve as basic material as external manifestation.

The symbolic meaning of Nataraja form and Visnu (Snranga) form holding
light and sound in their hands in dancing and reclining positions have been

brought home by the author. The iconographic study of Nataraja, the dancing
form of God which represents the rhythm and the movement of the world

spirit is fascinating. The image of Nataraja is a synthesis of science, religion
and art as well-known art critic Coomarswamy says : The dance of Siva
can be witnessed in the rising sun, in the waves of ocean, in the rotation of
the planets, in the lightning and thunder and in cosmic pralaya (deluge). The
purpose of this dance is to release innumerable souls of mankind from the
snare of illusion. The role of Vastu Vijnana in raising the religion to the
state of Science, and its role in cosmo-sociology and cosmo-psychology is

very significant.
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As an aspect of'Culture, man creates images in his mind and fashions

icons by his hand. Indian temple represents
- a combination of religion and

art (and architecture). This is a precious heritage of our country bequeathed

by Vastu-Siipa Sastra and Agama Sastra. The architecture of these temples

is based not only on liturgical needs but on philosophical conception of

creation and divinity. 'Hindu temple is both a body of God and house of

God (both occupying the space), the interesting parallelism between the

temple and human body both housing the highest soul and individual soul

respectively "deho devlilayahproktah" v& Sanskrit texts say. Many fascinating

statements such as Universe' is subject to a mathematical formula and

architecture is yet another manifestation of this, provoke your thought and open

up new window to the Universe.

The original work is in Tamil by GANAPATI STHAPATI. The book under

review is the translation by P.SABHARATHNAM, who is himself an eminent

authority on Agamic and Vastu sciences, in lucid and idiomatic English, faith-

fully following the original without slightest deviation. It is duly certified; by

the author himself in his words "actual enactment of Tamil texts in English"

(Preface II). The translator not only has command over both subject and

language, but also hails from hereditary family of traditional Sivacaryas

and as such is eminently qualified to undertake the task. The author and

particularly the translator deserve to be congratulated for this excellent

production particularly by those readers who do not know Tamil. There can

be no disagreement with the pronouncement of the translator, who has

reviewed the book, as "the wonderful, inspiring and enlightening one and

shines forth like a Chidambaram and Shrirangam (p.208). The present work

(which is a translation) appeals as the original and falsifies the statement that

translators are traitors.

The book is published by Vastu Vedic Research Foundation, Madras

in Jan 1996 and is within the reach of an ordinary reader as it it priced at

Rs 1507- It is hoped that the book will be welcomed by all those interested

in the subject and also that many more works of this kind will come out from

the facile pen of the author.

R.N. Aralikatti.
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Vastu wShastra : A Scientific Treatise, by GANAPATI STHAPATI. Pub. Vastu

Vedic Research Foundation, B-2, Geethalaya Apts, 3rd Seaward Road, Valmiki

Nagar, Thiruvanmiyur, Madras - First Edition : January, 1996, pp. 1 18. Price

Rs.100/-

The book "Vastu Sastra : A Scientific treatise" is an invaluable addition

to the modern literature on Vastu by V. GANAPATI STHAPATI, Maya of modern
India, an eminent Vastu. Vijnani of international repute, a traditional architect,
builder and sculptor. It embodies the lectures delivered by the author at the

national and international forums which were addressed to contemporary engineers
and architects in India. The book is unique in many respects since it highlights
the salient features and significance of Indian Vastusastra with hoary traditions
in the light and language of modern scientific thought. The author's main thesis
is that Vastusastra is not a religious document but a scientific treatise of universal

applicability. It is essentially metaphysical in its import It is a science of
manifestation of the divinity which pervades the entire universe all around and
remains beyond it. The Rgvedic hymn of creation- Purusasukta wherein the

Almighty is referred to as - "sa bhumim visvato vrtva atyattisthaddasangulam
* 9

- He pervaded the universe and remained beyond it over ten fingers
- forms

the- basis of his theory. The divinity (or Almighty) is both imminent and
transcendent.

The author explains the significance of Sthapati which means one who
is qualified to hold the position of a chief executive, designer and builder of
art and architecture, town-planning and Sthapatya Veda as the science of this
Vastu-sastra -

"Sf/tfpan^ The author
himself is popularly well known as Ganapati Sthapati, who is hailed as India's
foremost traditional temple architect, master builder and first true expert in

sculpture and stone-construction.

Here he highlights the main characteristics of Indian Vastusastra and
expounds not only science behind the artistic and architectural creations and
scale of scales and designs as embodied in the ancient Indian Scientific texts
like Manasara, Mayamata, Manavidhi, Manabodham, Manakalpam, the treatises
that are replete with essential measures "or essence of measures"'- but also
the philosophy behind them.
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The book is divided into six sections : The first section provides some

glimpses of the scholars, opinion on Vastu science and Vastu technology. In

The second, conflicting viewpoints on the ancient Indian Science of Vastu, are

put forth. The third section deals with contemporary Indian scenario. In the

fourth, the essentials of the profession and professionals governing many aspects

like qualifications of Individual architect, the institution of Silpis, the literature

on Vastu the past, present and future of Vastu science in India and its spiritual

basis are presented. In the fifth, conceptual frame of Vastu Vidya as un.que

Indian Science with spiritual basis is stated. The last one presents a flow chart

of science of manifestation showing genesis of Vastu Purusa Mandala.

The approach of the author throughout the book is scientific and

treatment scholarly. The interpretations of the texts are original and

fascinating. The language is simple and lucid. The author's noble objectives

and his idealism in writing his book are transparent at various places in

?he body of the book. He states the same in clear terms
"
The Vastu Sastra

is a technological treatise on building architecture or a book of grammar

of visual forms that gives the practising designer and builder (Silpis, a good

deal of guidelines in terms of numerical measures as also
;

the

^codes

and

rules to assimilate, adhere and bring into reality unique forms' (Preface) The

science underlying the technology of. Vastu is a science of

manifestation^

t is a science of metamorphosis. It is a science of energy turning into material

visual forms and aural forms. It is a science of Vastu (Energy turning^
o

Vastu (material energy). As a result it has been d.scovered that the Umverse

is sub ect to a mathematical formula, and architecture yet anothe

manifestation"(Preface). Vastu Sastra is on par with Agama Silpa. If the

IIdeals with science of manifestation, the latter deals wU the - e

of maintenance. The tone and tune of both areV^.^"^.^
both speak of images and temples pertaining

to different religions.

'T^e contribu ion o? Indian Vastu Sastra tradition towards the evolution of

m^an civLtion and culture is not only substantial butj-^ ^
respects in its being both spiritual

and experimental (p 13) Tfc

^

Vastu texts

are secular documents of Unique science and technology (p.27).
The end

Lucts of Vastu technology microcosms - organisms.hat^ uo h

with a well defined structural form that is replicated
and magnified into

building forms in actual practice"(p.28).
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According to the author, promotion of human welfare and promotion
of spiritual technology in the light of our heritage as enshrined in Vedas, Agamas,

Upanisads, Puranas, is the felt need of the hour. It is Vastu Sastra which elevates

science to religion and religion in Hindu concept is spiritual and universal.

Indian Vastu Silpa tradition is a 'world heritage', not confined only to India

and hence the author makes an impassioned plea to modern technical experts
and linguists to work together to understand the spiritual values of this Vastu

Silpa tradition and science and technology involved therein (p.37).
"
This tradition

has been playing a dual role in our culture and social life - one as a fine art

and another as utilitarian and industrial art" (p.46). The products of this art

and architectural traditions are basically scientific, conceptually spiritual,

experimentally elevating, technology-utilitarian and aesthetically pleasing (p.52).

The author has shown two striking similarities in Indian and American

Mayan sacred structures in various aspects, starting with layout of structures;
which conform to the principles and guidelines as prescribed in Vastu Sastra
of India (p.86). .

;.
. .

: ..

This Sthapatya Veda embodies the dynamics of spatial energy, thoughts
turning into number and number turning into thoughts (p.l 13). It is here that

pure energy (Vastu) turns into materialistic energy (Vastu) which according
to the author supports Einstein's scientific formula E = MC 2

, where E is pure
energy and M is materialised energy and C is consciousness (light). This
is the science which helps sthapati (architect and builder) to create new Vastus
with divine vibrancy and life and he becomes a vastu technologist (Vedic
Visvakarman). ,

.

"''

This fascinating book lifts the readers to the lofty heights of spiritual
thoughts where science, philosophy, religion and art merge and present
homogenious unity ofunmanifest and manifest. The book is published by Vastu
Vedic Research Foundation and is priced at Rs. 1 OOAFor his excellent production
of the book the author deserves our congratulations. It is hoped that the book
will be well received by all those who are interested in the subject, and also
that many more such works will come out from the facile pen of the author.

R.N. Aralikatti.
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Vedic Heritage of India ( A Brief Survey) By B. R. Sharma. Pub. Rashtriya

Sanskrit Vidyapeeth, Tirupati,1991. pp. 18 + 198 + 12 Price Rs.

"Vedic Heritage of India" (a brief survey) by Prof. B.R. SHARMA, is

the most authentic, brief but brilliant survey of the vast Vedic literature, high-

lighting the most salient features of Vedas and their contribution to Indian

heritage. The book is most useful for scholars and students of Veda as well

as general public, as rightly expressed in his preface by Prof. N.S.R.

TATACHARYA, former V.C. of R.S.V.Tirupati. It is a unique addition to the

vast literature on Vedas and its uniqueness consists in its deeper perception

of the subject with penetrating analysis and crystal clear summary of the

entire corpus of the Vedas and their significance presented in simple and

lucid language and in easy-following style
- a task which one who has a

thorough command over the subject and English language alone can accomplish.

The author of the work, Prof. B R. SHARMA founder-director of Tirupati

Vidyapeetha who has a rare combination ofboth traditional and modern scholarship

in Sanskrit and who is acknowledged as an eminent authority on Ved,c literature

has to his credit more than 29 works on the subject particularly
on iamaveda.

most of which are published by Tirupati Vidyapeetha and others in various

research centres in India, Nepal and Germany. The critical editions of his work

adorn the Indological libraries of not only Indian Universities but also of the

foreign countries like U.K., Europe and U.S.A. The reviewer had occasion

to see the book in Vienna library during his visit there in course of the VIII

world Sanskrit Conference in 1 990. Some German scholars there made enquiries

with this reviewer regarding his new critical editions, which bespeak of his

flawless scholarship and critical acumen that are hall-marks of an Indologist

of an international repute.

The present hand-book
which mainly embodies the nucleus of his two

lectures delivered at the Institute ofWorld Culture, Bangalore dunng Oct

985^

deals with the following topics, viz, origin, age and influence of Vedas. the

n^oVstudy.lheim
It^opavJand their significance), Corpus of Vedas (Rg Yaju. S

;

ma and

Atharva the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas and the Upamsads), the Vedic deities
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(their Philosophical speculation), the Samaveda (its Samhitas and Brahmanas),

the Soma Sacrifice, Significance of Samaveda, Vedic Cosmology and Cosmogony)

and conclusion. They are divided into the above fifteen sections with sub-

topics embedded in them as detailed in the table of contents. The book provides

a table of contents, abbreviations, six very useful appendices, references,

glossary and index. These have greatly enhanced the utility of the book for'

one and all particularly for the scholars and students of Veda.

Vedas, as we all know, are the oldest literary documents of the world

in general and ancient Indian religious scriptures in particular. The derivational

meaning of the word 'Veda' is knowledge - the fountain-head and unlimited

store-house of all knowledge. The four Vedas with six Vedangas, and a number

of Upavedas, deal with all branches of knowledge ~
religious, spiritual, secular

and sceintific. The significance and contribution of Vedas are stated by the

author in clear terms and at several places in the book : "The Veda is a veritable

treasure-house of ancient wisdom, an encyclopoedia of Universal Knowledge,
a basis of all-round development of the Aryan Civilization (p.2)". "All branches

of Indian knowledge Science, pure and applied as well as arts and social

institutions, whether religious or secular, proudly trace their origin back to the

Veda (p.l)". "Vedas are records of elevated thoughts of an age-long past in

which great heritage of this land has been preserved (preface)". "Veda is an

uninterrupted- stream' of Spiritual and Cultural Mandakin! that descended from

the unscalable heights of lofty Himalayas (p. 121). This great literature embodies

the insights gained by our ancient Rsis in temporal as well as spiritual fabric

of our great heritage -the foundation of all Indian religious thought of which

humanity at large can rightly be, proud of
"

(p. 121). "The unique
contribution of India to the world's wisdom and culture, comprising of Samhitas,

Brahmanas, Aranyakas, Upanisads and Vedangas on the one hand and scriptures

propounding different schools of philosophical thought (including Carvaka's),
the Epics and Puranas on the other, is the greatest achievement of ancient India,

unsurpassed by the cultural and literary history of any nation of the world"
'

' "

In presenting the various topics of the subject, DR.SHARMA'S approach
has been most scientific and rational, comparative and critical and his entire

treatment scholarly, duly emphasising the merits of the traditional approach
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to the problem as is clearly evident from a large number of citations at various

places from standard and authoritative works by Sayanacarya and others along

with those of western scholars like WINTERNITZ, MACDONELL and others. What

he states about the Vedic Rsis aptly apply to him also: "The approach of the

Vedic Rsis to the subject of their investigation in no way differs much from

that of modern scientists" (p.109). "In their search for truth the Rsis of yore

relied on their intellect and reason as well as intuition and insight and tried

to solve the riddles that baffled their mind" (p.109). His synthetic

(Samastapratyavamarsini
buddhi as Shankar terms it) and comparative approach

to the subject is evident from his discussion on the topics like cosmology wherein

he riohtly interprets Vedic term "Bhagavrtta" to mean both cosmogony and

cosrrTology Like Veda this book on Vedic Heritage, though small in size (200

paaes) is most invaluable one as it is precious life-blood of its author's spirit

that embodies the true perspective of entire Vedic literature, religion,

philosophy and culture. It offers an enlightened and instructive study of the

subject in lucid language and flowing style at once useful both for the scholars

and students as an acclaimed reference. The general public for whom it

mainly intended, will equally enjoy its reading. The book is published by R.S.

Vidyapeetha, Tirupati and is reasonably priced. The world of scholars

hold Prof B.R. SHARMA in high esteem for his significant contribution.*

Indological Studies and this present work, add admiration to esteem.

R.N. Aralikatti.

Buddhism In India And Abroad :An Integrating Influence m Ved c and

Post-Vedic Perspective, Eds : KALPAKAMSANKA^RAV^O^H.
SHUBHADA A. JOSH,: Pub : Somaiya Publications Pvt. Ltd. Mumbai, 1 996, pp.372.

Price Rs.800/-

Scholars all-over the world, particularly
in American Universities are

i-ta-^Bl^^Vd
ess among thinkers tha, Buddhism "is "

of religion to be treated through its doctrines and
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schools, . . . but, it is most intimately linked to the life of the people and their

culture as a whole. It Is these cultural and civilizational aspects of behaviour

of humanity as a whole and societies through time, and over space, which

are significant and have a universal message that has been, brought out

through this book".

The volume, a pioneering work on Buddhism contains thirty-five papers

presented by eminent scholars from various universities of India, Japan, Thailand

and U.S.A. The reason for organizing the seminar on Buddhism emanated from

the "ambitious quest for an integrated culture of mankind in transnational

and comparative perspective, utilizing the Inputs made by "different disciplines

such as Philosophy, Religion, History, Sociology, Anthropology, Archaeology,

Language and Literature.

Nearly fifty percent papers published in this volume deal with Buddhism

in India, the rest deal with Buddhism in Tibet, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Japan.

There are nine papers on early Buddhist Philosophy and Religion, five papers
on Buddhism in Vedic perspective, two papers on Buddhist Logic, two papers
on Buddhism as found in Sanskrit and Tamil literature, three papers on Mahayana
Buddhism and its branches, one paper on the comparative study of Atharvaveda

and Buddhist Tantra in Tibet, one paper on Inner Homa in Japanese Shingon
Buddhism, three papers on the history of Mahayana Buddhism, two papers
on Buddhist culture in India and Sri Lanka, four papers on Buddhist Art and

Architecture, two papers on Buddhism in contemporary Thailand and Minnesota

(U.S.A.) and one paper on
4

Role of Women in early Buddhism'. Periodwise,
these papers cover Buddhism from its origin to the present day.

There have been books written on "Indian Buddhism", "Chinese

Buddhism", "Tibetan Buddhism", "Japanese Buddhism'* and regional Buddhism
like "Buddhism in Sri Lanka, Thailand, Burma and so on ".These books are

concerned with textual and philosophical studies ofthe doctrines. The international

seminar on Buddhism was organized "to discuss problems relating to all aspects
of Buddhism, in a trans-national and cross-cultural perspective, in giving rise

to a civilizational factor of global dimension."

This volume provides for the first time an opportunity to an International

and Interdisciplinery group of scholars with the background of Philosophy,
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Religion, History, Sociology, Anthropology, Archeaology, Language and

Literature, to exchange ideas on various subjects and in this process give a

visibility of Buddhist studies, as an independent discipline in its own right.

The book contains contributions from eminent Buddhist scholars such

as, B.N. MUKHERJEE, Carmichael Professor of Ancient Indian History and Culture,

University of Calcutta (India), MAHESH TIWARI & SHYAMDEV DWIVEDI, Directors,

Vipassana Research Institute, Dhammagiri, Maharashtra (India), KUNJUNNI RAJAH,

Director, Adyar Library and Research, Theosophic Society, Adyar, Madras,

India, S.N.KANDASWAMY, Professor and Head, Department of Literature, Tamil

University, Tanjavur, Tamil Nadu, India, S.K.PATHAK, Professor, Indo-Tibetan

Studies, Shantiniketan, India, KALPAKAM SANKARANARAYAN, Dirctor, KJ.Somaiya

Centre of Buddhistic Studies, Mumbai, India, MOTOHIRO YORITOMI, Chairman,

Head, Department of Buddhist studies, Suchin University, Kyoto (Japan),

Yamagishi Koki, Associate Professor, Nara University ofEducation, Nara, Japan,

PHRARAJA VISUDDHI MEDHI, Director, Mahachulalom Korn RajaMahavidyalaya,

Wat Salolai, Surin Province, Thailand and INDIRA Y. JUNGHARE, Chairperson,

Professor, Department of Asain Languages and Culture, Minnesota University,

Minnesota, U.S.A. to name a few.

The book under review is divided into eight parts. In the first part,

there are thirteen articles on different topics of Religion and Philosophy.

N.G-KULKARNI'S paper on 'Buddha's Approach to Metaphysics' , SUBHADA JOSHI'S

article on Buddhist Mysticism: A Comparative Study, V.V.GANGAL'S paper

on Vedic Antecedents of the Buddhist Paradigm and ANGARAJ CHAUDHARY'S

article on Buddhism : Where philosophy and religion converge, are highly

thought-provoking and enlightening.

The second part contains
two papers on Buddhist Logic.

KUNJUNNI RAJAH'S

paper on Dinnaga and Bhartrhari, though very short is highly thought-provoking

and original. V.N. JHA'S paper on Dharmakirti's concept of Pramana, makes

a highly informative reading for any student of Indian epistemology.

Part three of the volume throws new light on Buddhism as found in

Sanskrit and Tamil literature. Part IV deals with Mahayana Buddhism. The

papers (a) Essentialism, Eternalism & Buddhism - by PRADEEP GOKHALE,

(b) Non-Dualism in Zen Buddhism and Advaita Vedanta by N.S.S.DDHARTHAN,
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(c) The Atharvaveda and the Indian Tantra in Tibetan by S.K.PATHAK,

(d) Concept of Inner Homa in Japanese Shingon Buddhism, jointly written

by KALPAKAM SHANKARNARAYAN and MOTOHIRO YORITOMI are highly original,

full of new insights and make refreshing reading.

Part V of the volume consists of five papers on History of Buddhism.

The article by AKIRA SAITO entitled "Santideva in The History of Madhyamika

Philosophy" is highly original, as there is systematic and penitrating discussion

of the subject from Chronological and Philosophical stand points. PANDURANGA

BHATTA'S article, ASoka's contribution to Universal Peace : An Introspection,

makes a very refreshing reading as it highlights the importance and relevance

of Asoka's ethics to contemporary world.

In part VI of the volume, there are four papers dealing with Buddhist

Art. Special mention can be made of S. NAGARAJU'S article entitled, "From

Spirituality to Power : A Millennium of Buddhist Monastic Architecture as

a Mirror of Social History" as it brilliantly discusses the interrelation between

precept and practice with plenty of evidence drawn from artistic creations.

D.C.BHATTACHARYA'S paper entitled, "Dharm-cakrapravartanaMudra", is equally

illuminating and informative. The author has taken great pains to show how

Dharmcakrapravartana is regarded as the embodiment of all facets of Law

and Wisdom.

Part VII contains two papers on Buddhism outside India. The last paper

in Part VIII by MEENA.V.TALIM deals with "Female Reformers of Buddhist

Period". In this chapter there are beautiful portraits of Maharajapati Gotami,

Visakha Migaramata Sanghamitra and Nayanika. This article effectively

highlights the role of women in ancient India and their contribution to the

civilization of this great country.

The book contains as many as 36 +,12 coloured and black and white

rare highly informative, artistically exquisite plates and figures. In my o

pinion, the book is a very valuable addition to comparative literature on various

dimensions of Buddhism. Even though the scope of the book is very wide,

the editors have done an excellent job in arranging the papers in such a way
that the interest of the reader is kept alive throughout. This pioneering work

is a landmark in Buddhism and will be received enthusiastically by the learned
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world. The book is appropriately dedicated to "those who played their role

in creating interest in innovation and excellence". The book is recommended

for both studious and not-so-studious readers.

S.R. Bongale.

The Concept of Upasana : Worship in Sanskrit Literature by RAMNI.

S. PATKI. Pub : Sri Satguru Publications : A Division of Indian Books Centre,

Delhi. First Ed. 1996, pp. xvi + 247. Price Rs.450/-

The above treatise is a modified version of a Ph.D. Thesis of RAJANI

PATKI. which she submitted through Ananthacharya Indological
Research Institute,

and for which the Bombay University has already awarded the degree to her.

Both the Institute and the Scholar deserve compliments for promoting a study

of a topic like 'Upasana'. It would help in developing critical insights into

our religio-philosophical
culture; and the spiritual dimensions

of the indological

studies in particular.

The book by PATKI as a whole presents a comprehensive account of

Upasana in almost all forms of Sanskrit literature, in its different periods of

history Her work is a well-documented kaleidoscopic presentation
of Indian

worship, which helps the reader to understand the forms and interconnections

among the diverse traditions.

At the beginning she has clarified the distinction between Upasana,

Sadhana and Bhakti (pp.9-10), which instead of being sketchy
should

have

been discussed in more critical details, being the key concepts in Indian Worship.

PATK. deserves full credit for providing the details relating to Bharatiya

Upasana as we find it developed in its three major streams, viz. Vedic, Pauramka

an'd Tantrika. A special mention needs to be made of her attempt tc.present

an outline of the Vidyas, as we find them in the Upamsadic lore (Chap.II
pp^

9-36). It would be a difficult job to knit together the details of worship from
-.

the Sutra, Smrti and the Epic forms of literature. Sim, *

when one tries to study and articulate with many occult details. PATK, has
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given in her work an outline of Upasana, with clarity and precision

(Chap.4. pp.124-152; chap.6. pp.174 -189). Her outline may help the reader
in approaching the original sources in the matter.

Indian Worship has been misunderstood. Some find in it nothing but

ritualism, while for others it is the religion of a Brahmanic culture. Yet some
others read in it the remnants of ancient life of the primitive tribes. Such parochial
interpre-tations come in the way of understanding our cultural identity, and
the spiritual streams behind our national unity. The works like the present
one deserve praise, as such academic and research efforts show the possible
avenues and orinetations in understanding our cultural ethos.

The Pancayatana Puja in Indian Worship provides freedom of choic
to the devotee; and yet preserves the unity or synthetic nature of the Divinity.
PATKI'S presentation in the matter (Chap.3. pp. 37-123) is a quite substantive
treatment of the subject with analytical mode of study. However, her concluding
portion (Chap.8.) where she has tried to discuss the relations among the Upasya,
Upasana and Upasaka may appear to the advanced reader as again sketchy,'
as these too are the key concepts in the whole work.

Srimad Bhagavadglta, Snmad Bhagavata and the Bhakti Sutras play
an important role in Indian Worship. While studying its aspects and problems,
one has to understand their teachings in depth.so that one can throw light on
the philosophical and mystical dimensions. One would expect from PATKI more
enlightenment in the matter.

The Bhakti movement and Indian saints have played a vital role in Indian
hfe, particularly in developing Upasana for the masses. Though this work is
a study confined to the Sanskrit literature, a reference to the saints would have
been a relevant step, as many saints have followed the Classics of Bhakti
literature, such as Glta and Bhagavata. Similarly, as the work reasonably takes
into account Drama, Poetry etc., it would have been better, had it taken note
of the works like Bhagavad-bhakti Rasayanawof Sri MADHUSUDAN SARASVAT,
and Bhagavadbhakti Rasamrta- sindhu of RUPA GOSVAMI. as in them we
find the .different aspects and implications of Bhakti Rasa, which is the core
of Divine Worship.
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However, apart from these or such inadequacies here and there,PATKi's

treatise deserves 'all praise for bringing together diverse threads and thoughts

regarding Upasana or Worship under one conceptual umbrella. Her work reflects

her research abilities, and the book as a whole carries within it research potentialities

for further studies. It would be a welcome step, if she presents a study of India's

contribution to world thought pertaining to Moksa Dharma and Moksa Marga.

The present work appears to be more a textual exposition of the themes relating

to worship. She has described her approach as integral or that of Samanvaya

in Introduction (p. xv). For such approach, this type of treatise may serve

as a good source book. However, a creative synthesis of the diverse trends

in Indian Worship would be a result of a critical and comparative study of

the core concepts within the framework of its history and development. Such

studies are important while meeting the challenges of the present day

scepticism and the crisis of the human values.

Though the cost of book may appear forbidding to the common reader,

the printing and other technical features of the book^^^^
Indian Books Centre, therefore, needs to be complimented for pabhshing

the book in an elegant style.

PATKI used to have consultations with me, while she was preparing her

Thesis. Her painstaking nature, interest in the research theme and w.de

reading is reflected both in it, as well as in this published book.

Ihopethebookwouldhelpthereaderinunderstandingthewidespectrum

of Upasana or' worship in Indian Thought, and would inspire other researchers

to unfold its still unknown mysteries and milestones.

J. V. Joshi.
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Advaitasiddhi Vs Nyayamrta ( An up to date critical Re-Appraisal )

Part - 1 B.N.K. SHARMA. Akhila Bharatiya Madhva Mahamandal, Bangalore,
1994, pp.229; Price Rs. 70/-

In 1962, Dr. A.K.NARAIN, wrote abook 'Outlines ofMadhva Philosophy'.
This book was greeted by all scholars of Dvaita Vedanta, as a very authentic

systematically written book. The Bombay University, where Madhvacarya is

studied as a special philosopher at M.A., presented it for Reading by M.A.
Philosophy students, in addition to other authoritative works on Madhvacarya.
The author, seemed so overwhelmed by dualistic Vedanta, that he concluded
his book with the following remarks :

"As a vindication of the truth ofTheism as the most successful doctrine,
Madhva's Philosophy is an unblemished appraisal that has carried Ir.p^ f

the farthest end, to avoid any inconsistency -
examples of which may be found

in his defence of Difference and his doctrine of Visesa". He further adds -"
for a student of comparative philosophy, desiring to understand the

contribution of Theism to world and its future, the teachings nf
would appear as a strong argument to the revival of Theism as th
redeeming philosophy of thP. wnrin

(underline mine).

ThesameDr.NARAiN.in 1964, wrote another book 'Critique ofMadhva
Refutation ofSankara School of Vedanta.

'

This was intended to be a criticism
of Nyayamrta and in defence of Advaitasiddhi. This book is highly censorious
of the performance of Madhva, Jayatlrtha and Vyasatirtha, accusing them of
grossly misrepresenting Advaita by wantonly or otherwise confusing
between the Paramarthika and the Vyavaharika levels of truth in Sankara's
phUosophy and holding it up to misplaced criticism throughout. He thus took
an about turn suddenly and mysteriously.

It was therefore necessary to evaluate the performance of DrNARAiN
himselfby exposing the inner inconsistencies in his 'Critique ofMadhva Refutation
... Vedanta and also bringing to his notice the fact that, he could have been
as much careful in refuting the Madhva refutation, as he was careful in writinghis Outlines . . .' though not more.
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It is unfortunate that Dr.NARA.N has not been an honest critic He has

indulged in misrepresenting, and mis-interpreting ; he has not hesitated to p ay

tricks with evidence, suppress material facts from the wntmgs o he D

^

ana

authors and accuse them of deliberately misrepresent Advaita po.it.on.

DrBN.K.SHARMA's book 'Advaita Siddhi V* Nyayamrta' is a very

welcome addition to the literature on the Advaita-Dvaita
polem^e

has

successfully rebutted all the accusations by Dr.NARA.N in his Critique and

asTo !L an excellent exposition of the Dvaita school of

Ve^nta

-d

its authentic refutation of Advaita, through the centunes from Madh c. ya

to 'Tarangim' Ramacarya, quoting extensively, and pointing out at each

stage, where Dr.NARAiN went wrong or bungled.
'

In this connection it will suffice to refer to Dr. Narain's accusation

about the two levels Paramarthika and Vyavaharika.
Dr.SHARMA nghtly pom s

out how Madhu-sudana SarasvatT when confronted by Vyasatmha quietly

abandon's the older view of sublation from Paramarthika stand point on account

*
the muma,^interdependence it involves and accepts boldly the only other

tlativelefttohimof 'Svaropena Ni ?edha'<^^^
viz it would reduce the world to a nullity. The fig leaf of Vyavahanka

ta drops down exposing the nullity of the world in all Us nakedness.

for the treatment of -Vivaria.

with avidya as propounded by the Vivaniakara.

,t is a gross perversion
of the truth for DrHH to say U,a. the Masters

aCt Brahmavivartav^da and have reWed i, in tor wnnngs.
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Dr. SHARMA'S book in its Introductory gives a broad summary of

Nyayamrta, which will help the reader to know the issues. Chapter II dea s

wfth the Doctrine of Falsity of the World and Chaps III and VIII deal W1 h

five definitions of Mithyatva and their detailed examinatton from the Dvmta

Vedanta point of view.

In Chaps IX to XX the grounds of Falsity as given by the Advaitins

are stated and examined. They are (a) Drsyatva, (b) Jadatva, (c) Paricchinnatva

and (d) Sattvanirukti. A detailed examination of Drsyatva is given from Chap

XIII to XVIII, establishing the Primacy of Pratyaksa and competence of

Pratyaksa to grasp uncontradictable reality of the world.

Chapter XIX deals with Antinomies in the Advaita Interpretation of

Neha Nanasti Sruti. The last chapter of the book concludes that the Doctrine

of Falsity of the Universe is irrational.

It is quite often said that Madhusudana SarasvatI tried to save Advaita

by his 'Advaitasiddhi'. But it is full of inherent contradictions. These were

exposed by Ramacarya in his 'Tarangini'. Further, Madhusudana compromises

Advaita with Vaisnava Theism, as can be seen from his 'Bhagavata Bhakti

Rasayana'. He identifies Brahman with Krsna and advocates Radhabhakti

or Madhurabhakti as means to Mukti.

DR. SHARMA rightly points out that the stupendous range of survey of

the problems of Indian Philosophy carried out by Vyasatlrtha in his Nyayamrta,

places severe restrictions on the ability and equipment of any modern scholar

aspiring to do even remote justice to monumental classics like the Nyayamrta

and its rival. One has to be extremely good in Neo-Nyaya and Sanskrit.

The book carries an introduction by DR.NINIAN SMART, Prof, of

Comparative Religion, Uni. of California, Santa Barbara (U.S.A.). DR. SMART

writes - 'Both Western and traditional Indian Scholars are in his (DR.SHARMA'S)

debt for making the Nyayamrta available to a modern public. I congratulate

him on 'this volume's appearance'.

DR.SHARMA'S book is an excellent contribution to the literature of

Indian Philosophy and Dvaita-Advaita polemics and every serious student
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and research scholar of Vedanta will profit by going through it. It is a

relrkable reference book, on Dvaita Philosophy and Dvaita retutauon of

Advaita.

S. G. Mudgal.

The Life of Ramanujacarya
- the exponent of

Visi^dvaita

Philosophy

by A Govindacharya. Edited and Re-published by T.N. Santhanam and T.D.

M
y

uraHdhara, Pub" Shri Visishtadvaita Research Centre 66 Dr. Rang-chan

Road, Madras - 600 018, 1995, pp. X + 220. Pnce Rs.95/

This book is an old classic, first published
in 1 906. It was out of print

ou, ,he saUen, features in ,he life of

This is one of the most authentic book on the life of the great

For a., students of Indian Phi.osophy in genera,
and Visistadvaita i.

particiular,
this book is an innponan,

reference work.
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I have no hesitation in recommending this book to the Scholars and
Students of Indian Philosophy and also to the general reader interested in the
lives of great Philosophers and Saints.

S. G. Mudgal.

3SRTT Wtm " "
Open The Door Jnanesvara

"
:

Translated into English. VANAMALA PARTHASARATHY.?^ Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan
Kulapati Munshi Marg, Mumbai -400 007, First Edition 1995. Pages 30 Price
Rs.20/-

T&ttce Abhanga of Muktabai, the deservedly famous sister of Sri
Jnanesvara has a place of its own in Marathi Literature. It has been rightly
said that the great wisdom rooted in steadfast devotion displayed in her Abhaiigas
(eleven in number) at the young age of fourteen is a rare achievement The
c,rcumstances that led to the composition of these Abhangas are moving On
one occasion the abusive words of a brahmin caused great distress to Jnanesvara
and he locked himself in the hut. Muktabai knew that the insult had upsethim too much. Then she assumed the role of an elderly person and lovinglyrebuked tan,, expected him to 'become the ocean of happiness' and 'calm fheworld by words of advice'(as he, 'known to be a Yogi with mind so purehe had to bear offences of people (with patience)' (p. 13). Every Abhanga ends-*^
of thTm * > r

she

rreded in pening the
of the milk of human kindness.

Indolo.! ryaIndobgical Research Institute, Mumbai has taken pains to translate these abhangasShe has proved a short but very illuminating introduction giving all availaWemfonnafon about Muktabai's persona, life, her disciple ViLa as

^ "

detee^^^^^devotee Namadeva who has
graphically described the last moments of this
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woman-saint (pages 8-9). VANAMALA PARTHASARATHY'S carefulness can be

seen from her reference to observations made by DHERE R.C. in his thesis

speaking of Muktabai as a Sivayoginl. She has also alluded to 'the temple in

Salbardi in Morshi Taluka in the Amaravati district of Maharashtra' (p.7). I

am sure that such praiseworthy attempts of English renderings of the

female philosopher-poets
of Maharashtra will go a long way in encouraging

emotional integration in this vast country which truly happens to be a

desideratum. Thanks are also due to Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan for neatly

printing this useful booklet.

M.D.Paradkar.

Gujarat Ke Santa Kaviyonmen Sarhajik Samvadita (Hindi) Ed.

GOVARDHAN SHARMA. Pub : AARSH Akshardham, Sec.20, Gandhinagar, Gujarat,

1996, pp.165, Price Rs.70/-.

The book under review is the first publication
of Aarsh. Aarsh is a

significant mnemonic for Akshardham Applied Research Centre for Social

Harmony This research centre was established in 1994, at Akshardham,

Gandhinagar, under the able guidance of Dr. K.K.A. Venkatachari, a doyen

in the field of research in South Indian Traditions and Culture. As its first

activity AARSH organized a state-level seminar at Gandhinagar, in April 1 994,

on the theme of social harmony, as traceable in the literature of saint poets

of Gujarat The present publication
is a collection ofthe research papers presented

at the said seminar. A few more papers are included, which were commissioned

for the complete treatment of the theme.

Originally, the papers were presented in Gujarati, Hindi and English.

They were subsequently rendered into Hindi forawider readership, and GOVARDHAN

SHARMA, an acknowledged Hindi writer in both Maharashtra and Gujarat, has

edited them to perfection. All these eighteen papers together present a pleasant

colourful spectrum of social harmony ,
which has gone a long way in nourishing

a sense of equality and solidarity among the masses of this part of India.
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As is mentioned by the editor, the saints though born in a particular

region, do not belong to that particular region or language. They are the salt

of the earth. They speak out their inner experience about the Reality, and

can elevate the masses to a -higher plane of existence. This results in an

abiding harmony among those who stand thus elevated.

The book contains the significant teachings of Swami Narayan sect

and their works of unifying the masses through love and care for the common
man. These four articles are contributed by J.M. and RAMESH DAVE, PRATIMA

and PURNIMA DAVE.

Then there are articles on Jain saints, the RamanandTs, Kablr Panthls,

and the Sufis by RANGATIYA, PRAJAPATI, RAMCHARAN SHARMA and GOVARDHAN
SHARMA respectively. These scholars have brought out the quintessence of

the teachings of these sects and have shown how it helped in social unification.

A few other lesser known saints are also represented in the book by
NARESH PANDYA, by BAHECHARBHAI PATEL, NEELKANTH SATHE, BHAVANA
MAHETA and BALWANT JANI. These scholars have written on Pranami sect f

ounded by Deochandra, on Kuberdas and his Kaivalya-jnana sect, the saints

of Sorath and of Kutch and also the Charan saints.

VIJAY PANDYA has traced the social strains in the poems of Narsi

Mehta. While ANANTA VYAS studies the life of Akha, who achieved advai tic

bliss through love and devotion, PUSHPALATA SHARMA narrates the achieve-

ments of Isra or Isvardas. NATHALAL GOHIL explores the writings, of those saints,

who followed humble trades such as of weavers, barbers, cobblers etc.

All these saints have a thread of love and co existence, running through their

songs. DEVADATTA JOSHI writes about Rang Avadftut, a saint belonging to Datta

sect, known for its informal behaviour.

All these articles in the publication, it may be seen, lay more stress

on personal ethical life of the saints. The supporting quotations cited in each
article will prove..this.Tt'..would; however, have been better, if the writers would
have endeavoured to show. the social changes leading to harmonious community-
living, as a result of the impact of saints on society. Almost all the articles

are rather good essays than thoroughly researched papers.
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The purpose of the seminar, however, stands fulfilled in this publication

in as much as it presents a cross section of Gujarat saints and their socially

oriented thoughts.

N. B. Patil.

Poetry, Creativity and Aesthetic Experience : by NATVARLAL Josm.

Pub -.Eastern Book Linkers, 5825. New Chandrawal, Jawahar Nagar,

Delhi-110 007. pp.251. Price Rs. 250/-,1994

Sanskrit poetics is an enchanting subject for both, the philosophers and

linguists. A number of books are already there, dealing separately with various

aspects of Sanskrit poetry and literary excellence. But a need was otten felt

for a co-ordinated study of all the earlier literary critics and their contribution

to aesthetics. The book under review partially meets this need.

Originally this was a work submitted for Ph.D. degree of University

of Bombay (which the author earned in 1993) and the thesis was tided "Poetic

Compostioin, Its Cause and Purpose". The present title, viz. 'Poetry, Creativity

and Aesthetic Experience' with its sub-title as 'Sanskrit Poetics and Literary

Criticism' is equally expressive of the subject matter of the book.

In presenting his study, the author has used the age-old technic of

'Anubandha catustaya, usually employed
in the prakarana granthas on Vedanta.

The study presupposes the three vital problems in Sanskrit literary criticism' -

viz (1 ) the problem of defining poetic expression; (2) the problem of creativity

and (3) the problem of aesthetic experience. We in India have a rich tradition

of literary thinkers who have evolved over the millenia the theories of poetic

creativity, excellence and appreciation.
The author has co-ordinated the views

of more than twenty-two literary philosophers
and linguists and has also co-

related his findings with Vedanta and Yoga philosophies.

The entire study has been presented
in seven chapters running over

<>23 pages and the results of the author's study are summarised m the las

pages The author explains (Ch II) his method ot the onubnndh*

and points out its relevance in co-ordinating the variant views
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of early literary critics. Thus according to the. author (Ch II),the poet, the

connoisseur (sahrdaya), the critic (vidagdha), the royal patron (rajan) and the

assembly (vidvat parisad) are the adhikarinah in the poetic activity. The author

goes further deep and recounts the qualities of each category of adhikarin

that makes him play his role better in the enjoyment of poetry.

In the same manner, he explores the poetic compositions which form

the visaya or the subject-matter of poetry (Ch IV). Here he takes count of all

the earlier literary critics and categorises them as per the importance they

gave to (1) the word element, (2) the sense element, (3) the arrangement and

(4) the embellishment. He quotes in extenso in support of the arguments advanced

by these literary critics.

The subject matter i.e. characteristics of poetry is discussed in chapter

V and these are laksana, guna, dosa, alaiikara, nti, vrtti, rasa, dhvani, vakrokti,

aucitya, camatkara, ratnanlyata. This is perhaps the longest chapter in the book

and rightly so, because all these characteristics have been thoroughly discussed

in the context of respective theories.

Chapter VI deals with the relation or sambandha between' the

adhikarinah (mentioned earlier) and visaya. The chapter also deals with pratibha
i.e. creativity and distinguishes a variety of mental faculties, viz. smrti, mati,

buddhi^prajna, etc. The author quotes from Aitandavardhana, Bhatta Tota,

Mahimabhatta, Abhinavagupta, Rudrata, Vagbhata,*- Jayadeva, Jagannatha,

Vamana, Vidyadhara, Rajasekhara, regarding pratibha or creativity.

Kavyaprayojanas or purposes of poetry such as fame, aesthetic joy,

expert knowledge of various arts, benefaction, enrichment of intellect and
enhancement of the four purusarthas are mentioned in Chapter VII.

Some of the salient conclusions drawn by the author (Ch VIII) are :

The art and practice of poetry in ancient India, flourished under the

influence of the connoisseur (sahrdaya), the critic (vidagdha), the royal patron
(rajan), the assembly (vidvatparisad) the nagaraka and the ganika. Poets received

appreciation from all these and poetry thrived. The concepts ofpoetry evolved

gradually and various theories sprang up during the course of history of poetics
of 1500 years; that pratibha (inspiration), nipunata (proficiency) and
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practice (abhyasa), serve as causes of poetry and various theorists give varying

importance to these factors; that fame, wealth, knowledge of the ways of the

world, removal of evil, instant joy and friendly advice as that of a wife (kanta)

are the main purposes of poetry.
'

The author has taken great pains in bringing together the vast theoretical

material in Sanskrit poetics and literary criticism and has meaningfully presented

it in the manner of Vedantic discipline. In doing so he has trod a new path

and used an effective scale of Vedanta in understanding poetry.

The paper and printing of the book are nice and the simple symbolic

representation on the cover is quite expressive of the method used.

N. B. Patil.
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* 4 Papers presented at the Seminar on Sanskrit Literature, 1979.
\

* 5-8 TiruvaymoE English Glossary by S. 1

Sathyamoorthi Ayyengar (
Volumes I to IV

) [

* 5 God Far, God Near - An Interpretation of the Thoughts of
j

Nammalvar by R. D. Kaylor & K, K. A, Venkatachari,
\

9 The Theology of Raraamija by John.B. Carman of Harvard University
'

(
Indian Reprint (originally published from Yale University.

*
1 Proceedings of the Seminar on * e

Teraple Art 6s Architecture " March 1980. .

,
*

1 1 -Proceedings of the Seminar on "Symbolism in Temple Art &
j

Architecture "-Feb. 1981.
\

!

12 Tiruppavai by Prof. S. L, Simha,
j

13 Holy life of Azhvars by A.Govindacharya. \

* 14 Gita Bhasya of Ramanuja - with English |

Translation by M. R, Sampathkumaran. !

15 Proceedings of the Seminar on "
Technology in- India **..- ;

(
Ancient and Medieval Periods )

- Feb, 1983. ]

16 Proceedings of the Seminar on "Aganaa & Silpa "December, 198L
|

17 ^ Poems of Andal " translated by P. Sundaram. |

18 Rajaraja - The Great 1

19 Mumuksuppati J

20 Glimpses of Ancient Indian Culture
j

21 Select Bibliography of Ramayana -j

related Studies by Prof. H.Daniel Smith. ;l

;

22 Varadarajapancasat by Vedantadesika
;j

Bd 6& Tr. by Pierre Syrvain Filliozat. 1

23 Praise - Poems to Visnu and Sri by Nancy Ann Nayar, |

24 -Goda Siikta Translated into Marathi by N. B. Patil.
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